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MONTANA WATER RIGHTS

FRIDAY, AUGUST 31, 1979

U.S. SENATE,

SELECT COMMITTEE oN INDIAN AFFAIRS,

Ronan, Mont.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 :15 a.m., in the Ronan

High School Auditorium, Senator John Melcher (chairman of the

committee) presiding.

Present: Senator John Melcher, chairman.

Staff1 present: Roy Whitacre, staff director; and Gary Kimble,

counse .

Senator MELCHER. This is an official hearing of the Senate Select

Committee on Indian Affairs.

It is being held to rovide the eople here in Montana an oppor

tunity to comment an testify on t ese water lawsuits brought by the

Justice Department in April of this year.

We will call witnesses who represent cities, towns, counties, groups

of defendants, irrigation districts, representatives of the tribes, and

other organizations. We will take written testimony from anybody

who cares to submit it.

The hearing record will remain open for any such testimony or any

additions to testimony for at least 20 days from now.

We have told the school officials that we would welcome any of the

students that might want to attend a portion of the hearing. It is all

nght with us, if, when they come in, it won't disturb the hearmg record

at all—there may be a little bit of disturbance, but it won't bother

us and it won't bother our hearing record—and we welcome them here.

Any of the witnesses that are on the witness list and have a time

constraint and wish to testify by a certain time, if they will just let

us know, we will try to accommodate their interests.

We will recess at approximately noon and then reconvene at approx

imately 1:30 this afternoon. We would expect that all of the testimony

Will be submitted by about 4 o’clock. We will close the hearing then.

I will remain afterwards, however, to discuss with any of you any of

the points in the water lawsuits or any other matter. So if you have

something you wish to discuss with me, feel free to approach me after

we recess at noon or after we adjourn later this afternoon. .

These public hearings on the Justice Department's lawsuits 1n

Montana should really serve notice on the people here in this State

to alert all Montanans that the Justice Department is really reachmg

much farther than just Indian water claims. The suits are designed,

if they go to their ultimate decision, to adjudicate water in these

drainages and to identify Federal reservations of water for the future.

(451)
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That doesn’t just involve Indian water claims or the rights of tribes;

it involves the Federal reservation of water for the future, which would

be under Federal control.

There is a clear difference you should understand, that unlike the

western conce t of water that we are familiar with—where we estab

lish priorities or beneficial use of water, and where we recognize that

community and agricultural purposes for using water are of the high

est priorities; unlike that understanding that we have here in the

West—the Justice Department lawsuits are redicated upon an en

tirely different basis which just does not re ect our western values

and western concepts for water uses.

Montana's agricultural use of water, in my judgment, is likely to

come close to doubling in the next 15 or 20 years. I say that because

we know that sprinkler irrigation is not only here, it is going to be

increased very rapidly throughout the State. That would bring thou

sands upon thousands of acres of Montana land under irrigation and

put it to a higher beneficial use in terms of productivity.

Furthermore, the Justice Department has named, at present, 3,400

defendants in Montana, including cities and towns and irrigation

districts on these four drainages of the Poplar, the Marias, the Milk,

and the Flathead. The Justice Department testified on July 30 that

they intend to name as defendants all water users in those water

dramages, and so the number of defendants, if you include those that

are in cities and towns, will likely reach 100,000 or more of Montanans.

I think it is clear that the scope of these suits, and the long delay

in adjudicating all water in these drainages, and the very threat of

unknown amounts of—and I use this in quotes—“Federal reserva

tions of water,” it ought to be clear to us here in Montana that we

have to react very strongly and very forcefully at this time.

The bonding capabilities for cities, towns, and irrigation districts

will probabl come under somewhat of a cloud, because they are

named as de endants in a long drawn-out water suit. Individuals with

their land may find that their land title is coming under a cloud

because of the water suit.

On Monday of last week, the city of Shelby accepted bids on some

water revenue bonds exceeding $1 million for improvements in their

water system. They had a contractor in place already working on the

im rovements prior to the actual sale of the bonds. They had one

bi der at the bond sale—Pi er, Jaffray and Hopwood—-who bid it

in at 7.29 percent interest or those water revenue bonds. D. A.

Davidson, the brokera e firm that was handling the bond sale,

advised the city of She by the next morning that they had better

disclose that they are named as defendants in one of the lawsuits-so

they disclosed. Piper, Jaffray and Hopwood said: “Well, we will have

to reconsider whether or not we want our bid at that rate or whether

we want to bid at all.”

In the middle of this week, Piper, Jaffray and Ho wood advised

the city they don’t think they want the bonds. D. A. avidson said:

“Maybe we can handle them, and if we can handle them, it will be at

7% percent, a half percent up.” Of course, these are tax-free bonds

and that is the reason for those rates.

The contractor—Felton, from Missoula—already working on the

roject, is naturall held in limbo. He doesn’t know what to do.

Should he shut the job down now, so as of yesterday or today, he was

going to discuss it with D. A. Davidson and see whether he felt-he
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was confident that the bonds would be picked up and there wouldn't

be any more hitches and he could continue on the job. If he shuts

down the job, if he withdraws from the job, probably the city of

Shelby will have to go through the whole process of readvertising

for a bid on the contract, and that will take a while. That means the

job probably won’t go in this fall. So they are faced with either paying

a higher interest rate or telling the contractor to shut down while they

palavar over this. They are inclined to think they are better off paying

the higher interest rate if D. A. Davidson will pick it up at that extra

half percent and keep the contractor working, because if they have to

readvertise, it is going to cost them more anyway.

I go through all this scenario because I think we ought to pay some

attention on the effects of water lawsuits. If there is some opportunity

to think that these water lawsuits would be ended in a few months,

that would be another matter, but forget it. The gentleman on my left

here come from Nevada, and he tells me there is one suit still pending

that is 50 years old, is that right?

Mr. WHITACRE. That is correct.

Senator MELCHER. One water lawsuit pending in Nevada that has

been going on for 50 years. Most of us aren’t gomg to live that much

longer, and so we have to do the best we can to sort out these facts

and see where we are going and see what can be done.

These suits are not well-prepared. The Justice Department and the

Interior Department have not prepared well, and we will be relating

a portion of the reasons why they are not well-prepared, as I continue

my remarks.

This is the fourth of the water hearings here in Montana by the

Senate Indian Affairs Committee. It is the fifth of the Senate hearin s,

though. On July 30, in Washington, we received testimony from t e

Justice Department and from the Interior Department, and that

hearing focused on the facts, as they saw them, in instigating these

four massive water suits.

Since then, we have had hearings in Glasgow, Cut Bank, and

Billings. At Billings, we took testimony on two additional water suits

that were instigated in 1975. One involves the Northern Cheyenne

Tribe on the Rosebud Creek drainage and Milk River drainage, and

the other involves the Crow Tribe on the Big Horn River drainage.

Because the outcome of these suits could set a precedent affecting

all western States, the five-member Senate Select Committee on

Indian Affairs has unanimously agreed to this extensive set of hearings

on these Montana lawsuits.

On July 30, in Washington, at the hearing there, the position taken

by the Justice Department seemed to me to be a type of position where

a trial lawyer grasps for every last straw to make a strong case for

his client. For example, the Justice Department attorneys, even in

contradiction to the Interior Department’s attorneys, testified that

everyone in the drainage area who used water, whether it was from

surface or subsurface, would be named as defendants.

In addition, they have named as defendants cities and towns

which are merely leasing water from the Bureau of Reclamation——a

Federal agency. They have talked about the need to name as de

fendants farmers and ranchers who only use subsurface water from

their own wells, and cities and towns who only use subsurface water

from their own wells. When I asked them: How do you identify
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that as being in connection with all the rest of it? They said: Hydro

logic studies would probably indicate that all these users of sub

surface water, through their own wells, were probably in the same

drainage as one of these river systems. Yet they have absolutely

no hydrologic study to present—absolutely none.

I questioned the Justice Department attorneys on July 30 concern

ing the prior beneficial uses of establishing a valid water claim by non

Indians. They don’t view the case that way. They don’t believe

that even though the water rights for non-Indians are long-estab

lished, long-used in a beneficial way—they refuse to concede the

oint that there ought to be a process for eliminating these defendants

rom the suit. When I questioned the Federal Government witnesses,

if they sought to establish Indian claims for water reservations for

the tribes for industrial purposes such as synfuel plants, to be used

some time in the future, the Interior Department attorneys said that

that was a “speculation.” I use the word speculation in quotes.

That is their word.

This scenario that they have devised is a very chaotic scenario.

I believe Congress, if necessary, will reaffirm the western water law

doctrine of first in time, first in place, first in right, to confirm bene

ficial use. That priority for domestic purposes, for agricultural needs,

for livestock watering, for irrigation purposes, for protection of

streams for fish habitat, cannot and must not be shunted aside for

power abs by those who are seeking industrial water, whether it is

edera agencies that are seeking these reservations of water in the

future for industrial purposes, or whether it is Indian or non-Indian.

In my judgment, if it is necessary, Congress will reaffirm the

concept that we understand governing beneficial use, system of

priorities for agriculture, domestic use, cities and towns as being of

the highest priority.

Now, the overall goal of these hearings is, first of all, to establish

a solid record on who is using water in Montana and for what purposes.

Second, we want to, as much as possible, sort out how much water

is being used from subsurface as compared to surface; to document

as best we can at this time whether there are water shortages on parts

of these drainages; and to record—if there is any hydrolo y available

from knowledgable witnesses——how that hydrology is a ecting sub

surface water.

The committee will seek, on the basis of these public hearings and

the material we receive, to drastically limit the scope of the suits,

eliminating high priority beneficial water users from the list of de

fendants. We will seek to get the Justice department to agree to that,

and for a very obvious reason. We have heard plenty of testimony _.

that the usual beginning cost for any defendant to get some legal

advice is about $250. It is obvious that those are just initial costs '.

and that if the suits drag on, the price for legal defense for defendantswill be compounded dramatically. These lawsuits have a habit of -

going on for decades. _ _ .

Finally, if the facts presented in these pubhc hearmgs demonstrate

to the satisfaction of the committee that the suits are improper and

ill-timed, the committee will so advise the Justice Department and

recommend withdrawal of the suits.

We will, first of all, hear from Joe Roberts, chief legal counsel, the

Governor's oflice, representing the State of Montana. Joe?
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STATEMENT OF IOE ROBERTS, CHIEF LEGAL COUNSEL, OFFICE OF

THE GOVERNOR OF MONTANA

Mr. ROBERTS. Thank you, Senator Melcher.

As you indicated, my name is Joe Roberts, and I am chief legal

cognsel in the office of the Governor, and I am representing him here

to ay.

The weather seems to be quite appropriate for the subject matter

of this hearing this morning. In fact, it occurred to me driving through '

the torrent from Kalispell this morning, that if it kept raining like

that, perhaps we would have enough water that there wouldn’t be

anything to argue about.

The chairman referred to the possible length of these legal proceed-

ings and it called to mind a little story. After these suits were filed,

we had many inquiries in the Governor's office. There were several

meetings set up around the State, and we tried to go out as much as

we could to meet with groups of defendants who had been served.

One of the pieces of advice that we rightfully, I think, had to give

people was that they needed the advice and counsel of an attorney to

make a specific evaluation of their claim. One of the questions at one

particular meeting we were at, was: What of lawyer do I need?

We didn't quite know how to respond to that question. Somebody

piped up in the back of the room, “Just make sure he’s a young one.”

While there is some obvious humor in that, I think it really has some

unfortunate truth to it, also.

The Governor would like to congratulate you, as chairman of the

select committee, and the select committee itself for holding these

field hearings in Montana, for taking this extensive testimony of

people who have been named as defendants in this suit. He feels that

it is very appropriate for you to do so.

I am not going to take a lot of time this morning in developing

the legal position of the State. I don’t think that is the purpose of

your hearings. I think the purpose, as you have adequately stated, is

to hear from the people who have been served and named as defend

ants and who are water users in this State. I want to leave, certainly,

the bulk of the hearing for them.

I would like to indicate the basic legal position of the State of

Montana. We are named both in our proprietary interest as land

owners and water claimants through the State, and also in a protec

tive capacity for its citizens. Our basic legal position is that all waters

of this State ought to be adjudicated through the State adjudication

rocess. That includes all the water claimants in Montana, all the

ederal claimants, and all the Indian tribes. We feel that that can be

done fairly and equitably to all parties. That when you examine the

history and development of water law in the West, the State courts

have traditionally provided the forum for water adjudication. They

have the expertise. They have developed the special procedures nec

essary to do comprehensive adjudications of water. So, it seems only

appropriate that that be done in this instance, also.

I am sure that the chairman is familiar with the McCarran amend

ment passed by the Congress in 1952. It is a clear statement from

Congress that the appropriate forum to adjudicate water is within

the States themselves. Further evidence of this goes all the way back

to the Desert Claims Act, which indicated that the procedure for
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proving up a water claim was through the local and State water

processes. So there is just ample historical and congressional docu

mentation and fact that the appropriate place to deal with these

water suits is through the State court forum.

I am sure the chairman is also familiar with the relatively recent

Aiken decision in 1976, which cleared up one question some people

had had as to whether the McCarran amendment also applied to

Indian tribes. The very clear statement from the Supreme Court said

that that amendment did also apply to the tribes and, consequently,

tribes could be brought into a comprehensive statewide adjudication

of water such as is going on in Montana right now. So that provides a

very clear legal position to bring the tribes and the other Federal

entities into the State court process and into the general adjudication,

as contemplated in the 1973 Water Use Act, as amended by Senate

bill 76 most recently.

Apropos of your comments in introducing it, which I thought were

very well-taken, I would just like to mention that there has been a

Solicitor’s opinion from the Interior Department, issued this summer

dealing with the non-Indian and reserved water that they claim. That

opinion, we feel, having reviewed it quite carefully, is very accommo

dating to the State water adjudication process and is indicating that

the Federal Government will quantify their reserved rights, will

come through the State process, and will file under State law. They

will go through the adjudication process on the State level.

Now they are saying that is for all Federal claims except Indian

claims. We certainly support that position as put out in the Solicitor’s

opinion. So it seems to me, then, the only reason we are in Federal

court is because of the Justice and Interior Departments’ decision

that as far as Indian water claims, they will go to Federal court, be

cause they are admitting and agreeing, through this recent Solicitor’s

opinion, that they will bring the other Federal claims through the

State process,

As I said, I don’t want to ramble on at length on legal issues. I

would be glad to discuss anything further, or develop anything further,

but I do want to say one word about negotiations, because that has

been mentioned in these discussions.

I want to indicate that the Governor feels very strongly that to the

extent that negotiations can be done in a public forum, that that is a

logical and hopefully fruitful way to dispatch with these lawsuits.

The mechanism for doing that is provided through recent legisla

tion in Senate bill 76, which created a reserved water rights compact

commission with authority to negotiate directly with the tribes and

with the Federal Government.

I want to indicate that the Governor feels that that process ought

to be explored and is committing the resources of State government

to that. That any products of negotiation, of course, would have to be

ratified by the State legislature and Congress and that, hopefully,

that will be fruitful. It certainly is preferable to the time and expense

that all parties will be faced with if we get into interminable litigation.

What is particularly frustrating is that we are just arguing procedure

now. We are arguing whose court to be in. We could be involved in

procedural issues for 10 years without ever getting down to adjudicat

ing water, and that would be most unfortunate.
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It is really to the benefit of both the tribes and the water claimants

under Montana law to solidify and prove up our water claims in

Montana so that we are in a much better position vis-a-vis down

stream States, who are really the most covetous of the wonderful

resource we have in this State of water. In the long term, that is who

we really have to be looking at—the downstream States who can’t

wait to lay claim on our water. As long as our water system and our

water law is up in the air and in litigation, and the more we dally

with that, the worse shape we are going to be in in defending our

State’s interests, and all the citizens, Indian and non-Indian, in that

litigation which is certain to come sometime in the future.

Mr. Chairman, I just want to thank you again for the forum you

have provided, and your committee has provided, to the people of

Montana. I want to tell you that the Governor, I am sure, would

subscribe to your opening remarks. I wish you well in your proceedings.

Thank you.

Senator MELCHER. Thank you, Joe. I am interested in the Solici

tor’s opinion that you mention, but there are so many, I am not even

sure that Solicitor’s opinion would hold as it affects Federal agencies

within the Department of the Interior.

While I don’t think the Justice Department has any particular

expertise on pressing water lawsuits, they seem to have the idea that

they want to run the show.

As it happened, at the July 30 hearing, when we tried to pin down

whether the defendants named, the list meant to include those that

only used the water for livestock on their farm or ranch and in their

domestic use, the Solicitor for the Interior Department said: “No,

if they could identify those and that is all the water they used, they

were sure they could be removed from the list of defendants.” They

were immediately corrected by the Justice Department: “That all

water users would be named, regardless of the amount, or regardless

of whether it was just subsurface water.” So the attorneys for the

Interior Department pulled in their horns and backed off. It is clear

that Justice is going to run the show and is calling the shots. I find

it very disconcerting that they are, because there is a feeling in Wash

ington that the Justice Department, while not being directly involved

in these suits until they were filed, has been building up a group

within the Justice Department that has had a great interest in pushing

such suits.

I think it is a little bit menacing to view the scope in which they

envision the suits and their lack of any plan for limiting that scope

or for minimizin the len th of time that it will take.

Of course we ave ha recommendations that the McCarran Act

be reviewed by the committee, as to whether that should be part of

our consideration prior to making the recommendations to the Justice

Department, and we will certainly do that.

We will continue to consult with Montana people between now and

the end of the year, and particularly, prior to the time we make our

recommendations to the Justice Department as an outcome of these

hearings.

I want to thank you very much, Joe, for being here, and thank the

Governor for having you appear representing the State of Montana.

Mr. ROBERTS. Thank you.

Senator MELCHER. Norman Stedje, Mayor of Ronan.
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STATEMENT OF NORMAN STEDJE, MAYOR, RONAN, MONT.,

PRESENTED BY JOSEPH EVE

Mr. EVE. Mr. Stedje couldn’t be here. He and his family had a

planned vacation in Oregon, and he asked me to come in his place.

The city of Ronan has two sources of water. Our main source of

water comes from Spring Creek up in the mountains, which runs

through a chlorination unit to purify it before it gets to the city and we

also have a well within the city park that produces some water.

We use probably a little less than 1 million gallons of water a day

and supply over 2,000 people in the area outside the city and in the

city.

Our big problem right now, our old line is pretty well antiquated

and needs to be replaced but with things up in the air, it is kind of hard

to tell just which way to move at this time, so we are doing some work

on it, putting in a new 12-inch line, with some Indian help, and just

how far we will go on that will depend on the outcome of some of these

meetings.

I don’t know how much more information you want, but we are

having quite a bit of trouble with both water and sewer.

Senator MELCHER. Is the city of Ronan named as a defendant?

Mr. EVE. I couldn’t tell you.

Senator MELCHER. This water you receive from Spring Creek is

gravity flow?

Mr. Eve. Yes.

Senator MELCHER. Is it based on a water right?

Mr. EVE. I don’t believe so.

Senator MELCHER. How long has it been used?

Mr. EVE. Oh, probably back in the 20’s.

d iS]le1:1a’tor MELCHER. The well that is in the park: How long ago was it

r e .

Mr. EVE. That is not too old, ma be 15 to 20 years.

d Segnator MELCHER. The total gal onage totals around 1 million a

a

ll/Ir. EVE. A little less than 1 million. We are planning on putting in

a 1 million gallon tank on the east side of town to take care of any

emergencies for a day.

Senator MELCHER. How far outside of town do you go and how do

you determine when you go outside the city limits?

Mr. EVE. Anyone along the line that needs water, gets it.

Senator MELCHER. Is that along the line from Spring Creek?

Mr. EVE. Yes.

Senator MELCHER. Do you extend your water lines outside the city

limits otherwise?

Mr. EVE. Yes; just on the east side, just on Spring Creek.

Senator MELCHER. Does the city provide fire protection outside the

city limits?

Mr. EVE. There is a rural fire department in connection with the

cit —all housed in the same unit.

Senator MELCHER. They work together?

Mr. EVE. Yes.

Senator MELCHER. Does it provide fire protection on a nondis

criminating basis?

Mr. EVE. Right.
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Senator MELCHER. Any water that you supply outside of the town

is nondiscriminating?

Mr. EVE. Right.

Senator MELCHER. Just location?

Mr. EVE. Right, anyone that wants it.

Senator MELCHER. Have you ever had a water shortage?

Mr. EVE. When the old line breaks, this about throws the city out

of water.

Senator MELCHER. The improvement that you are talking about is

improving the line on Spring Creek?

Mr. EVE. Right, which would probably run a little less than $1

million if it was completely done ri ht.

Senator MELCHER. And that won (1 require probably a bond sale?

Mr. EVE. Right, and some Government hel .

Senator MELCHER. Would those be revenue bonds?

Mr. EVE. Possibly.

Senator MELCHER. Are the water rates high here?

Mr. EVE. No; very low.

Senator MELCHER. But there is no water shortage?

Mr. EVE. Not really; no.

Senator MELCHER. Unless there is just some mechanical breakdown?

Mr. EVE. Right.

Senator MELCHER. Have you ever had a complaint, to your knowl

edge, of using water out of Spring Creek?

Mr. EVE. Not that I know of.

Senator MELCHER. Have you ever had a complaint about the city

of Ronan pumping water through your well in the park?

Mr. EVE. N0. We have two wells, and one we don’t use because it

throws quite a bit of silt into the line. It is kind of a dud, so we just

use the one.

Senator MELCHER. I think that is all I have. Thank you very much,

oe.

Norbert F. Donahue, city attorney, and Norma Happ, mayor of

Kalispell.

STATEMENT OF NORBERT F. DONAHUE, CITY ATTORNEY,

KALISPELL, MONT.

Mr. DONAHUE. Senator, I am Norbert F. Donahue. I am city at

torney for the city of Kalispell. Our mayor, Norma Ha p, is here in

attendance, but she has asked me to speak in behalf 0 the city, so

I am speaking in behalf of our mayor.

Echoing some of the remarks of Mr. Roberts’ testimony, when I

first heard of this lawsuit being filed, I made a rather facetious remark

to one of my friends that if the Congress had done this they would

have to entitle it the Lawyers Relief Act, because as I could see it,

this would do nothing but keep lawyers busy for years and years and

ears.y The lawsuit, as I see it, is an effort by somebody, whose motive I

have no idea of, to pitch citizen against citizen in the vital field of the

use of water.

The Senator has covered some of the points in my prepared testi

mony here, but I would like to read for the record the letter that I

would file with you as our prepared testimony.

53-296 0 - so - 30
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At the outset, I would say that I have not received a copy of any

amended complaint, and so if there are any other parties that have

been added as defendants, I. am not aware of them other than those

that were in the copy that was served upon the city of Kalispell.

My letter and prepared statement are as follows:

Dear Senator Melcher and committee members: This statement is

submitted on behalf of the city of Kalis ell, a municipal corporation

of the State of Montana, one of the name defendants in the referenced

litigation.

This litigation ap ears to be a suit by the United States on behalf
of the confederated ISalish and Kootenai Tribes brought at the request

of the Department of the Interior. The purpose is to adjudicate the

rights of the Indian tribes and the individual members thereof, as

opposed to the defendants named, to the a propriation and use of the

“surface and ground waters within the Flathead River Basin.”

Rights of the Indians are claimed to flow from the Treaty of Hell

gate dated July 16, 1855. Other later laws are cited reflecting specific

waters claimed by various agencies of the United States, usually a

bureau within the Department of the Interior.

The defendants are largely specific individuals and private corpora

tions. I presume they are persons claiming a right to use the waters

either in or expected to flow through the Indian reservation created

by the Treaty of Hellgate. The Indians and the U.S. agencies in

volved claim prior rights to the waters involved.

Onl three local public entities are listed as defendants; namely, the

city 0 Columbia Falls, the city of Kalispell, and the State of Montana.

As an aside, the city of Ronan is not a named defendant and nothing

has been served upon them. Neither the city of Columbia Falls nor

the city of Kalispell is within the reservation, and the State of Mon

tana exerts little influence on waters actually within the reservation.

Several other communities, also not on the reservation but who use

water for public municipal purposes, are not named defendants,

notably the city of Whitefish and the communities of Lakeside, Big

fork, Hungry Horse, Coram, Essex, and West Glacier. These com

munities, as well as several private water districts and other associa

tions within the Flathead River basin are also not named defendants.

It is also interesting to note that none of the cities or towns within

the reservation are named. One wonders why Polson, Ronan, and

St. Ignatius are not named; surely they have municipal water systems

similar in some degree to Columbia Falls and Kalispell. Could it be

that the United States wishes to litigate directly only with non-Indian

cities and towns on a theory that less opposition will result? Also, how

many of the individually named persons are off-reservation residents

who will experience less impact than an on-reservation water user with

an unfavorable result?

The city of Kalispell’s municipal water supply is almost wholly from

deep wells, some of which are deeper than the deepest points of Flat

head Lake. It takes a le al fiction to sustain a holding that our water

supply is in a source owing through or under the reservation in

the manner that could have been even remotely contemplated by the

parties to the Treaty of Hellgate or meant by the Congress in passing

any of the later laws dealing almost exclusively with surface waters.

Yet the result of this lawsuit could have a devastating effect on

other nonreservation towns or cities not named.
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We don’t wish to cause any embarrassment to our sister city of

Whitefish, but Whitefish gets its water from a creek and from White

fish Lake, both of which are part of the Flathead River basin surface

water system, yet Whitefish is not a named defendant. Municipalities

within the reservation, Ronan, Polson, and St. Ignatius, could be even

more directly affected, yet none of these are named defendants, at this

time.

Can the U.S. Department of Justice have possibly engaged in

picking target defendants? Those of us who are lawyers know the

trick of picking a target defendant—who have a minimum of potential

impact from an unfavorable result, and then apply the decision to

individuals and municipalities more drastically affected? If not, why

has the United States not named all potential defendants?

When one reviews the complaint, it becomes obvious that the United

States itself has created the problem here, if, in fact, there is a problem.

It was the United States that wrote the Treaty of Hellgate in such a

fashion as to render doubtful both Indian and non-Indian water claims

in the entire Flathead River basin and in the Yellowstone, Milk,

Missouri, and Marias Rivers in the other Montana Indian water

rights cases.

The entire Flathead River basin is many times larger than the

original reservation. Certainly, non-Indian settlement of that area

excluded from the reservation and the growth of villages, towns, and

cities were contemplated by all parties to the Treaty of Hellgate in

1855. Those non-Indian settlers must have been expected to use the

waters flowing past their doors and percolating under their fields and

astures.P Now may be the time to review the Treaty of Hellgate and possibly

rewrite it in light of 144 years of intervening history. What did the

parties really mean by “waters flowing through or under” the reserva

tion? There are many legislative questions to be answered by the

Congress, and even diplomatic questions, since the United States

recognizes the Indian tribes as sovereign nations existing within its

borders. Since the north fork of the Flathead River arises in Canada,

should the Canadian Government also be involved in light of other

reciprocal treaties with Canada?

Under the present scheme of this lawsuit, the United States,

through the Department of Justice, is suing its own citizens for the

negligence and oversight of the United States itself, and financing

the cost with the tax dollars of those very citizens. This is not reason

able or equitable, and the crowning insult is when the defendants

chosen to shoulder the cost of the defense are those most likely to be

the least affected b an unfavorable decision.

The city of Kahspell has very limited budgetable resources. We

should not have to spend our time and the available money of our

taxpayers to defend this lawsuit.

It is reasonable and equitable for the United States to appropriate

sufficient public funds to employ counsel through the oflice of the

attorney general of the State of Montana, or some other recognized

agency, to defend all of the people of Montana, individual, corporate,

and governmental, in that portion of the lawsuit establishing the

broad respective rights of the parties inter sese——and I refer to para

graph 2 of the prayer of the complaint. The State of Montana Legis

lature has established the water court procedures that can handle
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individual disputes and claims to particular waters. Mr. Roberts

addressed that question.

The city of Kalispell respectfully requests your committee to favor

ably report the matters set out in Senator Melcher’s public notice of

July 27, 1979. The Departments of Interior and Justice should not be

permitted to carry forward this arrogant and devious lawsuit without

fully protecting the rights of innocent citizens at public expense.

This we respectfully submit, and I signed it as city attorney for the

cit of Kalispell.

Senator MELCHER. Mr. Donahue, you said that practically all of the

water that Kalispell uses is from deep wells?

Mr. DONAHUE. Yes.

Senator MELCHER. What is the other source?

Mr. DONAHUE. I believe it is five wells. Four of those are deep wells

and one is a fairly shallow well which we use to irrigate our golf course.

Senator MELCHER. Other than those five wells?

Mr. DONAHUE. We have no source other than wells.

Senator MELCHER. When you say a deep well, how deep?

Mr. DONAHUE. We have a well up to 700 feet deep.

Senator MELCHER. Up to 700?

Mr. DONAHUE. Yes; and as I understand, the deepest point in Flat

head Lake is just under 400 feet. ,

Senator MELCHER. How much water do you use, roughly?

Mr. DONAHUE. I haven’t any idea, Senator. We anticipate approxi

mately 13,000 to 15,000 people use our water.

Senator MELCHER. Do they have to be within the city limits?

Mr. DONAHUE. Just recently, the Public Service Commission of

Montana delineated our service area, and that service area includes

a few enclaves or islands, you might say, outside the city, but the

great majority are within the city.

Senator MELCHER. Have you ever had a water shortage?

Mr. DONAHUE. Not that I know of. We had a few anxious moments

a ear ago or 2 years ago, when one of our wells showed a little possi

bility of having some sand in it, but I don’t think we have had a

shortage. We just drilled a new well that went on the system within

the past few months, and that is a deep well.

Senator MELCHER. What about fire protection? Do you just provide

it within the city?

Mr. DONAHUE. Just within the city; yes.

Senator MELCHER. You have never experienced any complaints

about the use of the water from your own wells until now?

Mr. DONAHUE. We have some of the best water in the world.

Senator MELCHER. Have you had an interrogatory request from the

Justice Department?

Mr. DONAHUE. No; none at all. As a matter of fact, I have not

answered the complaint at this point.

Senator MELCHER. Has this case been referred to Judge Hatfield?

Mr. DONAHUE. Yes.

' Senator MELCHER. And Hatfield has the State?

Mr. DONAHUE. Again, as I said, we have not formally responded to

the complaint. They could default us, I suppose.

Senator MELCHER. It is our understanding that

Mr. DONAHUE. Judge Hatfield has said publicly, in the papers, that

all proceedings are being held in abeyance.
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Senator MELCHER. Yes; and the Justice Department says that they

are not going to object to that at this time.

Mr. Donahue, you mentioned the Hellgate Treaty. That is the

treaty with the Flatheads in 1855?

Mr. DONAHUE. Yes, sir.

Senator MELCHER. Where do you see anything in there about water?

Mr. DONAHUE. In the complaint?

Senator MELCHER. No; in the treaty.

Mr. DONAHUE. I don’t know. I haven’t referred to the treaty.

Senator MELCHER. Didn’t you refer to the Treaty of Hellgate?

Mr. DONAHUE. I referred to the complaint that referred to the

Treaty of Hellgate.

Senator MELCHER. All right; but you haven’t studied the treaty?

Mr. DONAHUE. I haven’t studied the treaty; no, sir.

Senator MELCHER. If you do, let me know. We can’t find much talk

about water rights in the Treaty of Hellgate. It gets quite specific

I have it in front of me—for instance, it says it is going to furnish

one blacksmith shop and a tinshop and gunshop to be attached to

that, one carpenter’s shop, one wagon and plowmaker shop, and to

keep the same in repair and furnish the necessary tools to employ two

farmers, one blacksmith, one tinner, one gunsmith, one carpenter, one

wagon and plowmaker. It goes on in quite a lot of detail.

Mr. DONAHUE. Yes.

Senator MELCHER. But we haven’t found where they talk about

water. So based on the Treaty of Hellgate, I don’t think we are talk

ing about water rights. You have to look, I think, at the Winters

doctrine.

Mr. DONAHUE. I hope you are right, Senator.

Senator MELCHER. We continually ask for advice on this, and

maybe some members of the tribe will give us some citations, but we

have a hard time construing most of these treaties to identify water

rights at all. Mostly what we find out is that the claims for water

rights for a tribe are based on the Winters doctrine, which is quite a

few years later than most of the treaties.

I don’t have any more questions. I ponder, like you do, why the

Justice Department is naming as defendants some communities to

the north of you, to the north of the reservation, and it is not under

standable. I do not understand it at all, but the cases were filed, it

seems to me, in a most haphazard way. I think there was very little

preparation and very little understanding about the scope of the

defendants that they would name. But they seem to be determined,

at least in their testimon of July 30, to name any and all water

users in this area as defen ants.

All right, thank you very much, Mr. Donahue.

Mr. DONAHUE. Thank you, Senator. I appreciate the opportunity

to appear.

Senator MELCHER. Leonard Kaufman?

STATEMENT OF LEONARD KAUFMAN, ATTORNEY, FLATHEAD

CONSERVATION DISTRICT

Mr. KAUFMAN. Senator, my name is Leonard Kaufman. I am an

attorne in the law firm of Murray, Kaufman, Vidal and Gordon, of

Kalispe l, and I am one of two attorneys representing the Flathead

Conservation District.
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The Flathead Conservation District retained me and Mr. Gene

Phillips to represent all of the members of the Flathead Conservation

District in the initial proceedings of this matter—to protect the

farmers, ranchers, and water users of the Flathead Valley under the

Flathead Conservation District—at least up to and through those

proceedings where their individual rights were adjudicated.

In addition to representing the Flathead Conservation District, I

personally represent several ranchers and farmers that have land and/

or water uses established either through filings or through use on the

Little Bitterroot River near Hot Springs, Mont.

My concern—representing both these individuals and the ranchers,

farmers, and users of the Flathead Conservation District—is that the

water adjudication proceedings that are philosophically conceived of

by this Federal suit must be done.

For an example, on the Little Bitterroot River, the filed appropria

tions and the use appropriations far exceed any flow of water in that

stream in history. I am certain that a water source to supply the appro

priations that are filed in the Little Bitterroot would probably equal

the size of a stream of the Missouri. The Little Bitterroot is a stream,

Senator, that a good strong jump, except in very high waters, would

carry you across.

T e other streams that are involved in this, or may be involved,

are streams utilized by the irrigation systems of ranchers and farmers

in the Flathead Valley in the Kalispell vicinity—the Whitefish

River, the Stillwater River, the Flathead River and the various

tributary streams, et cetera, that feed these streams and feed into

Flathead Lake.

I submit to you, in conjunction with what has been said here, that

the procedure as established by the Justice Department is a total

botch. There is absolutely no way the Justice Department, in their

complaint filed in this action, has even come close to naming the

necessary parties that must be named to accomplish the results that

they want to accomplish. As a result of this, as has already been

pointed out, we are going to be in years and years and years of litiga

tiiion determining who are proper parties and what court has juris

ction.

Why they chose this is beyond me. Like Mr. Donahue before me,

it appears to be that some person, or some entity, wishes to pit

citizen u on citizen. Be that as it may, I suggest that even if the

Justice epartment reaches their goal of “service on all parties,”

which appears to be, from your statements and from the reports of

the hearings had recently, there will still be serious questions of

whether there is jurisdiction under the existing laws that the Federal

Government is working under to clearly adjudicate the waters free

and clear of subsequent attack.

Senator, there are little users of these waters all over the hills.

They are not recorded. They are up there using this water to irrigate

their 40, and they have established a use right through years and

years of use only. Not through any filing right, but a use right, which

has been recognized by State law. As such, if the Justice Department

is going after these people who, on the face of it, have a clear right,

but they do nothing more than what they have done, they are not

going to have correct jurisdiction and any litigation, after all these

years, would be subject to attack at any time.
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As an attorney involved in this proceeding, and recognizing that

it is very important that we ascertain what these ri hts are for the

development of Montana and for the protection 0 our resources,

I make three suggestions to you at this time.

One: The Federal action has started involving State rights, city

rights, individual rights, tribes’ rights, et cetera, and should be

amended into an action similar to an action of declaratory relief,

whereby the State of Montana determines with the Federal Govern

ment the rights of the Federal claim. The Federal Government should

get out of trying to adjudicate every individual user’s rights to

waters in this State.

Two: In addition to this, supplemental to this, or as an alternative:

I would submit that Federal legislation along the basis of our Montana

Senate bill 76 could be instituted, whereby the users of water rights

would have the responsibility to come in and make a claim and have

that claim adjudicated, rather than the alternative system of the

Federal Government bringing this lawsuit against the citizens of this

State, taking upon themselves the right and duty to establish that

jurisdiction.

Three: A final alternative would be along Mr. Robert’s theory,

where we have a State that has a history of adjudicating water rights.

All of the counties of this State, Senator, don’t have the benefits we do

in this area. Many of them are arid. Water has been a hot topic since

the first goldminer came through with his pan. I would submit that

the State of Montana is an awful lot more able to adjudicate the

rights of the citizens, both Indian and non-Indian, than any Federal

Government monitored by a bunch of people out of Washington, D.C.,

who, by the very nature of their complaint, have demonstrated a

total lack of knowledge of what the water situation is out in this

country.

I cannot give you any specifics on the amount of waters utilized.

I can only state that as an attorney representing many ranchers—I

would suggest that my clients, numbering several hundred in this

case, at this time—that there is absolutely no way that the Govern

ment can in any sort of an efficient fashion do that which they claim

they want to do in the prayer of that complaint under the procedure

they have established.

Thank you very much.

Senator MELCHER. Francis Van Rinsum?

STATEMENT OF FRANCIS VAN RINSUM, CHAIRMAN, FLATHEAD

CONSERVATION DISTRICT

Mr. VAN RINSUM. Senator, my name is Francis Van Rinsum, and

I am chairman of the Flathead Conservation District.

I would like to reiterate just a little bit on what you have already

said and what I suppose everyone has been saying and will continue

to say at all of these hearings.

The Flathead Conservation District has taken this initial lawsuit

upon themselves because we felt that the residents of our district,

being taxpayers—we are responsible for their water, protection of their

water—and we felt that as taxpa ers, we should protect them, because

water is our problem and we s ould protect them a little bit with

their tax dollars and hire some attorneys to do the protection.
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We wondered why a few individuals should bear the brunt of this

rather than the whole populace because, really, these are the people

who are involved in this and not just a few of them.

The trauma of a Federal marshal appearing at your door with a

summons was devastating to a lot of people, particularly the older

people, who have done nothing more than filing a water right and

obeying the law under the laws of the State of Montana. They have

done nothing wrong. They were baffled as to why they were being

summoned. They just didn’t know. They didn’t know where to turn

or go. Some of them had never even been to an attorney. They didn’t

know how to contact one or who to contact, and this is one reason

that the Flathead Conservation District hired Mr. Kaufman and

Mr. Phillips to take on this initial lawsuit and see what could be done.

We would rotest the method in which some of the summonses

were delivere . In some of our cases here, one of them was given to a

hired man who gave it to his wife, who suddenly remembered that it

was in her purse the night that we held our meeting. He thought he

had gotten away without having to be summoned, when his wife

walked in and pulled the summons out of her purse and handed it to

him. Some of the people who have been named in the suit have still

not been summoned. In one case, a name that is on the list, we can’t

even find the party. We have some Ipleo le—one of them happens to

be our own supervisor, whose father le on a spring a long tune ago,

and although it wasn’t a water right, he doesn’t know exactly what

it is, but he is named in the suit. I have consistently run into people

who are com letely baffled by what is going on, but are concerned

about their omestic wells. All we have been telling them is, wait

until you get your summons and take it from there. I have already

told some of them—I said, “I don’t think anybody is going to live

long enough, just go ahead and use the water.”

In short, there has to be a better way of adjudicating a system,

looking at it from our side. You get the legalistic side—let’s look at

the people’s side. There has to be a better way of adjudicating than

the way that has been pro osed. The way we are proposing to do it

in Montana is the way we fbel it should be done.

I would like to add one more little problem. It has been tossed out

here before. I have been following the great water problem and the

great water spiel of the great Southwest. I don’t know exactly what

the politics of this suit are, but I think we should be aware of the

great water spiel of the Columbia River. We have a 10- car mora

torium-—another 10-year moratorium on the Columbia w ere no one

can take it. I would like to ask you, how long is it going to take to

straighten this mess out? It is certainly going to take longer than 10

years. Will California, Utah, and the rest of them come in and say,

“By this time, everything is fouled up. I’m sorry you don’t have a

claim on your water, but we want it,” and will they get it?

I have this basically written out, but you said something in your

initial remarks that scared me, Senator, and this was the fact of your

stating that the Federal Government wants to know where their

water is.

Will this water be diverted to the great Southwest? I think that

we, as citizens of Montana, have to be aware of this, because if we

are not, we are going to be left high and dry one of these days.

I would like to thank you and your committee for holding these

hearings. I think it is a great service. Thank you.
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Senator MELCHER. Francis, the question you posed: “Will a Federal

reservation of water lead to having water go to the Southwest?” is,

of course, a question we have thought of often. Is this a possibility?

But I wasn’t really posing that question in my opening remarks at all.

I was posing the question of the Federal reservation of water rights

here for Federal uses under one of the Federal agencies. You can review

the cases, everybody can, they are real interesting. But what does the

Department of Agriculture, for a particular national forest, need a

reservation of water for, and how much? The case that was litigated

p)retty fully said that they don’t need that much, unless the Justice

epartment’s claim for water for a particular national forest was

shaved clear down to what they actually use, or what they might

conceivably use, which is not very much. So I am spreaking about a

Federal reservation of water, perhaps, for industrial uses, which could

be used right here in our own State, but under Federal control.

Obviously, if the Justice Department is seeking to identify this

Federal reservation of water for the future, the great amount that

the would probably be indicating that they want to reserve would

be or energy purposes, perhaps for syn-fuel plants. I don’t think the

Justice Department has worked this out at the level they want to

testif on—I know they haven’t but they are using that as specula

tion or the future. It is on that basis that I don’t even think the risk

we are facing here in Montana is not just getting the water diverted

to some other part of the country, it is getting it to be reserved for

industrial use that might conflict with our desires for agricultural uses

and domestic uses. That is what really concerns me. I don’t think we

have had any answers yet, and I doubt whether we will get any answers

for a long time, because the suits are not predicated to get over with

very quickly.

I do want to establish a number of things. First of all, you are

speaking on behalf of the Flathead Conservation District, both of you,

is that correct? 5

Mr. VAN RINSUM. Yes, sir.

Senator MELCHER. How many people are involved in that conserva

tion district?

Mr. VAN RINSUM. The entire county with the exception of the

city of Kalis ell.

Senator ELCHER. The entire county?

Mr. VAN R1NsUM. Right.

Senator MELCHER. As such, can you identify how many people use

water for agricultural purposes?

Mr. VAN RINSUM. For a ricultural purposes?

Senator MELCHER. Whet er it is livestock water or irrigation.

Mr. VAN RINSUM. That would be a hard figure to come up with

right off the top of my head.

Mr. KAUFMAN. Senator, we filed somewhere between 70 and 80

responses to this lawsuit, and they were ranchers who were utilizing

the water for agricultural purposes.

Senator MELCHER. Were they named as individuals?

Mr. KAUFMAN. They were named.

Senator MELCHER. Were any irrigation districts named?

Mr. KAUFMAN. We are not representing any irrigation districts at

this time.

Senator MELCHER. To your knowledge: Were any irrigation dis

tricts named as defendants?
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Mr. VAN RINSUM. None that I know of.

Senator MELCHER. There is no pattern in why some were named

and why some were not?

Mr. KAUFMAN. No, sir; and I meant to address that point. I am

representing some ranchers on the Little Bitterroot

Senator MELCHER. I know that, but that is a separate group.

Mr. KAUFMAN. OK, and the same thing is on the Flathead. We

will have one person served and another person served, and a neighbor,

right between them, whose pump is lying right beside the pumps,

served, has never recevied service. We have had husbands and wives

named and only the husband has been served; we have had brothers

who operate a family operation, and only one has been served.

Senator MELCHER. Can you advise me about how many acres are

involved? Not on those that have been named—how many acres in

the conservation district?

Mr. VAN RINSUM. Could I turn around and ask a gentleman in the

audience?

Senator MELCHER. We will accept his testimony if the wants to

come up here. Could he do that?

Mr. VAN RINSUM. Yes; but I could get that information for you.

Senator MELCHER. We would like to have it for the record, and

also for the record, some descriptions, some briefing, so we under

stand the type of irrigation and whether it is surface, flood, or sprinkler

irrigation. Ordinarily, a lot of the farming and ranching operations

that are a unit are not irrigated and are not even contemplated being

irrigated? We would like to have some understanding of the relation

ship of the irrigated land to the land that is nonirrigated. Do you have

a breakdown of totals, for instance? The conservation district covers

the entire county other than those communities, right?

Mr. VAN RiNsUM. Right.

Senator MELCHER. So it covers a lot of land that is not irrigated?

Mr. VAN RINSUM. Right.

Senator MELCHER. Is there much sprinkler irrigation?

Mr. VAN RINSUM. In Flathead County, it is all sprinkler.

Senator MELCHER. All?

hMr. VAN RINSUM. Yes; I don’t think there is any flood irrigation

t ere.

Senator MELCHER. None?

Mr. VAN RINSUM. None.

Senator MELCHER. Is it increasing?

Mr. VAN RINSUM. Yes; definitely.

Senator MELCHER. Do you have any idea of the likely potential?

Mr. VAN RINSUM. I would say, just ofl’ the top of my head, I don’t

think half of Flathead County is irrigated now. With very little work

and, of course, a lot of bucks, I would say the whole county could be

irrigated; yes. We have just gone through with a Creston Bench

Irrigation District and also one in the_ lower valley, where we were

going to set up irrigation districts. This involved channeling the water

out of the Flathead River and diverting it into various creeks and

so forth, but we, as supervisors, cannot go out and initiate this. This

has to come from the people. They have to come to us with a petition

that says “We want to irrigate the district,” and then we can carry

the ball from there, and this hasn’t happened.

Senator MELCHER. Is much of this irrigation carried on by using

subsurface water?
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Mr. VAN RINSUM. You mean pumps?

Senator MELCHER. Yes; pumps.

Mr. VAN RINSUM. Yes; there is getting to be some of that.

Senator MELCHER. But most of it is out of streams?

Mr. VAN RINSUM. Yes.

Senator MELCHER. Has there been a water shortage in the area or

in part of the conservation district?

Mr. VAN RINSUM. Yes; in a normal dry year there are creeks that

dry up and run a little short. Mr. Kaufman said some of them are a

little overappropriated, and in those years neighbors kind of get a

little antsy toward neighbors. Yes, I would say not an outright

shortage, but there have been dry years when the streams have lost

some water.

I might add, too, that we even have had in 1977-—you talk about

your Federal agencies—-very few people are aware of it, but in the

spring of 1977, when things were so dry, we came close to losing 50

feet of water out of Hungry Horse Reservoir to support the fish life,

due to a mandate of the people of Oregon and Washington, who wanted

to support their steelhead and their salmon. A lot of people aren’t

aware of this, but Bonneville Power came close to dropping Hungry

Horse Reservoir 50 feet just to support the Columbia River for the

fish life, and then we talked Federal jurisdiction. These are the kinds

of things that scare me, because Hungry Horse Dam was built with

a multipurpose aspect, and irrigation is one of those things.

Senator MELCHER. The Bureau of Reclamation runs Hungry

Horse, and it would be their responsibility not to agree to the request

of Bonneville for water that would jeopardize a fish habitat and the

irrigation uses here in Montana; however, it is a fish habitat in Oregon,

I take it, and Washington. The Bureau didn’t agree to it, did they?

Mr. VAN RINSUM. N0; they said they got enough water from the

rain and what not. I was in contact with the engineers on it, and they

didn’t have to do it, being as Montana does not belong to the Pacific

Northwest Regional Power Commission, but we are kind of holding

things on the short end here, if you know what I mean, with our own

water. We, in Montana, are sitting on an edge that is hurting, believe

me.

We don’t have any laws, and the eople of this State had betterwake up. We don’t have millions ofp people. When we are talking

Federal water when Los Angeles says, “We want a drink,” there are

millions of people down there that say, “And we are going to get it.”

There are 600,000 to 700,000 people here, in the whole State, and

500,000 or 600,000 of them on the other side of the Divide. They

don’t care about the Columbia River, and this is something we have

to watch. When those people speak, I think Washington, D.C., is

going to stand up and listen, simply because of the votes.

Senator MELCHER. We will see about that.

Mr. VAN RINSUM. I hope so.

Senator MELCHER. Other than these dry years, have you had any

problems? For instance, you say you are beginning to pump out of

wells for sprinkler irrigation. Has there been any indication that the

water tables dropped at all?

Mr. VAN RINSUM. I have heard one complaint, and whether it is

valid or not, I don’t know. I have a fellow who lives about a mile

north of me on the north end of Flathead Lake, by the way, and we
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have several big irrigation pumps going up in the Stillwater area

northwest of town. He has a flowing well until they start pumping.

This is the only complaint I have heard of. He said the minute they

started irrigating he has to start pumping or his well stops flowing.

This is the only complaint I have heard.

Senator MELCHER.

Mr. VAN RINSUM.

Senator MELCHER.

Mr. VAN RINSUM.

Senator MELCHER.

arily in the area?

Mr. VAN RINSUM.

Senator MELCHER.

How big are those pumps?

Oh, boy!

Pretty big?

Oh, yes; 100- to 200-horsepower.

I see; bigger than what has been used custom

Yes; the pumps are getting bigger.

All right, I think if you can supply us the in

formation I mentioned, it would be extremely helpful for our hearing

record.

Mr. VAN RINSUM. Any help we can be, please drop us a line.

Senator MELCHER. Thank you very much.

[The information follows :]
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Flathead Conservation District
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Senator John Metche/i
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Dean Senaton Metehea:

In /re/spon/se to you/i aeque/st 60/L tnfio/imat/ton concuntng t/mtgatton

tn Ftathead County, pteate aevtew the éottowtng:
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tnfioamatton on de-wateatng, we necommend you contact Bob

Schumaehet, Regtonat Fttheatet Mga., Mt. Dept. 06 Ftth, wttd—

ttfie 8 Panht, 490 N. Mentdtan Rd., Katttpett, Mt. 59901.

we woutd be gatd to at/at/st you wtth any éuathe/z quettton/5 that

woutd aetate to the 6Q.d€}l(l£ tawtutt on wate/i atght/5. Thanh you‘6o/i

youn acttve pant/tctpatton tn tht/s ptecedent-tett/tng ca/se.
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/

Faanctt Van Rtntum

Chataman
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Senator MELCHER. Re resentative Aubyn Curtiss, District 30.

Aubyn also serves on the elect Water Commission.

STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE AUBYN CURTISS, DISTRICT 30,

MONTANA STATE LEGISLATURE

Ms. CURTISS. Mr. Chairman, I thank you very much for traveling

about the State and giving us this opportunity to present our

comments.

It is ironic that the efforts of the Montana Legislature to insure

adequate water for Montana uses in the future should initially result

in inconvenience and anxiety to those who claim existing rights and

are utting water to a beneficial use.

ontana’s constitut1on states that all surface, underground, flood,

and atmospheric waters within the boundaries of the State are the

property of the State for the use of its people and are subject to

appropriation for beneficial uses as provided by law. I think that the

greatest concern that many of us here today share is: Are we, through

the intervention of Federal agencies, ostensibly on behalf of the tribes,

going to see our State ri hts preem ted.

Even as the merits of ontana enate bill 76 are debated at legis

lative hearings, representatives of the Department of the Interior

and the tribes urge the exclusion of Indian water from the quantifica

tion and adjudication process. Obviously, no meaningful adjudication

can be effected without including all water users and claimants. Even

as the Department of the Interior and the Bureau of Reclamation

monitored the committee hearings, briefs were being prepared to

initiate action against hundreds of Montanans who possess legitimate

water rights.

It is right and just that all Montanans be given equal considera

tion—red or white. It is right and just that a Government under

writing the ex enses of one Montana litigant, underwrite the expenses

of the other. f this equal consideration were to be given, that would

seem preposterous, but genuine consideration must be given to these

legitimate water users who have been drawn into this outlandish

travesty through no fault of their own.

Mr. Chairman, I res ectfully urge ou and your committee to reaf

firm our wavering fait in a benign Government which will continue

to protect the rights of its citizens guaranteed by our Constitution.

I urge you to do all possible to effect a withdrawal of these suits and

permit Montana to quantify and adjudicate her water in order to

protect this, our most valuable resource. _

I would just like to point out, too, that unless the adjudication

process takes place, I am sure that some of the information your

committee is seeking is presently nonavailable. There are many water

users in the State who have never been forced to make any effort

whatever to determine how much water they are using.

If this is not possible, I request that money be appropriated by

Congress to furmsh counsel and cover court costs for those who have

been placed in a position of having to defend themselves from actions

of their own Government.

I would just like to thank you. I don’t consider my testimony spe

cific, but very general, but it identifies the concerns that most Mon

tanans have right now.
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Senator MELCHER. Thank you. We have taken note of the costs to

the individual defendants that have literally been forced upon them

by the suits. We will make an effort, if the suits are not withdrawn, to

give some sort of assistance to individual defendants to meet the costs

of the litigation. Whether we will be successful or not, I don’t know,

but it seems only equitable that in such suits as these, if they are

going to be a long drawn-out procedure and very costly for the defend

ants, that some monetary relief should be provided. Obviously, a

defendant can’t for o proper advice and proper legal representation

in the procedures. e has to make those a primary responsibility, and

it can become a very serious financial dram. So we will keep that in

mind and if the suits are oing to be pressed by Justice Department,

we will seek some sort of nancial relief for individual defendants.

Thank you very much for being here.

Ms. CURTISS. Thank you for the opportunity.

Senator MEI. CHER. The committee will recess now until 1 :15.

[Whereupon, at 12 noon, the committee recessed.]

[The hearing was reconvened at 1 :20 p.m.]

Senator MELCHER. We will resume the committee hearing now.

Over the noon hour, one of the witnesses indicated a desire to have

his testimony come up rather soon this afternoon so he can return to

his business.

If there are any other witnesses that are going‘ to be testifying that

have some time constraints, please let one of us know right away so

we can arran e to accommodate your timeframe.

K. M. Bri enstine, attorney at law, Polson, Mont.

STATEMENT OF K. M. BRIDENSTINE, ATTORNEY, POLSON, MONT.

Mr. BRIDENSTINE. Thank you, Senator. I am K. M. Bridenstine.

I am a lawyer from Polson, and I represent two of the defendants in

this lawsuit, Mr. David R. Kemp, and his wife.

Perhaps their position would more personify the difliculty that many

of the defendants are now in that are brought into this lawsuit. The

Kem s operate a cattle ranch east of Hot S rings, here in this county,

and t ey depend a great deal upon irrigate land to produce sufficient

forage crops to carry their cattle through the winter. In fact, their

entire operation is dependent upon the use of waters which they have

developed on their ranch. So over the years, commencing in about

1913, they have drilled wells, filed appropriations under State law,

and have filed ap ropriations for a certain amount of water on the

Little Big Horn iver, which I think Mr. Kaufman earlier today

indicated was insufficient, perhaps, to handle senior, let alone junior

water ri hts.

The ifliculty here is that this lawsuit now says literally to my

clients: All these years you have developed your water; you have

developed your ranch through a great amount of effort on your part,

as well as your neighbor's, and ex ense; you have done a good job,

but now we want to reserve the rig t at any time to remove your life

giving water, or some portion of it, from your ranch.

Senator, back over the years, in western water rights, the basic

philosophy as developed was that you either use it or you lose it. For

this reason, we saw an early development in our history of water users

associations where they combined junior and senior water rights de

termined from each user's needs and looked at the weather and the
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year to determine how much water was available. Then, throu h this

peaceful process, they distributed the water amongst themse ves to

everybody’s benefit, rather than let somebody with superior and senior

water rights to develop their property. I am going to tell you about the

ex ense and efforts put into it to cut off the water.

y client is afraid that is what is goin to happen in this case.

This fear may or may not be well grounde , but I will read the first

paragraph from the complaint:

This action is brought by the United States in its own right and as trustee for

the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes of the Flathead Indian Reservation,

Montana, the tribal members and allottees, to obtain an adjudication of the

rights of the parties to appropriate and use the surface and groundwaters within

the Flathead River Basin in Montana.

Paragraph 6, I believe it is, of this complaint—no, that is incorrect,

I'm sorry—further on in the complaint, not to take your time on

this, it is alleged that the lawsuit is brought on behalf of the Indian

allottees, for the purpose of supplying their needs.

I, too, have read the Hellgate Treaty of—-—I believe it is 1855—and

we do not find in there any specific type of reservation of water.

I think it says “as long as the wind shall blow and the water shall

flow,” and this, perhaps, could be interpreted.

The difficulty is that over the years the Federal Government

has, through various amendments to the Homestead Act, reserved

minerals, and possibly in many cases, water, and some within this

area here.

Now, my clients feel that this particular lawsuit puts on them a

great burden, financial, as well as the possibility that in the case

of an adverse ruling they would be in the position of losing, literally,

the total value of their ranch at the whim of some other person or

persons not yet identified.

They are concerned that the expense of having to defend the rights

which they have exercised since 1913 and before——and to defend the

amount of effort and the investment in their property—is unjust

and uncalled for. All these years they have done this and they have

done it openly, notoriously, they have not tried to hide, and now they

are faced with a lawsuit by their own Government, which seeks to

tell them, in essence, “We will do as we choose with the water that

you use.”

Now, we feel that there are a number of possibilities that Congress

could address itself to in this particular matter, and I refer to my

letter to you of July 31, 1979.

Senator MELCHER. That letter will be made a part of the record.

Mr. BRIDENSTINE. Thank you.

[The letter referred to follows :]
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. Law Offices -

K. M. BRIDENSTINE Suite C’ ‘Y’ Building

Lawyer Hwy. 93 S. at Rt. 35

Polson, Mt. 59860

Mailing Address: Drawer 1132

Telephone: 14061 883-5695

July 31, 1979

Honorable John Melcher

United States Senate

1016 Federal Building

Billings, Montana 59101

Re: United State —vs— Abell-Kemp et al

Senator Melcher:

The undersigned represents Mr. David R. Kemp

one of the Defendants in the water rights lawsuit brought

by the United States apparently for and on behalf of the

Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes of the Flathead

Reservation. Mr. Kemp has given me your letter of July

27, 1979, concerning your intent to hold hearings through

out Montana and particularly Ronan, Montana on August 31.

I would like to be entered as Counsel for Mr. Kemp to

appear at that particular hearing on his behalf and would

appreciate your keeping me advised on the place and time.

Just a word of caution, school starts late in August so

that it may be difficult to find a meeting place in Ronan.

This lawsuit presents a rather difficult and

confusing situation in as much a people such as my client,

for years have enjoyed water rights both through surface

as well as ground water sources and my client has filed

on each of these under Montana law and when the law

changed he refiled in accordance with the law. At this time

he plans to refile again under the new Montana water statutes.

The difficulty arises from the fact that people such as

my client, over a long period of years have made continuous

and beneficial use of water dirived from these sources

particularly for agriculteral purposes. Our concern lies

with the fact that the Federal lawsuit as I see it, seeks

to establish a Federal forum before which the rights of

the various claimants to water including the Tribe, may

be brought for ajudication. In researching the Federal

statutes, I find little or no comfort in the fact that there

is very little Federal legislation on water rights as re

lates to use by the Federal Government or by such organi

zations such as the Tribe. We must recognize the fact that

certain treaties with the Tribe have to be recognized in

turn, but it does seem rather harsh to expect that the

Tribe, while sleeping on its rights for a long number of

years, should suddenly come forward under the protection

‘of the Unites States Department of Interior and the

Department of Justice and assert their rights against

53-296 0 - 80 - 31
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all persons who have, for a similar period of years,

asiduously used water, filed appropriations, and have

become dependant upon these water sources in their agri

culture or in the operation of businesses and munici

palities.

We must also recognize that the rights to cer

tain waters within Flathead Lake must be clarified as

well as the waters to the Flathead River and its trib

utaries.

It would seem to me the least burdensome method

to resolve this matter would be by act of Congress. Such

legislation could recognize all those rights under the

State laws which have been established and put to long

term use. This would include surface as well as ground

water sources. Such legislation could recognize the long

established rights of user as well as Tribal rights and

could be addressed to making ajustments to avoid serious

damage and economic hardship to those persons named as

Defendants in the suit. Such legislation could possibly

address itself to the establishment of some form of

Federal water commission which in turn could address

itself to recognizing these various rights and making

reasonable ajustments to the use of water considering the

current low demand by the Tribe and the possibility that

that demand may increase over the years. The rights to the

water in Flathead Lake are obviously going to be a matter

to be separately addressed in as much as these waters

flow to Kerr Dam downstream in the Flathead to many other

power and irrigation projects not connected with the

Reservation or the Tribe in any way, but which have be

come sources of hydro—electric energy upon which large

communities such as Spokane,Washington, to name one have

become dependant. It is obvious that the interstate use

of these waters must be separated from the local use of

waters other than those of Flathead Lake.

Considering the nature of this lawsuit and the

obviously protracted nature of the same which in my opinion,

will include moves through the various levels of Federal

appealate jurisdiction to the Supreme Court of the United

States before final determination is made, the litigation

will be expensive and for the period of years over which

it will extend, will leave thousands of water rights in

limbo. Your letter acurately reflects this situation and

I must say, that my client was very pleased to receive

such a letter and realize that your assistance is forth

coming.
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On the Reservation, there has been in operation

for a good number of years, the Flathead Irrigation Project

which is a government supported unit directed primarily at

furnishing waters for agricultural purposes throughout

much of the airable land contained within the Reservation.

To the best of my knowledge these waters have not been

interupted in any way and the project has worked success

fully and includes Tribal as well as non—Tribal users.

The difficulty with the lawsuit arises from the extension

of the sought for jurisdiction outside the Reservation

to sources and users and not included within the Flathead

Irrigation Project. We do not foresee any great increase

in the use of water by the Tribe as it appears that there

has been no deprivation of water to any Tribal user to

date. The this that concerns my client and many of the

other Defendants in the lawsuit, is the apparent attempt

to extend forever, the possible Tribal increase in the

use of water on a hypothetical rather than an actual basis.

It is my opinion that the legal maxim of laches should

apply in this particular lawsuit in as much as if the

Tribe did have rights they have slept on them for so many

years that this would result in a deprivation of rights

to those persons who have established water uses and rely

upon the same and have for a long period of years. All of

us on the Reservation recognize the Tribe is slowly but

surely waking up to its responsibilities in handling its

property. I find no fault in this at all but as a Lawyer,

I must recognize that certain legal maxims develop from

the common law in this country and in England must apply

or gross injustice will occur.

Considering the matter from a practical stand

point, I have grave doubt in my mind, that the Federal

Court has either the facility or the time under their

present organizational set up in which to establish a

water rights court and be able to adjudicate all of the

disputes which are bound to arise if this lawsuit is de

cided in some reasonably fair manner to all the parties.

It is for that reason that I have suggested the possibility

of establishing a blue ribbon commission which would address

itself to these rights and the adjustments necessary

giving due consideration to both local as well as inter

state users and demands.

It is for these reasons that we welcome a hearing

on the date you have specified and the opportunity for all

to present their views. Federal District Judge Paul Hatfeild

had by an order dated July 3, 1979, stayed all proceedings

in this matter except service of process until further order
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of the Court. I suggest that Judge Hatfeild fully recog

nizes the need of the entry of Congress into this matter.

Looking forward to further discussions at the

hearing. I remain...
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Mr. BR1DENSTiNE. I would suggest that the Federal Government

does have machinery available by which it may determine, not only

the number of water appropriations within the claimed area, but the

actual number of irrigated acres and the other beneficial uses and the

beneficial users to which this water has been applied. I refer to the

Soil Conservation Service, which does this type of work in other areas.

This is a Federal agency, already in existence, and it is funded. I

think by using that agency, or some similar agency, Congress and the

Federal Government would be able to determine exactly what they

are doing, what they are effecting, and what is affected. I think that

evidence is going to be essential, whether it is to Congress or the Fed-'

eral court in making a final determination in this matter.

Second, I would suggest that Congress address itself to the propo

sition that perhaps some form of either temporary or permanent com

mission be established that in some way could help take the burden

from these individual ranchers and landowners, both financially as

well as actually, from the emotional standpoint, to help them de

termine their rights and to help them be represented properly if the

United States continues with this lawsuit.

All of the defendants have not been served in this case, and there

are a lot more, I uess, could be joined from what I hear. The diffi

culty is that I un erstand at this time that the Attorney General of

the State is addressing himself to a move by the Federal Government

to serve the remainder of these defendants by publication.

That would be all right, perhaps, from a procedural standpoint,

but from the standpoint of notifying the individual, I think it would

fall far short of due process, but this is just one of the many problems

that this case has developed, rocedural problems that have little

or nothing to do with the actual)rights to be adjudicated.

In summary, I would like to suggest to Congress that it will be

necessa for Congress, in my opinion, and in the opinion of my clients,

to affor to my clients the same op ortunity to utilize the Federal

services, legal, engineering, technica, or otherwise, as the Depart

ment of the Interior has at its disposal for the purpose of prosecuting

this lawsuit.

Senator MELCHER. Are the water rights of your clients of long

standing?

Mr. BRIDENSTINE. Yes, sir, they are, commencing in 1913 and

running clear up and into the mid-1960’s. Each time they drilled a well,

they filed an appropriation under the relevant provisions of Montana

law, to establish that right to a ground-water source. These appro

priations were filed with the county clerk and recorder of Lake County

and are of long standing. At this particular time, Senator, they are

and I am assisting them—refiling each and eve one of these under

the new State water statutes which have now ecome effective. As

soon as the forms are supplied, I guess all of these people are going

to be literally inundating the clerk of the court with brandnew

ap ropriations.

enator MELCHER. The suggestions you have mentioned, if they are

not followed: What would be your estimate of a time frame for the

com letion of the suits, or this suit involving the Flathead drainage?

r. BRIDENSTINE. Considerin the very strict technical nature of

the evidence that I anticipate wi I somehow have to be gathered, and
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considering the procedural difficulties and the large number of attor

neys that are going to be involved, and iving due consideration to

the schedule and the crowded conditions a ready faced by the Federal

court, my guess is 8 to 10 years before final adjudication. That would

include the appellate process, because I would anticipate this case, no

matter which way it goes in the Federal court—that is, the district

court—will go on to the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals and will go on,

I believe, to the U.S. Supreme Court. I can’t conceive of any other

method by which this could be fully adjudicated or where all parties

would be satisfied.

Senator MELCHER. Do you have any knowledge of hydrologic

studies in the area?

Mr. BRIDENSTINE. Not that I could identify as such, but I under

stand that the Soil Conservation Service has a large variety of hydro

logical information, and I believe Lake County, Sanders County, and

in Flathead County, the counties surrounding here. I would think

that that would mostly be devoted to those particular farm and ranch

lands to which the Soil Conservation Service has applied its expertise

in allowing them to get Government grants or loans for the purpose

of improvmg their irrigation systems or their drainage systems and

for that particular type of thing. But that information is available,

and I would think that those SCS people that ut that information

together probably have a very intimate knowle ge of the total com

munity in which they work, and would certainl be no strangers to

continuing it. I think this is a very vital piece 0 information that all

of us shou d have, and certainly, the court, if this suit is to continue.

Incidentally, that would save a great deal of engineering expense

on my clients’ behalf, because we are dealing in several thousand acres,

irrigable and nonirrigable land, sprinkler irrigation and flood irrigation.

We have to deal with underground aquifers, probably two or three

different levels. All of this requires a great deal of expertise, and I

anticipate the case, as far as we are concerned, would not be complete

wfitfhout our being given the opportunity to present this to the trier

0 acts.

Senator MELCHER. Won't the burden fall on the Justice Depart

ment to present that evidence in court?

Mr. BRIDENSTINE. It could or it couldn’t. I am not aware of any

thing at this time in the way of procedural rules.

Senator MELCHER. Who is the plaintiff in this? Aren't they the

plaintifl’s?

Mr. BRIDENSTINE. That is correct.

Senator MELCHER. Isn’t it their burden to present that evidence

before the court? ‘

Mr. BRIDENSTINE. It is also, Senator, the burden of the defendant

to present his defense and the burden shifts in a civil case. That is

the problem here.

Senator MELCHER. Who is the judge going to ask to present the

hydrolo ic data?

Mr. RIDENSTINE. If I know Judge Hatfield, he robably would

require, at the request of the defendants, that the ederal Govern

ment, at its expense, provide hydrological data.

Senator MELCHER. Are we talking about 5 or 6 or maybe 10 years

just to ather the hydrological data?

Mr. RIDENSTINE. It wouldn’t surprise me at all.
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Senator MELCHER. That is what surprises me, knowing that that is

about the length of time it takes to get just the hydrology. That you

feel confident the cases could be wrapped up in 8 or 10 years.

Mr. BRIDENSTINE. Assuming that the hydrolo y could be obtained

before that time, that is. A great deal of it is alrea y done, I am certain.

The SCS does a good sohd job, I believe, in every area where it

operates.

Senator MELCHER. I hope you are correct, but I haven’t found that

to be the case. When we have asked for hydrologic information con

cerning strip mining, of the very most rudimentary type of data, I

haven’t found that to be the case in eastern Montana. If the Soil

Conservation Service has the data here, I am glad to hear it, but we

have been lacking hydrologic information in eastern Montana that we

would like to have knowledge of in terms of strip mining in our parti

cular home area.

Mr. BRIDENSTINE. Perhaps, Senator, that would be a good subject

to which Congress could address itself—to establish a pro ram that

would, in fact, at least for the purpose of this lawsuit, fun a hydro

logical study of the whole area that s claimed and utilize whatever

available data as has now been developed, and to develop new data

where it is needed But it would require a lot of fund ng.

I estimate that just on the ranch that my clients own, for good

engineering, which would be basic because we wouldn’t be able to

afford to drill or do anything else--we do have a lot of good well logs.

Every well has got its own log, and in this respect, these logs are filed

with the county and they are a public record—but we estimate that

our expense alone, just in producing the minimal engineering, would be

$10,000, and that if my client has to pay $10,000 for engineering, they

are going to have to sell their ranch. They simply haven’t got that kind

0 mone .

Senatfir MELCHER. I well realize that, but the fact is, it would seem

to me that if the court is going to ask the Justice Department to pro

vide the hydrologic evidence—Justice has testified that they have no

such evidence at this time, and as far as we could determine on July

30, they didn’t have the fuzziest notion about ever acquiring it. I don’t

know how Judge Hatfield or Judge Battin or whatever Federal judges

end up with these suits, is going to react, but I would find it rather

frustrating to find that the cases presented dealing with subsurface

water, there is no evidence on how you establish what subsurface

water is involved.

Mr. BRIDENSTINE. Exactly.

Senator MELCHER. It is for that reason that I felt, prior to July 30,

that Justice and Interior wanted to sort out the subsurface water

users from the surface water users. Surely, on the basis of a minimal

amount of water being used by an individual—and I am now speaking,

for instance, for household use and livestock water-—that surely they

would want to dro those defendants. I found that wasn’t the case,

that they intende to keep them as defendants and were going to

name everybody else they could find like them. I also felt that, surel ,

the Justice Department and Interior Department did not want to hold

- cities and towns that were just using subsurface water as defendants,

but I also found out that is exactly what they want to do. So, without

any basis for evidence on what the hydrology is, I don’t understand

how these suits can ever get off the ground as it affects those particular

defendants who are only using subsurface water.
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Mr. BRIDENSTINE. Maybe the attitude is, Senator, leave it up to

the defendant to do it or not do it as he chooses.

Senator MELCHER. That isn’t your opinion, though, is it?

Mr. BRIDENSTINE. I do not state an opinion as to the state of

mind of John Clear or any of the other attorneys that represent the

Government in this case.

Senator MELCHER. But that Wouldn’t be your opinion, that that

would be the ordinary rocedure, is it?
Mr. BRIDENSTINE. Npormally speaking, the defendant bears the

burden of his own defense.

Senator MELCHER. Right.

Mr. BRIDENSTINE. And if he does not prevail in the lawsuit—and

this is true in Federal as well as in State procedure—-he cannot com

plain to the court that he has not been paid for his costs.

h Senator MELCHER. Now wait a minute, don’t get me in too deep

ere.

Mr. BRIDENSTINE. Sorry.

Senator MELCHER. I just want you to state what the ordinary deal

is and not ive me all the “ifs.” The ordina deal is: The court is

going to as the plaintiff to provide the evi ence of why these de

endants have been hauled into court on the basis of water usage when

those defendants only use subsurface water. The court is going to ask

the plaintiff—the Justice Department—why are they in here. Isn't

that true?

Mr. BRIDENSTINE. That is exactly true.

Senator MELCHER. And at that point, they are going to have to sa :

“because the are involved in the water of our clients,” which W0 (1

be Indian tribes and Federal agencies. Is that not true?

Mr. BRIDENSTINE. I think that that is exactly what the lawsuit

says. They claim everything flowing on or under, as well as across.

It is the last paragraph of this complaint that frightens us. They are

asking us that we assert our rights, and thereafter those rights shall

be ad]udicated as to their seniority. To assert our rights, we have to

first know not only that we have the appropr1ations, but I believe we

are going to have to have a great deal more technical information. I

for instance, don’t know that the aquifers which my client uses actually

penetrate into the reservation or not. That is something we would

ave to determine. That is a small point, but it is still something that

would have to be determined—as to whether or not all other wells

that we claim are within the purview of this particular lawsuit. That

is a mighty technical problem.

Senator MELCHER. The testimony is, on July 30 by the Justice

Department attorney, Mr. Sagalkin:

Since the case of United States v. Cappaert, it has generally been understood to

be the law that water, whether it is surface water or underground water, where it

is hydrologicallg related, where it is part of the same system, it is part of the water

system of the nited States, and reserved rights or water uses, whether they are

underground or surface, have to be counted. You have to accumulate those total

rights and adjudicate them among the various users. There is no difference as far

as the law is concerned.

I then asked him: “What is the meanin of this term where the

water is ‘hydrologically related?’ ” I aske him to elaborate on it

where it is hydrologically related and how they determine when it is

not hydrologically related. Remember, that is his term—that is his
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key term-when you count underground water, and Mr. Sagalkm

then answered:

That is really a matter of scientific testimony, and it probably will not matter

much in these cases because you are dealing with such large systems. But, for

example, if I lived on a one-acre plot, and I had a water right, and I pumped

water from underneath the ground, and then I have another person next to me

who has a water right, and he is taking surface water, he may claim that I am

really taking from his water if there is not enough surface water to satisfy his

needs. If he can show that my underground water is related to his surface water-—

it is really part of the same system—then, if he had a priority that was higher

than mine, he might be entitled to have me stop pumping my water.

That seems like he is leading us into a very simple example, which

is fine. He goes on to tell us that because of this basic question,

whether the surface of the underground water user is affecting the

surface, that they are going to have to have them tied together.

Finally, we get to the point on whether or not there is any informa

tion they have available at this time, where they have established the

hydrology. Going back to this original statement, he eventually gets

around to, no, they don’t have any evidence on it, but it will become

necessary to have the hydrolo ic information—in terms of scientific

information—before they coul really definitely establish this under

ground water with the surface water as being hydrologically related.

0 if the usual procedure in water lawsuits is that the plaintiff pro

vides the evidence, I suppose the court will require that evidence be

presented by the Justice Department on behalf of their clients.

Mr. BRIDENSTINE. I would hope that you are right, sir. The diffi

culty comes with the fact that as you have seen and demonstrated

by the, I think, blatant generalization by that attorney, there is a

whole body of water law concerning surface and underground rights

as related to each other. That is what I mean.

Senator MELCHER. We understood what Justice and Interior were

testifying. They were testifying in the broad range. Their testimony

to us on July 30 was broad, so that all of the avenues would be avail

able for them to follow in court. I understand that procedure, and I

didn’t expect them to do anything different. But I think on that

specific point, the lack of hydrologic information has been admitted

to by Justice. It has been increasingly obvious at each of these hear

in s that we have held in Montana that the data is not available.
gYou have said that you think the Soil Conservation Service has

some accurate data in the areas where your clients are. I am glad to

hear that. We will seek all that information, or refresh the memory of

the Justice Department on what we hear about that in our hearings,

because we do intend to ask Justice Department specifically as to

their intent on how they are going to treat this list of defendants that

only use underground water. How long they intend to keep them as

defendants unless they are actively engaged in providing the type of

evidence that a court would need to make that, or to recognize that,

they truly are hydrologically related to the surface water.

Mr. BRIDENSTINE. That is comforting, Senator, because it has been

a real problem.

Senator MELCHER. That is one of the goals that we set out to see

what we could do about through these hearings. To see whether

there isn’t a basis of separating out those who only use underground

water from the list of defendants that Justice and Interior have
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identified. Also remembering that they still intend to name as defend

ants anyone else that they haven’t named yet. So we are really talking

about an awful lot more people than what have been named now.

Mr. BRIDENSTINE. I am afraid you are right about that. Just right

on the reservation, there will be a large number of people. I don’t

speak for the other attorneys involved, but for myself. I had planned,

of course, to move the Federal court to order the Department of Jus

tice to provide the necessary evidence as to whether or not all the

waters, and if so, what waters do flow on or under the reservation.

What waters they are talking about, and try to define this in those

terms.

I think the difficulty is, as you well recognize, that Justice itself

is not probably financed at this time by a sufficient appropriation by

which to accomplish this. Perhaps they would, in turn, have to turn

to Congress. If the process took a normal degree of time, it would

probably take 6-7 months, at the very earliest, in order to obtain a

special appropriation or some other funding by which Justice could

devote itself to this very problem of producing engineering data.

Senator MELCHER. I think you are very optimistic. I think, first

of all, it would take about 6 or 7 months to get their own act together

within the Justice Department to determine what data they are even

seeking. Then a review of about another 4 or 5 months after that to

discuss it with other Federal agencies—such as the Soil Conservation

Service—on where there was data. And finally, I feel it would take

them at least a year just to find out what they are looking for. .

Mr. BRIDENSTINE. You probably know better than I do aboutit.

Senator MELCHER. I’m not happy to make that statement, but I

am very sure that between July 30 and the next time we talk to

Justice Department attorneys about this-—which will probably be

toward the end of September after we have had time to get this

transcript in order and have it reviewed and so on. That will be about

6 or 7 or 8 weeks, and if there is one little old thin parcel of a wheel

turned down there on these cases, in Justice Department, between

July 30 and then, I will be amazed. ' -

Mr. BRIDENSTINE. That brings me to another point, Senator,

related to this. Consider the effect of a prolonged period of litigation

on the market value of every piece of real property and its improve

ments which are contained within the area claimed in this lawsuit.

For instance, my clients’ ranch will be literally worthless on the

market, in my opinion, until such time as these rights have been

adjudicated.

hSepator MELCHER. Well, your clients have plenty of water, don’t

t ey.

Mr. BRIDENSTINE. They haven’t got plenty of water, but they have

adequate water.

Senator MELCHER. Is anybody complaining that they are taking

their water?

Mr. BRIDENSTINE. Yes; the lawsuit that——

Senator MELCHER. I know the lawsuit, but I mean in actuality

of people using water in the area.

Mr. BRIDENSTINE. No, sir; we have never had a complaint.

Senator MELCHER. We have learned, generally speaking, where all

of the drainages that have been involved, there has been plenty of

water and there haven’t been complaints. But we have learned that

the Milk River does have a problem. It is not a real pressing problem,

but it is a problem where it really should have some attention that is
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quicker than 10, 20, or 30 years. Nevertheless, I think, as long as this

suit drags on involving that drainage, that they may not really get

pro er settlements on whose water is whose quickly enough.

hat is one area we found there really should be some questions

answered within the next 2 or 3 years, but I am afraid that as long as

it is in this Justice Department suit involving the Milk, it will be such

a slow process that they won’t have the opportunity to do the things

they need to do, and have final settlement.

It involves water that has been partially adjudicated by the courts.

The tribes at Fort Belknap were involved and are involved in that

court adjudication, but nevertheless, with this case in mind, unless it

is solved quicker than would ordinarily be the likelihood, I think they

may have some trouble on the Milk River quicker than the suit itself.

If they didn’t have this suit, I think they could. arrive at a better

settlement much quicker and to the satisfaction of all the users.

We may have a separate recommendation for how that particular

suit is handled, and we may find that the tribe itself—the Fort

Belkna Community—may request a quicker action than could be

accomp ished through this particular Justice Department suit. I have

no confidence in them doing the things that a court will require them

to do in order to make any decisions in court in any timely fashion at

Mr. BRIDENSTINE. That is discouraging news. It really is.

Senator MELCHER. We have not found any shortage of water in any

other area that is worrying anybody. People have testified that in

dry years some of the creeks or areas are short, and of course we

would expect that, but otherwise the testimony that we have received

is that there are adequate supplies of water. There are no complaints

lodged, one user against the other, or one group against another, that

they are taking each other’s water.

Mr. BRIDENSTINE. I think that within the reservation, that is

basically the truth. The Flathead Irrigation District sits here and

apparently has done a good job in adjusting use and the delivery of

water. I think sometimes, perhaps, there has been a dispute between

the project and the tribe as to whether or not the project should

obtain more waters, particularly the Jocko Creek drainage, but these

are all internal matters that people like my clients are really not con

cerned with.

What my clients are concerned with is that their land lives from

underground water, and until somebody adjudicates their rights if this

lawsuit is going to stand, they are literally going to be in limbo. They

are not gomg to know what they have, and of course, if they wish to

sell it, what will they do with it? That is the problem. How do you

sell a lawsuit? You don’t and my clients have a lawsuit that looks

like it is going to last for some years.

I think that is the basic concern of many of the attorneys who

represent the private landowners. We have a lawsuit, it is going to

last and last and last, and we don’t know what it is going to do to the

value of our clients’ property. But we know we can’t sell it, because

the buyer has the same problems the seller has, and I think it is some

thing we have to address ourselves to.

Senator MELCHER. I am sure we do. Thank you very much, Mr.

Bridenstine.

Mr. BRIDENSTINE. Thank you, Senator, for the opportunity.

[Subsequent to the hearing the following letters were received :]
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IN REPLY REFER TO:

UNITED STATES

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

Flathead Irrigation Project

St. Ignatius, Montana . --__ . a

59865 -J I‘

September A, I979

Honorable John Melcher

United States Senate

Washington, DC 205l0

Dear Senator Melcher:

May we commend you on the water hearing at Ronan on August 3lst. I do regret‘

not scheduling a presentation for your use, however please be assured we will

cooperate and furnish any available information.

A presentation would have included the fact that we deliver water to approximately

l25,000 acres of irrigated land and our total designation of land susceptible to

gravity irrigation is about l35,000 acres. With sprinkler irrigation and pumping

possibilities, this could easily be increased to l50,000 acres, but, alas, what

only was hinted at in your Ronan hearing, there is not sufficient water to absorb

the increase from existing facilities. In addition, there are some l5,000 to

25,000 acres that could be pump irrigated from the Flathead River or Flathead

Lake if these areas were economically feasible to bear the development cost.

To obtain more water for the presently irrigable land and to develop more land,

the most feasible course is to conserve what we now use and store. The best

method would be canal lining since we lose over one half our stored water in

diversion and delivery loss.

This subject is much too complex to cover in a short letter and we are enclosing

a copy of our crop report as well as a copy of the Morrison-Maierle study of

I975 for your information.

If we can be of additional service, please let us know how we may help.

S’ cerely,

 

Geor L. Moon ‘\

Project Engineer

Enclosures (2)
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1“-CD8 September 14, 1979

Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs

United States Senate

Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Oversite Hearings on Water Litigation

Dear Senators:

I wish to thank you for this opportunity to submit comments

to the Committee for inclusion in the record, and your consideration.

Your interest in reaching an equitable solution for all parties

concerned is greatly appreciated.

I have lived on a family farm in the Flathead Valley, Montana

with my family since the early 1950's. My father consistently

worked two jobs to keep the farm going. In addition, all family

members worked out on the farm, plowing, harvesting hay, grain,

etc., in a truly, family endeavor. The farm is an important part

of my background and my life. Needless to say, it bears an even

more important role in my parents lives. They have spent a major

portion of their lives purchasing a run-down old farm, working to

improve it, and making it a profitable endeavor. After seeing them

go through 25 years of agonizing, 17 hour work days, ruined crops,

and monetary losses, I marvel that they still love that piece of

land. But, they do. It is truly a family partnership, both my

mother and father spending hour after hour on a tractor in a field.

It is such an integral part of their very being that each set back

only drives them on to succeed the next year. Their land is every

bit as important to them as the native Montana Indians land base

is to their culture.
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Montana farmers truly love their land. Why else would they

spend the long, hard, dirty days in the fields. Certainly more

profitable and easier occupations exist, but none they love so

well as farming.

Attending the public meetings the Committee held in Montana

in August 1979, I looked around the room at the defendants. The

farmers had left important summer field work to attend the Hearings,

hoping for some insight into why they are being forced into court

to protect water rights they presued were long vested under

Montana State laws. These people are not wealthy land barons de

priving the Tribes of water to subsist, or even to prosper on.

They are farmers...hardworking people, caught up in a political

controversy. Few even know what the Winters Doctrine is. All they

realize is they stand to loose their water rights in a lengthy,

expensive, federal litigation, where they can only come out the

losers.

The taxpayers of this nation are financing these federal suits.

As such, the defendants are financing their opponents, as well as

themselves. In the fiscal arena, the defendants are fighting lions

with blades of straw. The Justice Department, Department of Interior,

and the Bureau of Indian Affairs has extensive funds to prepare

these suits against them. In the Pyramid Lake water controversy in

Nevada, for example, the Bureau of Indian Affairs expended over

2 million dollars in preparing water and soil studies on the Tribe's

behalf. (Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Administrative Practice

and Procedure of the Committee on the Judiciary, Indian Water

Rights, 94th Cong. 2nd Sess. 15 (1976)). What state wdter user can

match that figure to protect his own water rights? Especially, when

2
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regardless of the state users needs, past beneficial uses, and

myriads of studies he may produce, his claims are always sub

ordinate to all prior-dated reserved federal and Indian water

rights claims.

Water rights suits continue for decades, over 50 years in

some cases. As such, many of these farmers face paying extensive

legal fees for decades. Since many of the defendants are currently

middle aged or older, they face a lifetime of court and attorney

fees, heartaches, and stress, with little prospect of seeing this

litigation settled. To the lay person, the prospect of a court

suit is terrifying in and of itself. In the instant case, the

issue involved is primarily a political one, and not one based on

evidence or the traditional adversary system. The defendants are

understandably frustrated and confused at having to bear the brunt

of financing both sides of the controversy, knowing the ultimate

decision will largely be a political one.

Their anger is only flared by the manner in which the suits

were prepared and initiated. Many defendants named no longer even

own the land. Some defendants were served with interrogatories

months before even receiving a sumons. They answered it unwittingly

believing it to be "just another government survey". At a meeting

in Kalispell, Montana, my parents were told by the U.S. Attorney

they need not even go to an attorney and formally file an Answer.

He suggested they write him a letter and state simply they did not

intend to relinquish any of their water rights. That legal advice

is unconscionable.

I sincerely hope the Committee will be able to exert some

I
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influence over the Justice Department to have the scope of the

suits narrowed at the very least, if not dropped. Water in Montana

is not so scarce as to force "catch basin" and domestic ground

water users into court against Winters Doctrine reserved rights.

My parents, for example, irrigate out of small potholes and a

stream that runs underground on their property. They are located

several miles from the Flathead River or any of its tributaries.

The streams and potholes are fed by runoff from the Flathead

National Forest, bordering their land. The Supreme Court in

Hnjggd States y, New Mexico ( Slip. op., No. 77-510, U.S. Sup.

Ct., filed July 3, 1978) held that the sole purpose for which

water rights were reserved on national forests were solely to

conserve water flows for downstream users and to furnish a contin

uous supply of timber for the people. As such, their irrigating

is certainly not infringing upon forest service reserved rights.

And, even given the interrelationship of surface and groundwater hy

drology, I can hardly accept they are depriving the Tribal members,

some 50 - lOO miles away, of their water rights. Even more absurd

are water users named as defendants who obtain water from the rain

fall, by using "catch basins". Surely our forefathers did not con

template reserving the rains for the Indians.

I have spent considerable time researching the Winters Doc

trine. I believe the claims of the Indians and Justice Department

are inflated and have been the subject of, in the words of noted

water law authority, Frank Trelease, expanded by conceptualistic

' I
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thinking, causing chaos in the state water laws. The Winters

Doctrine is entirely a court created body of law. It was originally

established in order to deal fairly with the Indian Tribes, as

rightly they should be dealt with. Placing the Tribes on Reserva

tions without providing them with water for domestic and agrarian

uses would have been an unconscionable interpretation of the Treaty.

The Winters Doctrine remained unclarified after its creation

in 1908, for over fifty years. However, in 1963, the Supreme Court

in Arizona v. California (373 U.S. 546 (1963)) reaffirmed that

when the government reserved lands, it also impliedly reserved

sufficient quantities of water to fulfill the purposes for which

the reservation was created. In addition, the Court extended the

Doctrine to other federal reservations, holding the government

also intended to reserve sufficient quantities for present and

future needs, just as it had for Indian reservations_ The Doctrine

received additional teeth in Cappaert v. United States (426 U.S.

128 (1976)) when the Supreme Court extended the Doctrine to ground

water sources.

As a Court created body of law, the implied—reservation-of

water rights doctrine is continually evolving on a case by case

basis, as the Supreme Court defines only so much of the doctrine

as necessary to decide the controversy at hand. As such, the scope

of the doctrine remains undetermined and state water users can

never be assured of exactly what amounts of water they will have

available for their uses. It is the constant evolution of the

doctrine that so frightens the state water users. Since their

water rights are subject to the whims of judicial intsrpretation,

53-296 0 — 80 — 32
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the state water users are constantly under a cloud of uncertainty.

Shocked by the Supreme Court's interpretation of the Treaty in

Washington v. Washington State Commercial Passenger Fishing Vessel

Association, (Slip Op. No. 77-983, U.S. Sup. Ct., filed July 2,

1979), the states are understandably deeply concerned with the

possibility of losing a substantial portion of their water rights

through judicial interpretation.

The Majority in the Hgihington case held that the Treaty

provision, "the right of taking fish, in common with all other

citizens of the Territory" at their "usual and accustomed" off

reservation fishing places, as meaning the Indians have a right

to 50% of the catch, rather than the common interpretation of the

phrase, as granting a right of unlimited access, free from state

regulation. The Washington Court's interpretation is purely a

court fiction, fashioned to create a specific result, aimed at

increasing Indian commercial fisheries. As such, it places a dis

porportionate burden on a few non-Indians, in the name of protect

ing a Treaty right. I can only echo Justice Powell's dissent that

there is no historical indication that any of the parties to the

Treaties understood Indians would be specifically guaranteed 50%,

or any set portion of the fisheries to which they traditionally

had access. This interpretation is especially faulty, in that it

neglects to consider that the Indians have exclusive fishing rights

to all fishing sites on the reservation as well. Since treaties

are to be interpreted as the parties themselves would have under

stood them, the Court's interpretation seems to be unjustly broad.

I

U
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Its application results in a windfall to the some 800 Indian

commercial fishermen, and economic disaster to the states 6,600

non-Indian comercial fishermen. (Statistics obtained from Slip

Opinion at page 4). As Justice Powell states in his dissent,

the decision will discriminate quite unfairly against non-Indians.

Noting the reverse, discriminatory effect the Court's interp

retation has for non-Indiana Montana farmers and state water users

throughout the west can hardly be blamed for conjuring up the

specter of a federal — Indian water monopoly.

Further, noted Indian rights advocate, William Veeder, has

long advocated Indian water rights are "prior and paramout" to

state water rights for any desired purpose, and in unlimited

quantities. He even advocates the sale or lease of Indian Winters

Doctrine rights off the reservation, as the best use of a scarce

Indian natural resource. Should the Court expand the implied

reservation-of—federal Indian water rights to its utmost appli

cation, state users could conceivably be required to pay Tribes for

water rights vested under state laws.

According to a report by the Public Land Law Review Comission,

One Third of the Nations Land (1970), 61 Z of the 363 million acre

feet of water arising in the ll western states originate on national

forest or national park lands. That figure does not even begin

to reflect the Indian needs. States could conceivably loose control

of the administration of the majority of state waters, should the

Court follow the Washington case rationale in deciding water

rights cases.
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Veeder's viewpoint is not widely supported by case law. Most

legal scholars characterize the federal reserved water rights

as Qg minimus, and restrict the Indian reserved water rights to

the original, primarily agricultural, purposes of the Indian

reservations. The Court in Arizona v. California, awarded an

amout of water sufficient to irrigate all the "practicably

irrigable acreage" on the reservations. The special Master

emphasized that although the standard for quantification was

defined by irrigable acreage, the uses to which the Indians could

apply the water was not limited. He stated, "I hold only that

the amout of water reserved and hence the magnatude of the water

rights created is determined by the agriculture and related

requirements, since when the water was reserved, that was the pur

pose of the reservation." This interpretation, would seem to meet

the needs of the Indians rights advocates for unlimited permissible

uses, except that it would provide a definitive quantity of water

with which both the Tribes and state users could work. Veeder's

interpretation, leaves state water users subject to unquantified,

undimensional,and unadministerable federal claims.

To complicate the Winters Doctrine issue, some of the Indian

Reservation lands has passed to non-Indian successors in interest

pursuant to sale of individual Indian alotee lands, allotted to

individual tribal members under the General Allotment Act. For

example, I understand about 80 Z of the Flathead Indian Reservation

is now occupied by non-Indians. As such, the Indians have sold
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rights to much of their Winters Doctrine rights. It hardly seems

appropriate to allow them to dispose of the water rights, receiving

payment for them, then to allow them to recover those rights with

out repurchasing them. In all fairness, it must be pointed out

that not all non-Indian owned lands on the reservation were pur

chased from Indian alotees, but rather were originally settled

by‘whites under various land settlement acts. However, the principle

remains that once rights are legally disposed of it is inequitable

to allow that person to recover those sold rights, plus defeat

vested state water rights under beneficial use statutes under the

guise of expanded Winters Doctrine Rights.’

The Supreme Court recently acknowledged the problem of expanded

implied-reservation-of-water rights. In the case United States v.

New Mexico (Slip op. No. 77-510, U.S. Sup. Ct., filed July 3, l978))

the Supreme Court refused to allow a later expanded purpose to re

late back to the original date of the reservation. In New Mexico,

the United States Department of Agriculture and the United States

Forest Service sought to preserve minimum instream flows in the

Gila National Forest, citing the Multiple-Use Sustained-Yield Act

of 1960. The Supreme Court noted that quantification of reserved

water rights for the national forests is of critical importance

to the West, where water is scarce and more than 50% of the available

water either originates in or flows through national forests.

The Court went on to emphasize that "where a river is fully

appropriated, federal reserved water rights would require a re

duction in amount of water available to a water-needy state and
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private appropriators. The Court stated, “The reality has not

escaped the attention of Congress and must be weighed in determining

what, if any, water Congress reserved for use on the national

forests. The Court went on to conclude that while the Multiple—Use

Sustained-Yield Act of 1960 was intended to broaden the purposes

for which national forests had previously been administered,

Congress did not intend to thereby expand the reserved right of

the United States.

Following the New Mexico rationale, the industrial uses,

massive coal strip mining activities, comercial sale and lease of

Indian water, and other modern technological uses of water currently

employed on the Indian reservations certainly were not contemplated

by the original purposes and parties to the Indian treaties, and

should not be the measure of an expanded reserved water right

under the Winters Doctrine. The Supreme Court in New Mexigg re

affirmed its Cappaert decision whereby it held, "Where Congress re’

served water rights, it impliedly reserved only that amount of

water necessary to fulfill the purposes of the reservation, rig rL'e."

Since the purposes of the reservations were to provide an agri

cultural homeland for the Montana Tribes, the reserved right

should not encompass unlimited rights to uses such as wholesale

distribution of water to off-reservation users.

Following the Supreme Court ruling that the doctrine be limited

solelytc the original purposes for which a federal reservation was

created, the massive federal suits seem inappropriate. Montana

has provided a state statutory scheme under which to administer

state waters. Adjudication of an unlimited, undimensional implied

10
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reservation-of-water right in federal court, while having other

state water users continue to appropriate the surplus under the

state adjudication system scheme seems inadvisable. Further, the

Supreme Court in Akin v. United States (424 U.S. 800 (1976))

held the states have jurisdication over both federal and state

water rights adjudications, pursuant to the McCarran Amendment.

The Akig Court specifically stated it was necessary to avoid

piecemeal adjudications and that "mere subjection of Indian rights

to legal challenge in state courts would no more imperil those

rights than would a suit brought by the government in district

court.I The Court felt the government's fiduciary duty to the

Indians would adequately be met by representing the Indian rights

in state court, and Indian interests would be satisfactorily pro

tected under the regimes of state law.

Since Montana has recently provided for a system for adjudi

cating the state's waters, the directive seems clear that the

Federal suits should be dismissed in favor of federal-Indian

water rights quantification along side state water rights in the

state courts.

Personally, I feel an even more acceptible solution would be

to negotiate an equitable, out of court settlement. Since the

Supreme Court has set the Indian water rights standards for reser

vations such as Flathead at an amount sufficient to irrigate all

the "practicable irrigable acreage", the figure should be ascertainable

without extensive litigation. Should the Indians need additional

11
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waters in the future, the doctrine of eminent domain is always

available to the government to supply additional waters for Indian

uses. Noted water law authority Frank Trelease, has characterized

the doctrine of implied~reservation—of-water rights as a fiscal

doctrine to avoid the payment for federal and Indian water rights

needs. Taking this view, the efficacy of the entire doctrine is

questionable. Water rights suits are notoriously expensive and

lengthy, often extending over 50 years. The cost of naming

thousands of state water users in complex adjudications will un

doubtedly exceed the costs of eminent domain proceedings on a

case-by-case basis whenever increased quantities of water are

needed for future federal and Indian uses.

The need to adjudicate federal-Indian and non-Indian water

rights claims is not questioned and indeed, is essential. The

need to integrated federal, Indian and state water rights is

apparent. The unlimited right to use of water, or any resource,

without regard to its effect on the environment and other users

is no longer a viable doctrine. As currently applied, the implied

reservation-of-water rights doctrine places senior federal and

Indian reserved water rights over any junior state water rights.

The effect is to disallow even minimal domestic state uses if there

are insufficient quantities of water to fulfill the purposes of

the reservation. Since all Indian Treaties were negotiated prior

to 1871, when legislation brought treaty making with the Indian

tribes to an end, water rights reserved under these treaties as a

practical matter pre-date and preempt state water rights, rarely

dating before 1900. If water sources are inadequate to meet federal

and Indian water needs, state water users would loose 100% of their

water rights.

12
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Although the Supreme Court in Arizona v. California explicitly

rejected the doctrine of equitable apportionment as a means of

quantifying implied_reservation~of-water rights, a re-evaluation

of this position is needed. Unlimited quantites of implied

reservation—of—water rights endangers the vested state rights of

private appropriators and water—needy states. Granting unlimited

water rights to federal reservations and Indian tribes, who

constitute only % of 1% of the nation's population, at the expense

of state water users, will only lead to discord and antaganism.

Conversely, allowing non-Indians to encroach on the Tribe's water

right to an adequate source of water to enable them to prosper is

equally unconscionable. By equitably apportioning a limited

resource among its users, according to reasonable need, the best

use of a scarce resource would be promoted.

Sincere negotiations between Federal - Indian and non-Indian

water users would eliminate the need for lengthy, expensive, and

bitter legal battles. The matter could be concluded in a fraction

of the time. In addition, the lives of thousands of Indian and

non-Indian litigants would not be as disrupted and inconvenienced.

The issue of western water rights should not be reduced to a contest

of state versus federal rights, not Indian versus non-Indian rights.

The doctrine is entirely a court created body of law and can be

modified by the judiciary or through Congressional enactment at any

time. A policy of equitable apportionment, currently used in inter

state water allocations should be used in negotiations. Water is

a precious national resource and should not be monopolized by any

user at the expense of another class of users. Any other solution

13
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risks an Indian/non-Indian confrontation, creating hostility between

the two groups of users. Any court or legislative solution must not

leave the community in disruption and hostility. Hopefully the

solution will allow all users to co-exist in peace.

Four decades ago, Justice Holmes described a river as "more

than an amenity, it is a treasure. It offers a necessity of life

that must be rationed among those who have power over it."

In considering a solution to the western water rights issue

and protecting the interests of the Indians under their fiduciary

duty, the federal government must also recognize its duty to fairly

and adequately represent the PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES. A father

does not only care for and protect the needs of an adopted son at

the harsh expense of his natural son. As such, the United States

government should not represent and protect the needs of the Native

American nations to the economic ruin of its non-Indian children.

The government is a representative of the people of the United

States. These are real people; people who are being hurt by the

lack of response of that government to their needs and pains.

In his recent energy speech to the country, President Carter

spoke of the confidence crisis the American people are experiencing.

When their government fails to consider the needs of 99.5% of the

American population along side the needs of the federal and Indian

reservations, they can expect little more than a lack of trust and

confidence in that government.

14
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Thank you for your time and attention. I trust the Com

mittee will be effective in reaching an equitable solution to

the water rights litigations pending throughout the western

states, as well as Montana.

Sincerely yours,

./
Belinda K. Orem

601 Michels Slough

Columbia Falls, Montana 59912

15
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Senator MELCHER. Is Harold Magnusson, the mayor of Harlem,

here? He asked to testif at this hearing. I guess he missed the one

over at Cut Bank and G asgow.

[N0 response.]

Is Bill Big Springs here, County Commissioner of Glacier County?

[No response.]

George Wells, County Commissioner of Sanders County? George

Wells is not here?

[N0 response.]

Wally Matthies, Montanans Opposing Discrimination?

STATEMENT OF WALLY MATTHIES, PRESIDENT, MONTANANS

OPPOSING DISCRIMINATION

Mr. MATTHIES. Senator Melcher, I am Wally Matthies, president

of Montanans Opposing Discrimination. Thank you for the op or

tunity to speak before you as the chairman of the Senate Indian airs

Committee. '

I would like to present this prepared statement as well as giving

you my written comments.

We are becoming increasingly concerned by the continual encroach

ment of the Federal Government in our citizens’ rights. The subject

of water ripghts is before us at the moment. We think it is deplorable

when the ederal Government, namel , the Department of the Inte

rior and the Department of Justice, file suits against its citizens for

water rights which most of them own right along with the title to the

land for which they hold a deed.

We firmly believe that to adjudicate water it first must be quantified,

and for the Federal Government to arbitraril state that tribes have

first rights to all the water and further, for t e Federal Government

to assert that the Government also has first right to any water, for

whatever purpose, is ethically, morally, and legally wrong.

We agree with your statement, Senator Melcher, that Western

water law doctrine that generally recognizes first in time, first in

place, and upholds a priority of water uses where domestic, com

munity, agriculture, and fish habitat needs have priority over in

dustrial uses.

We are finding out that we need protection from the oppression of

our Federal Government at the same time that the Government is

saying that they are only here to protect us. God forbid that we have

come to the point when the bureaucrats can tell us citizens that they

know more of what is good for us or what we need than we do

ourselves.

Our Constitution was designed so that the Federal Government

was, for example, only supposed to defend our shores from invasion

from without and in turn, State governments were not intended to

rule the lives of the people at the local level.

Today the Federal Government is, or is endeavoring, to control our

lives at every level. Over the years there has been a creeping socialism

and creeping bureaucracy to the point that some fellow gets himself

a career job with the Government, and as attorneys they are privi

leged to use legal means in suits to wield their powers. Court decisions

become law at the whim of judges who, in many cases, do not interpret

law, but make laws. Citizens’ rights have become historically eroded ,
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in recent times by the capricious decisions of judges who, by reason

of pressure or bias or bleeding heart opinions, favor minorities in

many cases.

Treaties or no treaties, we all have to live and survive in this world

by some of our own efforts and to continue to depend on someone else

to take care of us is inherently wron .

We had the privilege of attending the 30th Governors Interstate

Indian Council Conference in Kalispell this week. It was a very inter

esting and informative session.

One point brought out several times was that the present water

suits were pushed by the tribes—this in spite of considerable publicity

recently to the contrary—that the suits were initiated by Justice

and Interior against the tribes’ wishes.

It would seem that if the tribes are as interested in negotiation as

they indicated, that the public should be consulted, especially those

citizens who were ultimately named as defendants in these suits.

Since it is said these suits were initiated as a result of Senate bill 76

and only the legislators had prior knowledge of these suits, and the

State is unwilling to defend the people who are named, it seems only

fair that the Federal Government should pay the legal fees for these

peo le as well.

0 one in our organization is advocating taking water,.land, or

resources away from the tribes, especially a fair share of water for

their useful purposes and needs. There are many, many tribal members

who wish to be and are normal law-abiding, tax-paying and self-sup

porting citizens like the rest of us. To them, we give our wholehearted

support. We applaud their desire to maintain their heritage and cus

toms when they can fit them into the mainstream of life in this world,

but we feel that it is wrong to support any group of people to the

point of taking away their initiative.

We are grateful to you, Senator Melcher and Congressmen Marlenee

and Williams for the stand you are taking in these water suits. It is

hoped that your combined efforts can assist us in getting Congress to

take some positive action to prevent the Department of Justice and

associated Government departments from continued harassment of

the majority of its citizens.

We thank you and ap reciate the opportunity to present our feelings.

Senator MELCHER. oes your organization represent a lot of water

users?

Mr. MATTHIES. I would say yes. A good share of the people who

are in our membership are also water users; yes. There is a parallel.

Senator MELCHER. In general, is the membership in these river

draina e areas?

Mr. ATTHIES. Yes.

Senator MELCHER. All right, thank you very much.

I have been told, and I am still confused about it, that the wit

nesses for the tribe whom I have listed here at the request of Richard

Anthony Baenen, an attorney for Wilkinson, Cragun & Barker,

Thomas Pablo, and Frederick Houle, would be testifying. I have

been told that Baenen is not here. Do you know, Bill?

Mr. MORIGEAU. He is not here.

Senator MELCHER. Has he been here?

Mr. MORIGEAU. Not for the hearing.

Senator MELCHER. Did he ever intend to be here?
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Mr. MORIGEAU. Not for the hearing.

Senator MELCHER. I have been told that Pablo and Houle were here

to represent the tribe, is that correct?

Mr. MORIGEAU. They were here this morning. Pablo is the chairman

of the council, and he had to conduct the meeting, and he asked

Evel Stevenson, the tribal local attorney, to testify in his behalf

and or me, also, to represent the tribe.

Senator MELCHER. That will be fine, but I have been told that Pablo

and Houle were here to testify and find they do not feel they were

called early enough, des ite the fact that they did not inform us that

they wanted to be calle this morning. '

Mr. MORIGEAU. I don’t know anything about that. I was just asked

to come in this afternoon.

Senator MELCHER. Do you know something about it, Evelyn?

Ms. STEVENSON. Yes.

Senator MELCHER. What do you know about it?

Ms. STEVENSON. There was a council meeting, as he just indicated.

Senator MELCHER. A scheduled council meetmg? When?

Ms. STEVENSON. Right. It was scheduled for Friday. This is a

regularly scheduled meeting.

Senator MELCHER. But, I mean, what time of day?

Ms. STEVENSON. It started at 9 o’clock but they canceled it until-—

well, they had a brief session this morning between 9 and about 10

minutes to 10, and came down here for your testimonies and then had

to leave at noontime to get back to the afternoon session. I think it

was just assumed, Senator Melcher, that you probably would call them.

Senator MELCHER. I was told that the felt they should have been

called earlier in the morning, yet we ha no idea they had any time

constraints. Were you here when I announced at the start that

anybody that had time constraints, to let us know, and we would

arrange the witness list to suit that?

Ms. STEVENSON. I think, Senator Melcher, it was just somewhat

assumed that because this is a reservation and the tribe is involved in

this lawsuit, it was just assumed that you would out of courtesy,

probably, call on the tribes first.

Senator MELCHER. We are delighted to call anybody first that wants

to be called first. We generally follow the procedure of taking the

State and county officials first, but we are not locked into anything,

and we do attempt to move anybody that has any time constraint at

all to the top of the list. We did considerable juggling this morning for

that very purpose.

Ms. STEVENSON. They had to get back.

Senator MELCHER. But we have no feeling of protocol that we have

to ada t our hearin schedule to anybody else’s schedule. Neverthe

less, oule and Pab 0 do not intend to testify?

Ms. STEVENsoN. I think not. It is budget sessions at the council

meeting and they had to get back.

Senator MELCHER. And you and Bill do care to testify?

Ms. STEVENsoN. Yes.

Senator MELCHER. We would be delighted to hear from you, and if

they had indicated any desire to testify this morning, I would have

called them at 1 1:30 instead of Mrs. Curtiss. I don’t think she had any

time constraint, but it would have been only 15 minutes, and I know

the tribe will take longer than that in their testimony, so please

proceed. '
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STATEMENT OF EVELYN K. STEVENSON, ATTORNEY, FLATHEAD

TRIBE, CONFEDERATED SALISH AND KOOTENAI TRIBES

Ms. STEVENSON. My name is Evelyn K. Stevenson. I am the local

attorney for the Flathead Tribe, the Confederated Salish and Kootenai

Tribes. As we have just discussed, Tom Pablo, the chairman of the

tribe, had intended to present the testimony, but he had to leave,

and get back to the council meeting. I have his prepared testimony

which I will give first, and then, if I have an 0 portunity, I would

like to speak for myself as a member of the Co ederated Salish and

Kootena1 Tribes.

First, Tom wanted to thank you for the op ortunity to be here and

an op ortunity to give this testimony to the enate Select Committee

on In ian Affairs on behalf of the tribes. This talk of his, by the way,

was the one item of business that was handled this morning at the

council meeting. The council has all voted and approved that this

is the statement they would like made to this committee today.

The Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes have been reading in the news

media and in the Congressional Record of our congressional delegation’s concerns

on the pending water rights litigation filed by the United States involving the

seven Indian reservations in Montana. I would like this committee to know that

the tribes share the same concern as this committee and the rest of the Montana

delegation and we know that the efforts to devise a compact that we are pursuing

with the State may be the best way to resolve the issue; at least, we think so, based

upon developments to date.

One of the major concerns of this committee which does need immediate

clarification is the fact that the United States had no other choice under the

circumstances but to bring the lawsuit on behalf of the tribes within the State,

and the suit encompasses far more than the Indians’ reserved water rights. As

you know, it includes the Flathead irrigation project, the U.S. Forestry Service,

the National Bison Range, and other Federal agencies’ reserved water rights, so

we feel that the Indians should not shoulder all the blame alone. Under the law

which was passed by the Montana Legislature, senate bill 76, the attorney general

of the State of Montana was required to file within 20 days from the effective

date of that law, a petition with the Montana Su reme Court to compel all

but certain domestic users of water in the State, inc uding the Federal Govern

ment and Indian tribes, to register their claims to water.

That was the initial step in a general stream adjudication in State court. The

attorney general filed the petition and it was followed within a very brief period

of time by an order from the State supreme court to all water claimants to register

their claims by January 1, 1982. Thus, the Federal lawsuits had to be filed in

early April of 1979 by the United States in a Federal forum in order to preserve

the extremely important legal position of the Federal court action having been

started first.

Even if the United States had not filed the cases when it did, the individual

water users within the State, non-Indian as well as Indian, would have found

themselves dragged into water rights adjudication by virtue of the State legis

lature’s mandatory filing of the tate’s suits; therefore, it was the State legis

laturedwhich instituted statewide adjudications. The United States merely

reacte .

This committee should also be aware that there will not be two lawsuits, there

will be only one, either in Federal court or State court; there will not be simultane

ous proceedings.

The committee's concern that the Federal Government will fund the lawsuits

is correct, but there is by no means any assurance that the Federal Government

will pay the attorneys’ fees and expenses of the tribes. In some instances, the

United States has paid the tribal attorney fees where it was necessary for a tribe

to intervene on its own behalf if the United States had a conflict of interest. Even

then, however, the United States has not always paid the tribal attorney's fee,

and we frankly doubt that the funding will be available in all of these water cases

in Montana to pay for any of the tribal litigation costs if and when the tribes

intervene in the pending cases.
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Therefore, while we can understand why the non-Indian water users are quite

upset about these lawsuits filed by the Federal Government, those lawsuits were

forced, in fact, by the State’s action, and the State’s action, in any event, would

produce the same results, general stream adjudication throughout the State,

forcing all water users into court. None of this, however, would solve the problem,

and we think the decision of the tribes to enter into negotiations with the State

to see if a compact can be reached and thus precluding the need for legislation, is

the best route to follow. Our long-term goals are compatible with the State’s and

the water users of this State, and we can—in fact must——work together.

Ms. STEVENsoN. That was the statement of the tribe. Do you have

any questions to ask me in that capacity?

Senator MELCHER. Why don’t we let you proceed with any further

statement? I understand that is the statement of Tom Pablo’s

testimony.

Ms. STEVENSON. That is right, that is the statement that Tommy

would have made this morning.

Senator MELCHER. Please inform him that had we had any indica

tion at all from the tribe that they had a meeting on and wanted to

be heard this morning, it would have been very easy.

Ms. STEVENSON. That is right. We should have probably discussed

that this morning. .

Senator MELCHER. Please go ahead. a

Ms. STEVENSON. On my own behalf, I would just like to point out

to this committee that I believe there is a far less problem on the

Flathead Reservation concerning the use of water than probably

anywhere in the Western United States—the 15 Western States that

are probably concerned in Indian water rights issues.

We worked very diligently last winter, all of the seven tribes in

Montana, with the State legislature, in attempting to reach some sort

of understanding concerning Indian water rights and how they would

be dealt with under this proposed Senate bill 76.

It was our intent to come to grips with this whole issue and deal

with it, to make some compromises here and there. We asked the

State of Montana to amend that bill to leave Indian water rights out

of the bill. We were willing to go for a set period of time while we

could gather our information, while the State could gather its infor

mation, so we could sit at the table and reach a compact or some

kind of agreement to resolve this issue. We felt then that that was

in the best interest of the Indians; we felt that it was in the best

interests of the citizens of Montana.

We felt that the State of Montana had not done all of its homework

prior to beginning this Senate bill 76. We felt that Montana didn’t

really know how much water it had, and the greatest fear that the

geople of this State faced was exposing the surplus water in this

tate to downstream users; in fact, there were people from Texas,

Oklahoma, and places like that, who have interests in our water, and

their interests were made known.

We felt that this was a good opportunity to take these paper rights,

if you will, our Winters doctrine rights, our Indian water rights, and

quantify them.

Now, the word “quantification” is something that Indians have not

used in the past. We realized we were at a pomt in history where we

would have to probably use those terms, and so we did.

Unfortunately, because of some of the fears, suspicions, and lack

of understanding, ignorance, mistrust, whatever, we were not success

ful in these meetings. We came very, very close, and I think if the
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rapport, the understanding, had been set up a long time ago, these

meetings would have avoided all of this. If we had been successful in

our attempts in those eight sessions in Helena, I believe we would

not be in these lawsuits today.

If I remember correctly, we met with the water committee on a

Wednesday, or a Tuesday, in Helena. They announced that they

liked the bill the way it is written. I left at that time and went to

Phoenix, and the U.S. Government filed the suits on Thursday.

They are not always well-prepared. They are not, as far as the

Flathead is concerned. There are people named in that suit who

should not be; there are people not named who should be, and I

believe the Government worked in great haste in putting this to

ether. I would have liked an opportunity to talk to the gentleman

rom Kalispell, because many of his questions were legitimate ones,

and they need answering, but the fact remains, as pointed out in

Chairman Pablo’s statement, this became a race to the courthouse.

Indians object to the State forum to adjudicate our water rights,

and I think it is only reasonable that we should question the neutrality

of the State courts to adjudicate Indian water rights. It does not seem

feasible to us, after having fought for years to deny Indian water

rights, that the State could or should now be asked to determine and

roject these very same rights. I will quote briefly from a speech that

Senator Ted Kennedy made in 1976, in which he said:

No matter how brilliantly water rights are defended by the Government

attorneys, they cannot receive full protection in State court forums. The security

of Indian water rights rests not only upon a full commitment from the Executive

and the complete support of Congress, but also upon the availability of an inde

pendent and dispassionate Federal judiciary to adjudicate these rights.

Therefore, it was mandatory for the Government to bring these

lawsuits which were filed in early April in Federal court rather than

the State court granted by Senate bill No. 76. I would like to again

remind all of the people here today that the purpose of Montana

Senate bill No. 76, as written, was to bring all water rights into court

immediately, and the chosen forum of the State was the State court

system. That forum was not acceptable for us to determine Indian

water rights, so for that reason, and that reason alone, the cases were

brought in Federal court. As I indicated earlier in my statement, this

reservation is the one area where we can and should be sitting at the

table and working out agreements.

I think it is very unfortunate. People here are frightened, they are

nervous. They don’t understand water rights, they don’t understand

Indian water rights, they don’t know what they are dealing with. I

think the whole act is very important for an atmosphere of under

standing and mutual goals, to be looked at, rather than to create any

further animosity or feeling of ill-will, or to play on that ignorance,

that lack of understanding, that people live with.

I am very glad to have spoken today, and I do hope that the Flat

head Tribes and the State of Montana will be able to work out these

issues to the benefit of all.

The treaty was mentioned as not containing any reference to Indian

water rights, and in fact, that is true. The U.S. Constitution does not

at all include any of the rights that we have lived by and understand,

and look forward to the courts to withhold. The interpretation of

Indian water rights was made fairly clear in the Winters case in 1908,

as you know, and in most cases since then. It is not specific in the

53-296 0 — 80 — 33
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treaty, but I think it is fairly clear in most of the cases that have come

down, that these reservations in the West were arid and dry and barren.

As the Winters case said, or the Supreme Court said, it was incon

ceivable to think that the U.S. Government intended to have the

Indians give up these vast areas of land, reserving only these small

parcels, and at the same time, to give up the water which make these

places habitable or irrigable—I’m not sure of the exact language—so

Indian water rights are very important to us here.

Senator MELCHER. I am not even sure what “arid” is. I come from

Forsyth, and we don’t think the Flathead is arid.

Ms. STEVENSON. You don’t think what? ‘

Senator MELCHER. I am nor sure what “arid” is. I come from

Forsyth and we don’t think of this area as being arid at all.

Ms. STEVENSON. No; that is why I am saying that we are the one

area that can discuss in different terms and work with the people who

live here, because I think there is enough water for all of us if we work

together. That is the point that I am trying to make, I hope that we

can keep the spirit of good will and the spirit that we need in order

to be able to work with the people here.

Thank you.

Senator MELCHER. Let’s get down to some specifics on this. Has

the tribe passed a resolution dealing with this lawsuit—requesting it?

Ms. STEVENSON. Here is how the council resolution went sometime

back in—what was it?—February?——I’m not sure of the exact date

of it—but it was to work as diligently as possible with the water com

mittee in Helena in attempting to get the Indian rights—the Flathead

rights, all tribal rights—amended out Of that bill so that we could

work on the compact motion, and if that did not fail, that we would

begin more serious efforts, I believe, to quantify water, to know what

our water resources are, and that has been in the process for some time.

Most of the Indian tribes, in fact, are fairly knowledgeable about

their water, far more so than anywhere else in Montana. I believe the

third alternative on that resolution was that litigation go forward.

Senator MELCHER. DO you have a copy of the resolution?

Ms. STEVENSON. I don’t have a copy with me. Do you have a copy?

Senator MELCHER. No; I don’t have a copy of it.

Ms. STEVENSON. I don’t have a copy of it.

Senator MELCHER. I have something in front of me that says

Resolution No. 55-65. IS that the one you are referring to?

Ms. STEVENSON. Yes.

Senator MELCHER. That is dated August 13—————

Ms. STEVENSON. Of this year?

Senator MELCHER. 1979.

Ms. STEVENSON. NO; I don’t have that with me. Go ahead.

Senator MELCHER. VVhich one were you talking about?

Ms. STEVENSON. I was talking about one earher in the year—the

step process.

Senator MELCHER. I’m not sure this is accurate. It is a letter from

the U.S. Department of Interior. They are saying that they have a

resolution from the tribe numbered that way and dated August 13 of

this year.

‘ Ms. STEVENSON. I'm not familiar with that one. Are you, Bill? Do

you know?

Mr. MORIGEAU. No.
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Ms. STEVENSON. The only resolution I know was very, very early

this winter, in which those were the steps this tribe wished to take.

The first was, of course, the negotiation of process. We were very sure

that we were going to be successful in that. We were very optimistic.

We sincerely believed those sections were going to prevail.

Senator MELCHER. That is fine, but the reason I am asking about

this one is that this is, I suppose, the latest action of the tribe regard

ing the suits, and it says it was filed from the tribal attorney. It

doesn’t identify which attorney.

Ms. STEVENSON. That would have been Wilkinson, Cragun &

Barker, I suppose, but this is only what?—the 3lst—now. I think

there is an error there, Senator.

Mr. MORIGEAU. February 13 would be more like it.

Ms}.1 STEVENSON. Yes; I think someone has just typed in the wrong

mont .

Senator MELCHER. Well, do you know the number?

Ms. STEVENSON. I can go back and pull the number; yes. What do

you say it is?

Senator MELOHER. 55-65. Aren’t these numbers assigned?

Ms. STEVENSON. It will be in the resolutions file, yes, but I do not

know the number of the one that was passed in February. I am not

familiar with this resolution.

Senator MELCHER. That is the only one they are making reference

to?

Ms. STEVENSON. I think someone typed in the wrong date.

Senator MELCHER. All right. If you think that you want to work

out an agreement, through compact or some basis, in these meetings

you spoke about: Was there some kind of attempt to reach a compact

arrangement?

MS. STEVENSON. No; that was laying the groundwork. That was

working with Senate bill 76. In a prelude, we expressed the willingness

from this tribe to enter into negotiations and sitdown sessions imme

diately. Now I don’t know exactly, although it was my understanding

up there in Kalispell, that the tribes are still very interested in work

ing with the State—with the whole central goal being the preservation

of water in this area.

Senator MELCHER. This is the only tribe that is involved in this

water suit dealing with the Flathead?

Ms. STEVENSON. Yes.

Senator MELCHER. So, as far as the tribes themselves are concerned,

if the Confederated Salish and Kootenai asked the Justice Department

to drop the suit-—no other tribe is involved?

Ms. STEVENSON. That is correct.

Senator MELCHER. The tribe, either by earlier resolution or what

ever—the one that Interior has advised us about, which may be in

error——has not given any indication to the Justice Department they

would like the suit dropped as far as they are concerned?

Ms. STEVENSON. No; this came up by Ted Doney, I guess, in

Kalispell. The question there was if the State of Montana were willing

to amend—it is called an emergency session—Senate bill 76 to recog

nize Indian water rights and at this late date to go ahead now and

amend this bill: Would we consider requesting the Justice Depart

ment to drop the suits? _ _

That poses a very interesting question. On that basis, there was

quite a bit of talk that that was a possibility. The Justice Department,
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however, indicated that that was not any assurance that they would,

in fact, adhere to the tribe’s request.

Senator MELCHER. No; I am not sure that you have any influence

with the Justice Department at all, but you mentioned this willing

ness to have negotiations, and I just wondered whether that is really

the position of the tribe or not.

Ms. STEvENsoN. I believe it is. That was the official action taken

by the tribe. We understand that it is President Carter’s policy that

he favors negotiations—favors congressional actions that would ratify

or allow these entering into compact arrangements.

Senator MELCHER. The more hearings we have, and the lon er We

discuss this about what the Justice Department has done an isn’t

doing and might do, the more it becomes apparent that these are

long, drawn-out suits.

Ms. STEvENsoN. There is no doubt about that.

Senator MELCHER. If the tribe is sincere in wanting to negotiate

I just wonder whether they are willing to ask Justice Department to

drop the suit.

Ms. STEVENSON. It is not that simplistic, Senator. It really isn’t.

Senator MELCHER. I don’t think there is anything very simple

about water. I am just trying to arrive at the extent of the tribe’s

feeling, that they want to avoid this confrontation and this friction,

whatever the terms were that you used.

Ms. STEvENsoN. We are not content to be in the State court

forums.

Senator MELCHER. You are not what? .

Ms. STEvENsoN. The Indians are not content to be in a State court

forum. Because of the McCarran amendment, and the uncertainty

of what that means at this time, the race to the courthouse—it has

happened all over-—because of the uncertainty of what the McCarran

amendment means. That is why we are in Federal court. What it

would take to get us out of Federal court, at this point, I can’t give

you any answers for sure on that. But if there is any hope for agree

ments, for working to ether, I think it is very important not to do

anything to refuel or 0 end the fears people have.

Senator MELCHER. Whether or not the Flathead case gets into

State court under the McCarran Act, won’t be a decision of the tribe.

Ms. STEVENSON. No.

Senator MELCHER. It probably won’t be a decision of the Justice

Department, either. It will be a decision of the court itself. But the

fact is, that your testimon has been to the effect that you would like

to avoid this long-winde confrontation that exists as long as the

suits are there. You said that you would like to avoid it.

Ms. STEVENSON. We are in the middle of it now. That is correct,

and as we expressed in Helena, and as I think we have expressed since

that time

Senator MELCHER. No; I understand that, and I have heard that

you feel pressed in by Senate bill 76, and somehow, I keep hearing

that is some reason to keep these suits going. Of course, it is a legislative

action. I am not involved with it at all. So I think I can say as sort of

an onlooker what happened there—and I have heard everybody’s

version of it———that if you are really interested in negotiation, which

you haven’t, have you been named by the State as a defendant in the

suit? Has the tribe been named?
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Ms. STEVENSON. It is very obvious, and there is no doubt that all

of our water rights are part of and parcel of, as were Federal reserved

water rights, that bill.

Senator MELCHER. But the tribe hasn’t been named yet?

Ms. STEVENSON. NO.

Senator MELCHER. All right, but the defendants, on the other hand,

in the Justice Department suit, have been named?

Ms. STEVENSON. Part of them.

Senator MELCHER. SO there is a little difference, isn’t there? That is

really why I am pursuing this line of questioning. There is a little

difference.

Ms. STEVENSON. I am not sure what you are getting at.

Senator MELCHER. The tribe hasn’t been named as a defendant yet

under any State procedure. Am I correct on that?

Ms. STEVENSON. Yes; you are correct on that.

Senator MELCHER. So there is a difference?

Ms. STEVENSON. In that sense, in a semantical sense, yes.

Senator MELCHER. Well, a very real sense in court, isn’t it? You

are a lawyer, and I am not, but isn’t there a very real difference when

you are not named as a defendant at a stage of a lawsuit?

Ms. STEVENSON. But it was just an absolute matter of time, and

this was necessitated by the Senate bill. The action of the Justice

Department was necessitated.

Senator MELCHER. I guess what I am getting at is: Since this, in

the State court, has not proceeded very far, it seems there is much

more likelihood that there be negotiations started on the basis of that

suit rather than on the basis of the Justice Department suit.

Ms. STEVENSON. I think some action from the State of Montana

would certainly be welcome, and whatever the State of Montana is

willing to come forward and say that is, I am sure we will be more

than willing to sit down, because as we stated before and say again

now

Senator MELCHER. Who named the State of Montana as a defend

ant?

Ms. STEVENSON. The Justice Department. We are not as yet, as you

notice, plaintiff in that suit, either.

Senator MELCHER. And I dare say that Interior is trying to tell us

that the resolution that they received from the Salish and Kootenai

was a request for the lawsuit?

Ms. STEVENSON. The resolution that I saw was three-part, and

it stated, “This is the order of priorities that this tribe has,” and that

is the only one I have. If you have a later one, we can go back.

Senator MELCHER. I don’t have either one of them. We have asked

for them.

MS. STEVENSON. I see.

Senator MELCHER. We have asked for them, but I don’t have either

one of them, if there are two, but I think the point I’m trying to make

is, if the Salish and Kootenai really want to negotiate on this, there

has to be some procedure to stop the action of the Justice Department.

Pablo’s testimony, and your testimony have both said that the Justice

Department is going much beyond the tribe’s water rights, and that

is true, but I am not sure how much real sincere negotiation will take

place as long as Justice Department is calling the shots on this lawsuit.

I think a request by the Confederated Salish and Kootenai to either

drop the suit, forget about it for a few years, would have some effect
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and might lead to some negotiation. I am not sure that while the suit

is active and all these people are named as defendants that there will

be -any real negotiation.

Ms. STEVENSON. I think if there were some assurance and some

agreement reached between the tribes and those State people who are

involved in this, the water committee, or whoever is now doing this,

that a mutual master would be appointed or that there would be some

sort of precise procedure set up. I think one of the fears is that if these

suits were dropped, and dropped with prejudice or without leave to

bring them again, then we are automatically in the State court forum

if anything breaks down without something solid having been arrived

at beforehand. It is what your order of business is, I guess, how you

look at it.

fSenator MELCHER. There is no water shortage that you are aware

o ? .

Ms. STEVENSON. Not that I am aware of. That is why I think the

Flatheads were very willing to do all that the have done. All that we

were mostly concerned with was the possibility of taking our paper

rights—our Winters doctrine rights—and having this dispute with

the State of Montana while our water is in Oklahoma, Texas, Colorado,

or somewhere else. Then we all look a little foolish.

Senator MELCHER. How much water is reserved for the reservation?

Ms. STEVENSON. Under

Senator MELCHER. How much is reserved for the tribe currently?

Ms. STEVENSON. I am not sure what you are

Senator MELCHER. Is there a quantified resewation for the tribe?

Ms. STEVENSON. No.

Senator MELCHER. In one area?

Mr. MORIGEAU. Mr. Senator, in 1935, Congress passed an act

whereby incorporated tribes—IRA tribes like our tribe-——have control

over hydroelectric sites or any changes in previously licensed sites

bearing the approval of the tribal council or if a new license were

issued on hydroelectric sites on an Indian reservation the tribe would

have to give their approval first before the Federal Power Commission

could issue such license. That is one quantification, and I think that is

one of the areas in which the Justice Department suit will attempt to

reserve the water for the tribes. Of course, this is a nonconsumptive

use. You should bear that in mind.

Senator MELCHER. Bill, you have a prepared statement. Would

you like to give that now? .

Mr. MORIGEAU. I would like to summarize it at this time.

Senator MELCHER. All right.

Your full prepared statement will be made a part of the record.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Morigeau follows :]
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Statement of E.W. "Bill" Morigeau, Vioe—chairman of Conf. Salish & Kootenai Tribes

Before Senator Melcher on the Department of Justice Water Suits Against Montana and

Sane Water Users

Mr. Chairman:

It is a pleasure to appear here today. I have three water related areas that I will

advance my views on.

Each area is either related to Montana Senate 76 Water Right Bill, or the Justice

Dcpartmcnt Water Rights Suits.

I have been reading the papers about the thousands of water users that will have to

appear and defend their water rights.

This Department of Justice law suit is a canplaint that (no. 1) will, protect Indian

water rights and (no. 2) will also protect federal reserved water rights.

The way the complaint is written it is mighty confusing, as after examining the

ccnplaint filed in April, I find there are only six water users within the entire

Flathead Reservation named as defendants, using tribal water without a water right.

rIhe other 243 named in the suit are frcrn Columbia Falls area, Kalispell area, White

fish, bigfork, Swan lake area, etc., which are using federal reserved water without a

federal water right. I would like to set the record straight. The Confederated

Salish and Kootenai Tribes Council has never claimed water or water rights outside of

the border of the Flathead Reservation.

Federal reserved water rights in the complaint are identified as water for United

States Post Offices, Federal Fish Hatcheries, U.S. Wildlife Reserves, Glacier Park,

National Bison Range, two national forests and congressional appropriated water in

Irrigation Projects to use the surface and ground water of the Flathead River BAsin

and recognizing the reserved and appropriated water rights of the United States.

Four of the nine water users within the Reservation naned in the complaint were

there by error and have been notified of such, leaving six including the state of

Montana.

The State of Montana is named as a defendant because of the passage of Senate Bill 76.

In my opinion no individual should have been named in this law suit, only the State

of Montana should have been named as the defendant.

The Tribes portion of the complaint within the Reservation does not involve over

five individuals, including the State of Montana. The Department of Justice acting

as trustee, is asking that tribal members and the tribes has the right to use the

water flowing through or under the Reservation in an amount sufficient to provide

a hcmeland for the tribal members and to meet the present and future needs of the

tribe and their members.

In 1904 Oongress passed an act establishing the Flathead Indian Irrigation Project.

It became apparent after 1910, when the Reservation was opened for homestead, that

this project was not for actual Indian use but the water resources used for the

project still remained in Indian ovmership. When this error was discovered by the

project planners, the Interior Department convinced Congress to appropriate the

water for the project.

This appropriation did not include all of the water within the Reservation, only

the waters in the project boundary.

The greatest amount of water running through, surface and ground water remained as

a tribal resource.
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E.W. "Bill" I/brigeau statement

This department of Justice ccmplaint does not name any of the water users under

the project as the project is managed as a federal project using federal reserved

water rights.

It is sanetines difficult to dinstinguish between Indian and Federal reserved water

rights as the title to Indian resources are held in trust by the United Stated _

for the benefit of the Tribes.

Congress, in 1946, passed an act setting up a special jurisdictional act for the

Oonfederated Salish & Rootenai Tribes where this tribe can file their claims with

the United State Oourt of Claims.

The taking of sane of the Tribes water for the irrigation project was deemed a

5th amendment taking. ‘The tribes may file this case to satisfy the tribes claim,

as the congress has already established this tribal right.

I attended four hearings before the special water committee on Senate Bill 76. At

each hearing there were representatives of the Montana rPribes and Interior Depart

ment personnel.

At each hearing representatives from the seven Montana Reservations asked the

special house committee to recognize Indian water in Senate Bill 76.

It was explained to the Indians that Montana had been working on this bill for

five or six years, ever since the revised Montana Constitution went into effect.

On Februrary 28, 1979 each tribe put their views into writing requesting again that

the bill recognize Indian water rights and to establish a five year moritorium in

the bill giving Congress time to approve a cmipact whereby tribes and the trustee

can actually sit down with the state planners, as each Indian Reservation water rights

seemed to be under different usage and different laws, sucha s either under treaty,

an act of congress or a federal court ruling or just plain water rights established

by the Interior Department. The Indians did request the trustee that Indian

water be protected if the Montana House Special Water right Committee reccnmended

passage of Senate Bill 76 without recognizing Indian water rights. The lawsuit

was therefore necessary.

If I were asked my opinion on whether the lawsuit should be cancelled, my answer

would be that as soon as the Montana legislators amend Senate Bill 76 recognizing

Indian water rights, I would say cancel the Justice Department lawsuit.

I will close by saying that our tribes doesn't have any water claims against the

243 defendants in the Upper Flathead River Basin. ‘Thank You.

E.W. "Bill" I/brigeau

Vice—Chairman, Confederated Salish and

Kootenai Tribes of the Flathead Reservation

East Lake Shore

Polson MI‘ 59860
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STATEMENT OF E. W. MORIGEAU, VICE CHAIRMAN, CONFEDER

ATED SALISH AND KOOTENAI TRIBES

Mr. MORIGEAU. I am Bill Morigeau, vice chairman of the Con

federated Salish and Kootenai Tribes.

You asked if there was any shortage of water presently, and I don’t

believe there is—only in one area. We have noticed in the last 3 or 4

years that we have a ground water shortage. The water wells on many

Indian homes are involved, and I think this is due to the increase in

agricultural wells that are being drilled here on the reservation. That is

the only area that there is a shortage.

There were some questions earlier on the hydrological studies here on

the reservation. There may be some information in the Flathead Indian

irrigation project on hydrology. I know presently that there is a

contract between the Bureau of Indian Affairs and Woodward Co.

from Salt Lake City. They are doing a hydrological study and a water

reservation study. I think that will be complete within the year.

This morning, there was some testimony about the cities within the

reservation, why they weren’t named in the water suit. I think Ronan

and St. Ignatius, and I know for sure Polson—I represent the Polson

district—that the tribe has a watershed lease with the city of Polson.

The reason, I believe, that we have this is that there wouldn’t be any

way for the city to get the water out of the reservoir were it not for

having a lease with the tribe. The pipeline has to cross tribal lands and

the city doesn’t have a right-of-way across tribal lands. So the water

shed leases are necessary.

This is one of the things that we brought out in Helena last February

and March—that we have these watershed leases. We didn’t know

what Senate bill 76 might do to things such as that, especially if the

cities were to try to adjudicate a water right on these streams, and end

up tygithout a right-of-way. We thought this might create quite a

ro em.P I s ent some time here about 1% weeks ago. I took a look at the

comp aint that was filed in April, and I have a copy of it here. There

are 244 names listed on this complaint. I picked up the telephone book

one evening, and the wife said, “What are you going to do? ” and I said,

“I am going to go through the telephone book and check how many of

these peo le named here are actually from the reservation.” She asked,

“Well, what difference would that make? ” I said, “Well, the tribes

don’t have any water claims against people off the reservation and

towns like the city of Kalispell or the people in the Flathead Conserva

tion District. We don’t have any claims against them and never have.”

I researched the records to find out, and we never have passed a

resolution claiming any of their water. SO that is the situation at the

resent time. That is how I found that there were 244 names of people

fiving Off the reservation listed on this complaint, only 9 people within

the reservation borders, and 6 of those were there by error and have

been notified. I don’t know about the other three. I am sure that two of

them are in Arlee and within the Flathead irrigation project and

shouldn’t have been named.

I think that our attorney here has covered the situation very well,

and I just wanted to make those points known, and I thank you very

much.
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Senator MELCHER. Thank you, Bill. First of all, they call this the

Abell case. You say they have named as defendants 243?

Mr. MORIGEAU. 244, I have, and that was in the April complaint.

If it has been changed, I don’t know anything about that.

Senator MELCHER. I can’t tell from the testimony here. They say

the Abell case, meaning the Flathead drainage, 250. As I said, Sagalkin

testified for Justice. In the Flathead River drainage, there may be

an additional 1,200, so it would be the sum of thoSe—well, he says-—

250 and 1,200 would be 1,450.

Mr. MORIGEAU. That is what I was told, but even if there were

2,000 off the reservation, we still don’t have any claims against them.

Senator MELCHER. Is there any agreement between the tribe and

the city of Ronan on water?

Mr. MORIGEAU. I am really not sure. Evelyn may know.

Ms. STEVENSON. I am not sure what the status is at this particular

moment. There was.

Mr. MORIGEAU. There may be, because I know the city of Ronan

and the tribal council representative, Joe MacDonald, have discussed

it many times.

Senator MELCHER. Where are the areas where the water table is

dropping, that you mentioned?

r. MORIGEAU. In the Pablo area.

Senator MELCHER. Just in the Pablo area?

Mr. MORIGEAU. Pablo and east of Pablo.

Senator MELCHER. How far?

Mr. MORIGEAU. At least 3 miles.

Senator MELCHER. Can you identify the wells that cause that?

Mr. MORIGEAU. Sid Shortz, for one.

Senator MELCHER. And are these for wells that are used for sprink

ler irrigation?
Mr.tl\/IORIGEAU. The wells that are affected are used just for home

use.

Senator MELCHER. And he uses a lot of water?

Mr. MORIGEAU. Just for his home use.

Senator MELCHER. Let’s back up. There are some people in the

Pablo area under whose homes the water table is dropping?

Mr. MORIGEAU. Yes.

Senator MELCHER. Do you know why?

Mr. MORIGEAU. We assume

?Senator MELCHER. To your knowledge, do you know what causes

it.

Mr. MORIGEAU. We assume that it is the many agricultural wells

that have been drilled and put into operation in the last few years.

Senator MELCHER. In that area?

Mr. MORIGEAU. Yes.

Senator MELCHER. All right, and mostly east of Pablo?

Mr. MORIGEAU. I wouldn’t want to guess, but around the Pablo

area.

1Sleirator MELCHER. HOW much drop has been noted in the water

ta e.

Mr. MORIGEAU. I couldn’t answer that other than the fact that

they have reported a shortage of water at times and no water at all,

at times.
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Senator MELCHER. This is from their own private wells?

Mr. MORIGEAU. Yes.

Senator MELCHER. Do you think, perhaps, the Flathead irrigation

project does have some hydrologic information in this area?

Mr. MORIGEAU. It is very possible, Senator, that they do, because

the people who are doing the water study are getting much informa

tion from the Flathead project.

Senator MELCHER. Has the tribe developed a long-range plan that

would involve use of more water than is currently being used by the

tribe or individual members of the tribe?

Mr. MORIGEAU. We are working on establishing a tribal ranch on

the river down on our range unit 47—that is the number of our range

unit—and we have in the neighborhood of 3,000 acres. We recently

urchased another 240 and there is about 600 acres of cultivation

and that could be irrigated very well, and we are in the process

right now. One of our priorities is to establish a tribal ranch at that

point. That would be one area.

Senator MELCHER. That would be one area?

Mr. MORIGEAU. Yes; and also water uses for the possible recrea

tion areas. I think there is plenty of water on the reservation for

the fishers’ program. That is one of the programs that will be defended

in this lawsuit, but again, it is a nonconsumptive use and won’t

make any difference for the future.

Senator MELCHER. You said recreational, did you not?

Mr. MORIGEAU. Yes; I did.

Senator MELCHER. Why does that depend on this lawsuit?

Mr. MORIGEAU. Well, if you tie in recreation to water

Senator MELCHER. A beneficial use?

Mr. MORIGEAU. Yes.

Senator MELCHER. What kind of recreation? Maybe we will dec‘de

right now if it is beneficial.

S Mr. MORIGEAU. It is one of the best fishing areas within the United

tates.

Senator MELCHER. I think that is beneficial—if you catch any.

Even if the tribe were to irrigate an additional 3,000 acres—I am not

sure that you meant that amount would be irrigated. That isn’t a

great amount of water, is it? Wouldn’t that water come right out of

the river there?

Mr. MORIGEAU. It would be pumped out of the river. I just men

tioned that because that is merely one of the areas that we would

like developed and put a sprinkler system into it. It won’t affect any

of the present water users on the reservation at all.

Senator MELCHER. Does the tribe have any other plans that would

be using water other than the ones you have mentioned? I don’t mean

additional home use or anything like that. Has the tribe any plans

for industrial use of water?

Mr. MORIGEAU. I think so. As you know, in the past 3 years the

tribe has passed two resolutions authorizing the Corps of Engineers

to complete studies at the lower Flathead sites-—power sites—and

one day we hope to have those developed for the benefit of western

Montana, and of course, for the region.

Senator MELCHER. All right. That is putting water to use, but I

am thinking now of consumptive use for industrial purposes. Does

the tribe have any plans for that?
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Mr. MORIGEAU. No; I don’t think so, unless you could term agri

cultural uses as consumptive uses.

Senator MELCHER. No; I mean consumptive uses of an industrial

t e.yR/Ir. MORIGEAU. No.

Senator MELCHER. All right, so the sum and substance of it is,

there is plenty of water right now exce t for some lowering of the

water tables for some individuals in their llome use east of Pablo?

Mr. MORIGEAU. Yes.

Senator MELCHER. And the tribe would be likely to use more water

for agricultural purposes, specifically in the areas that you have

mentioned‘?

Mr. MORIGEAU. Yes; that is right.

Senator MELCHER. It really does not indicate any problem for a

lack of water at this time or in the foreseeable future as far as the

tribe is concerned.

I think I have asked all the questions I want to ask of both of you.

I don’t believe that there is any use in pursuing a discussion of the

Winters doctrine in this case, because the tribe simply is not envision

ing much more water than they are now using. If I have misunderstood

you on that, please correct me, because we like to understand what the

tribe’s osition is.

Ms. TEVENSON. I don’t know exactly what the immediate goals

are of the tribe for consumptive or agricultural uses of water in the

immediate future. There are man kinds of ideas that come u —

additional recreational uses, small kmds of industry. So far, the rea ing

I have obtained from the tribal council is that they are very interested

in conservation, so this precludes any large factories or pulpmills or

anything of that kind that might endanger the recreational or ecologi

cal beauty of this area. That is a very big concern around here. Those

kinds of commercial ventures that are feasible without interfering with

that are what they have been batting around for ideas. Then, of course,

there is the question of where does funding come from for any of these

beneficial uses that would be projected in the very near future.

Senator MELCHER. Thank you both, very much. ~

Ms. STEVENSON. Thank you.

Mr. MORIGEAU. Thank you.

[The following material from Lake County was received for inclu

sion in the record.]
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LAKE COUNTY, MONTANA

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

 

ASSESSOR
DON ,(,:O0,:oF;'GAN WILL noov

WESLEY w. LEISHMAN $"5"G'FL';NAh':|f:’F::A°~F?NER

Stlgnanus

WILSON A. BURLEY CLERK OF coum

Ronan ETHEL M. HARRISON

TREASURER SUPERINTENDENT or SCHOOLS

MARJORIE 0. KNAUS GLENNADENE FERRELL

CLERK AND nsconorn 6:12:12 SLTSEINJEZY

ETHEL M. HARDING '

coumv sunvevon

POLSON, MONTANA,5986O

PRESENTED BY BOARD OF LAKE COUNTY COMISSIONERS

AUGUST 31, 1979

August 31, 1979

TESTIMONY ON WATER RIGHTS ADJUDICATION

SUBMITTED TO JOHN MELCHER

CHAIRMAN SELECT COMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS

UNITED STATES SENATE

Honorable Senator Melcher:

The Department of Justice has seen fit to file suit against thousands of water

users in four major river drainages in this State. Their motivating factor was

the State of Montana's assertion of authority to adjudicate all water rights

within its boundaries. The Federal Government has entered ag_g stopgap for

exclusion of certain citizens and their water rights from the disposition of

State District Courts.

Free flowing fresh water is one of the last natural resources remaining to be

allocated. Its value is incalculable, its availability is essential to survival.

As its use increases and supplies become restricted, efforts toward allocation

are imperative. However, distribution of a precious resource should not become

a political football between leviathan branches of State and Federal government

at the expense of individual citizens. Authority to adjudicate water rights

must be established. Perhaps the worst and most confusing method of determining

adjudicative process is wholesale filing of individual suits. Evidently, the

Federal Government intends to sue everyone, including itself, over the inclusion

of Indian Reservations in the States scheme of adjudication. The capacity of

Federal intervention in the adjudicative process is suspicious. The availability

of water in the west has far—reaching ramnifications particularly in National

energy policy. It is probable the Federal Administration would have entered this

matter had not the Indian question been a convenient avenue. In this sense all the

citizens in Montana are being used as pawns for larger purposes.

The brunt of this "race to the Courthouse" is borne by individual water users.

Many more citizens in other areas are likely to suffer from this approach.

Government should not function in this manner. Many valid individual water rights
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Honorable Senator Melcher

August 31, 1979

have been unnecessarily clouded through actions of governmental entities-

governments constitutionally mandated to protect such rights.

Water rights are too valuable to be squandered through long-term litigation.

At stake are the rights of the States in allocating water resources in the

face of National policy that likely goes far beyond Indian affairs. Senator,

these matters must not become sole territory of Administrative branches of

government through initial failure of the legislative. We urge Congress to

cooperate in a cohesive effort to allocate water resources.

Digression to a case-by—case process of litigation can only erode the possi

bility of positive and proper adjudication of water rights in the State of

Montana.

Thank you for this opportunity to coment.

Respectfully,

BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

Lake County, Montana

 

, Member

BLCC/RSR/gjs ‘
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LAKE COUNTY, MONTANA

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

 

ASSESSOR

DON CORRIGAN WILL TIDDY

P I0 Son SHERIFF AND conomzn

WESLEY w. LEISHMAN GLENN FRAME

St. Ignatius

WILSON A. BURLEY CLERK OF COURT

Ronan ETHEL M. HARRISON

TREASURER SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS

MARJORIE D_ KNAUS GLENNADENE FERRELL

CLERK AND RECORDER cOUNTY ATTORNEY

ETHEL M. HARDING RICHARD P. HEINZ

COUNTY sunvsvon

POLSON, MONTANA 59860

September 21, 1979

The Honorable John Melcher 2.3440 Russell Building “X

Washington, D. C., 20510

Honorable Senator:

Pursuant to your August 31st hearing on water rights held in Ronan,

Montana, I have been asked by the Board of Lake County Commissioners

to submit, for the record, information concerning the Pablo Water

System.

As evidenced by testimony at that hearing the Pablo area has unique

water supply problems that could possibly become a future bone of

contention. I will submit facts and statistics as they are now

known. It should be specifically noted that this data is inadequate

for purposes of litigation. Legal difficulties could not be proper

ly addressed without hydrological study with regard to porosity,

aquifer location, static levels etc.

The Pablo Water District comprises 4,600,000 square feet approxi

matcly 4 miles north of Ronan, Montana. The system was constructed

in 1972 using funds granted by the Economic Development Administration

matched by local tax initiative. The system consists of two wells

(a third is drilled but not yet in production) and storage of

200,000 gallons. There are approximately 220 hookups to the system

including A Tribal Subdivision and Day-Care Center outside the dis

trict. Town businesses as well as Confederated Salish & Kootenai

Tribal office complex, newspaper and jail are industrial users of

this water. Usage ranges from a low of 100,000 gallons a day in the

winter to total committment (200,000 gallons of storage plus contin

ued pumping) during the summer. This "shortage" occurs during the

sumer season during heavy lawn and garden irrigation. It is hoped

the new well will provide some relief.
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The unique porosity of the aquifer provides water to the Pablo

district and other domestic and irrigation wells in the area. The

two old wells on the Pablo system are from 385-400 feet in depth.

Their average rating is a combined 260/g.p.m. (the new well has not

been officially measured but is estimated at 150/g.p.m. at 408 feet).

The static level of these wells and others in the vicinity frequent

ly fluctuate horizontally. I am advised that this indicates the

aquifer has a good deal of porosity. The fluctuation trends via

underground formation transmission causes many area residents to

surmise degeneration of their wells. However, according to testi

mony, average static levels in the area have remained fairly con

stant. Capacity of the aquifer will be a limiting factor in the

future. Some wells that appear to be drying are actually filling

with silt. The fine, silty geological characteristics of the area,

and the existance of many "open bottom" older-type wells, in need of

cleaning, account for many supposed shortages in the area.

I hope this information is of use to you. I again emphasize that

future litigation can only be undertaken after the generation of

extensive hydrological data.

If I may be of any further information please do not hesitate to

contact my office.

Sincerely,

<§4m
Sam Roberson

Administrative Assistant

BOARD OF LAKE COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

SR/vc
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I Senator MELCHER. Mel Tonasket, National Congress of American

11 ians.

UNIDENTIFIED VoicE. Senator, Mel Tonasket, the last I heard, was

going to be driving in from the Colville Reservation, Wash. I would

assume that he ran into some weather problems, but I would hope

that he would be showing up here, but if he doesn’t, I would hope

that the record be kept open for submission of his testimony.

Senator MELCHER. It surely will be. If he gets here before we con

clude our hearing, we will hear from him directly, but if he doesn’t,

the hearing record will remain open for it. Thank you very much.

Lucille Otter, Flathead Resource Organization.

STATEMENT OF LUCILLE OTTER, FLATHEAD RESOURCE

ORGANIZATION

Ms. OTTER. I am Lucille Otter, from Ronan. The Flathead Re

source Organization is a newly formed environmental organization,

and we have gone on record su porting the tribes’ administration of

their resources, timberland, an water. We feel as thou h the tribe

has first rights on water. That is all I am going to say for t e Flathead

Resource Organization; however, I want to make a few comments on

my own. Is that OK, Senator?

Senator MELCHER. Most certainly; yes.

Ms. OTTER. I want to brin to your attention, when you were dis

cussing the Hellgate Treaty of 1855 and commenting on the fact that

blacksmiths and wagons were mentioned, that this treaty was written

by the non-Indian and signed by Indians who were given the informa

tion of the treaty by interpreters. Also, I want to comment on the

shortage of water on this reservation.

We do have a lot of water on this reservation, but there are times in

the past years, during dry years, that the Flathead Irrigation Service

has to allocate water due to shortage in the reservoirs.

Thank you.

Senator MELCHER. What do you mean by that? Who allocates the

water?

Ms. OTTER. The Flathead Irrigation Service, the Flathead project.

There are times when the reservoirs have a shortage of water due to

dry years, and the people who irrigate are allocated water due to the

shortage.

Senator MELCHER. The irrigation district allocates the water?

Ms. OTTER. The Flathead irrigation project at St. Ignatius head

quarters allocates the water.

Senator MELCHER. We really haven’t had any testimony on this

project that amounts to very much. I suspect that it is because they

are not named as defendants. Is that your thinking?

Ms. OTTER. I hadn't known that they were not named.

Senator MELCHER. I had personally anticipated that we would

have witnesses who wanted to testify who use the water—unless

Bill Morigeau uses the water, there aren’t very many

Ms. OTTER. I use the water.

Senator MELCHER. You use the water? ~

Ms. OTTER. I have an inherited interest in an allotment under the

Irrigation Service .

Senator MELCHER. I am having difficulty in understanding you.

53-296 0 — 80 - 3'4
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Ms. OTTER. I do not want to testify because my voice is bad. I use

irrigation water on an allotment.

Senator MELCHER. All right; and how many acres do you irrigate?

Ms. OTTER. About 35, with a ditch.

Senator MELCHER. All under ditch?

Ms. OTTER. Yes.

Senator MELCHER. And you have had some water shortages?

Ms. CTTER. I have not had personally, no, but there have been

shortages under the Flathead project over the years.

Senator MELCHER. Sometimes an allotment isn’ t necessarily too

much of a shortage, and that is why I am asking these questions. Has

it been rather a severe shortage, causing a decrease in crops?

Ms. OTTER. I cannot answer that. You would have to get that in

formation from the project.

Senator MELCHER. All right. To your knowledge, do you know

whether there have been occurrences such as that?

Ms. OTTER. Yes.

Senator MELCHER. Where there have been shortages?

Ms. OTTER. Yes.

Senator MELCHER. Severe enough to decrease the crops?

Ms. OTTER. I imagine it decreased the crops if they couldn’ t irrigate,

but I have no information on how much.

Senator MELCHER. I think we ought to try to clear that up if we can.

I would like to know that. It is important. Our impression so far has

been that there has not been a shortage of water in this area.

Ms. OTTER. I am sure that by contacting Mr. Axell at the irrigation

project that you will find out that over the years the irrigation

reservoirs have been drawn down long, long before the irrigating was

completed.

Senator MELCHER. If that is the case, if there is no irrigation water

available during the periods of the summer, there obviously would be a

shortage of water. Our impression from witnesses so far has been to

the contrary.

Ms. OTTER. Yes.

Senator MELCHER. That there have not been shortages of water here.

Ms. OTTER. In recent years, with our heavy snowfall, there has been

an abundance of water, and they have just let the people use as much

water as they want during the irrigating season, but there have been

times when there was a shortage of water.

Senator MELCHER. When you testified that you felt the Indian rights

were first, were you referring to the Flathead irrigation project?

Ms. OTTER. Yes.

Senator MELCHER. Were you referring to anything else?

Ms. OTTER. No.

Senator MELCHER. Just to the Flathead irrigation project?

Ms. OTTER. To the Flathead Reservation, I believe.

Senator MELCHER. To the water within the Flathead irrigation

project?

Ms. OTTER. Yes.

Senator MELCHER. All right; I understand you now. Thank you

very much.
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[Subsequent to the hearing the following letter was received from

Ms. Otter :]

ROUTE 1, Box 18,

Ronan, Mont., September 17, 1979.

Re: Justice Department water suit. '

Senator JOHN MELCHER,

U.S. Senate, Senate Ojfice Building,

Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR MELCHERI The Flathead Irrigation Project under the Depart

ment of Interior supervises irrigation water on this Reservation from the advice of

the non-Indian Board of Directors of the 3 irrigation districts; Mission, Jocko and

Camas. The Board members are elected by the water users. I have trust farm land

under the project in the Mission District and irrigate 35 acres, 72 acres could be

irrigated by sprinkler system. When I was farming this trust land I appeared at

the polling place and was refused an opportunity to vote for the Mission Irrigation

District Board members because I was an Indian using water on trust property.

The Indians do not pay Operation and Maintenance on the system. Other Indians

under the Irrigation districts have told 1ne that they, too, were refused a voting

privilege.

The Justice Department is bringing suit on behalf of the Indians and govern

ment agencies. The Flathead Irrigation Project is a overnment agency controlled

by the non-Indian water users on this Reservation. Over the years the resources of

the Indians have been shamelessly eroded for the benefit of the non-Indian. With

out control of water on their Reservation their land base will be in jeopardy. I

urge that you take this matter into consideration during the hearings.

Respectfully,

LUCILLE T. OTTER.

Senator MELCHER. Les Loble, attorney, Loble and Pauly.

STATEMENT OF LES LOBLE, ATTORNEY

Mr. LOBLE. Thank you, Senator Melcher. I am an attorney and I

represent several clients in all of these lawsuits—ranging from the

Poplar Creek drainage to the Milk River to the Marias—and I have

listened to your discourse with the other witnesses during the morning

session, so I thought that what I would do is try to address myself to

some of the concerns that you expressed at the outset of this hearin .

First, as to who is using, and how much water is being used, I wi 1

address myself to that question insofar as I know it, of my clients, and

recognize that this complex litigation is just gettin started. So I am

not as familiar with it as I will be when it is over, ut for example, I

represent the First Continental Corp. in the Du uyer-Valier area,

which has approximately 8,500 acres all under spri ler irrigation. Its

minimum annual requirements have been 45 cubic feet per second for

stock needs and irrigation.

I also represent Glacier Park, Inc., which is a concessionaire at

Glacier Park. It needs about a minimum, we feel, of 20 cubic feet per

second for the hotel guests, irrigation, and fire protection. I do not

have figures for my other clients.

You also asked how much water is being used, Subsurface versus

surface, and you also asked what hydrology is available to determine

the effect on subsurface water. Montaigne says that there are no two

opinions that are ever alike, and I have to disagree with Mr. Briden

Stine that there is any extensive hydrological information available

whatsoever.
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My practice of the law since 1963 has been water-oriented, and if the

SCS or the Conservation Service have much hydrologic information,

we have never been able to turn it up. I don’t think they have it, but

to address these questions, the greatest quantum of water presently

being used is surface water. The greatest quantity of water available

is subsurface water. It is estimated that about 80 percent of all of

Montana's water is flowing below the surface.

Dr. L. E. Chalmers, from Choteau, formerly of MSU, did a doctoral

study on the Agawam Aquifer in the Choteau area. His daughter,

Anne Chalmers Stradley, was doing her doctorate in hydro‘ogy in the

same area, and it is their opinion that most of the waters lie below the

land. So this is a hidden, but very important issue in all of these law

suits.

There family experience indicates that going from dryland farming

to sprinkler irrigation, you go from 15 to 20 bushels an acre of smal

grains to 60 to 80 bushels. Now, the 15 to 20 bushels per acre occurs

on an every other year basis because you have to use a lot of property

there. The 60 to 80 bushels per acre is annually, and this is actual

experience. Now, I think that their increases are outstanding, but

there are large orders of increase of yield when you sprinkler irrigate.

Also, flood irrigation is generally 25 to 30 percent efficient on the aver

a e, while the sprinkler irrigation is more like 80 percent efficient.

onetheless, it isn’t true that there is subsurface water everywhere.

For example, on Birch Creek, in the Dupuyer-Valier area, Birch

Creek forms the southern boundary of the Blackfeet Indian Reser

vation.

Some extensive hydrological studies have been done, and it was

found that there were no wells which produced water for irrigation

purposes. Even those pits which were dug right in the alluvial gravels

of Birch Creek did not yield enough water for irrigation; nonetheless,

the development of water is toward the subsurface. If your committee

is interested in such hydrological information as is available, I am

sure your staff knows Dr. William Groff at the Bureau of Mines, and

he would be enthusiastic to pursue this.

The problem is that the undefined claims of the Justice Department

on behalf of the Federal Government and the Indian tribes to all

subsurface waters represents a very serious problem.

In that connection, Senator, ou had a discussion with Mr. Briden

stine about the burden of proo . I have to disagree with Mr. Briden

stine. I think that the defendants are going to have to come up with

their own hydrological data. I realize that the Justice Department has

the burden in the first instance and must present some sort of evidence,

but I think we can be sure that they are going to have some evidence.

They are not going to come without any. That being the case, you

then go to the other side and see what they can do to rebut it or answer

it.

I can tell you from personal experience that there are our hydrol

ogists and their hydrologists, and there will be a lot of expert argument

in these cases as to what the hydrological effect is. Any landowner who

is involved in these lawsuits, who doesn’t take the time and expense

to find out about hydrology is probably going to lose.

Addressing the question of water shortages: You stated that the

testimony so far has been that there are not a great deal of water
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shortages in these various drainages. I guess I see it from a_much

narrower perspective than you do, because you are receiving testrmony

from people who live on reserves and who have never had occasion to

get into htigation about their water rights. The people that come into

my office do have problems with water and they do have shortages.

For example, Cloverdale Ranch on Muddy Creek in northeastern

Montana catches the runoff before it even gets to the river. It has

early season irrigation only. The creek itself is so high it silts so much

that the water is not usable.

Again, in the Dupuyer-Valier area, adjacent to the Blackfeet

Reservation, even though my client has half of the very first right

after the Blackfeet, they generally run short of water along about

Au ust.Ign this connection, the actual use of the 40 cubic feet per second by

the Blackfeet Tribe is most frustrating. Whenever a call is made for

that right, it is turned out in its entirety high on the stream. The tail

water from that 40 cubic feet per second diversion is often in the neigh

borhood of 17 to 20 cubic feet per second. The trouble is, the tailwater

is well downstream above the users on the creek so as a result you have

the water going on and then coming off well downstream below the

First Continental Corp. diversion point so it cannot be reused.

The point of the story is that it illustrates the importance of admin

istration of this stream. It has been discussed here about how streams

are oveI‘appropriated in Montana. Well, that is nothing new—it can

be overappropriated three or four times—but water can be used and

reused as it goes from one neighbor's land and back to the stream and

back to the next neighbor’s land. That is the function of the admin

istration of the stream that the State courts have been doing and doing

well. The Federal courts have not gotten into this at all, and they are

not experienced in this area.

You mentioned that the committee is trying to decide whether it

would like the Justice Deepartment to seek or to permit the dismissal

of the high priority users’ established rights. That is a profound ques

tion, an it has serious implications.

If the dismissal is with the explicit understanding that such water

right owners would not be preempted by an award of massive water

rights with earlier priorities to the Federal Government or to the

tribes then such water right owners would be safe and could be com

fortable with dismissal. If there is any uncertainty about the outcome,

then they have to stay in the lawsuit to protect themselves, or else

they may find that what was once a very good right, well-established,

is simply way down the list, and under first in time, first in right,

they would be fourth or fifth, rather than first.

I have to agree that this points up the necessity of a water rights

determination process, and that is why it is important that the water

rights of both the Federal reservations, Indians, and other persons,

be quantified. I was most happy to hear in the testimony of Ms.

Stevenson that the Indians are now in favor of that, because prior

to this time they have adamantly opposed any quantification of

their rights, and that is good news.

Billions of dollars of investments for improved farms, ranches,

irrigation, and so forth, have all been presently based on the existing

perceived water rights. I hope some consideration is going to be given
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to that when the earlier priority rights are awarded to Indian tribes

and Federal reservations.

Addressing whether or not the suits are ill-conceived or ill-timed:

The wind has kind of been taken out of our sails because Ms. Stevenson

has admitted that this is simply a race to the courthouse to obtain a

procedural advantage.

In 1975, the Justice Department raced to the courthouse and named

75 defendants in the whole Yellowstone River drainage system in

order to obtain a procedural advantage. Your remarks about Mr.

Whiteacre took me back to 1963, when my first job was with the De

partment of the Interior’s Solicitor’s Office, Division of Indian Affairs,

and as an enthusiastic youngster, I was trying to get the case going. I

spent days and days down there going throu h the records and the

leadings, but about that time I returned to ontana, and now I find

10;‘ the first time that it went nowhere and it is where it was when I

e t it.

I am concerned, Senator, by the rhetoric which is emerging from

these lawsuits. I would like to quote to you from a brief that I received

in opposition to a brief that I wrote, which is escalating, at least, the

verbal battle that is oing on.

According to this grief, which was written on behalf of the Assini

boine and Sioux Tribes of the Fort Peck Indian Reservation, “where

water rights are concerned, the States remain our deadliest enemies,

and seek in every way to diminish the tribes’ rights and authority,”

and then it quotes from some cases from back about 1886. “In short,

the Federal Government has long been the protector, while the States

have been the antogonists, of Indian rights.”

This is particularly important in litigation that raises high feelings,

because while Federal judges have the protection of life tenure and are

res onsible for vindicating national, as well as local interests, State

Ju ges lack both such protection and such orientation.

I think that District Judge Hatfield would be surprised to learn that

his orientation and his fairness changed because he has gone through a

metamorphosis from a State district judge to a Federal district judge.

I also think that the Federal Government itself has acknowledged

the fair treatment that it has received in State courts. The Federal

Government has been in the State of Colorado, although it was dragged

in kicking and screaming, in the Aiken decision. But here is what the

Solicitor of the Department of Interior said on June 25, 1979, in his

Opinion, M—36914. (This is the same opinion that Mr. Roberts men

tioned at the outset of the hearings today.)

The Department’s most extensive experience with the recordation

and adjudication of its rights has been with the Colorado Water

Division, 4, 5, and 6. This is a Colorado State proceeding.

“The result of these proceedings today has been the granting of

most, but not all of Interior Agency claims.” There is not a complaint

in here that the Interior Department was accorded the sort of treat

ment that one might expect from one’s deadliest enemy, but that it

succeeded in most, if not all, of its claims. It is a rare litigant who

succeeds in all of its claims.

I hope that your committee is able to prevail upon the Justice

Department to dismiss these suits, which duplicate the present Mon

tana administrative and judicial procedures. The Justice Department

will still be very much in the case when it handles all of these matters

in the Montana State district court.
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Thank you, Senator.

Senator MELCHER. Thank you, Les. I think it is obvious, whatever

court system it is in, whether it is Federal or State, the Justice Depart

ment is not going to be silent. I think that the interesting thing about

the Justice Department is that, of course, while they leave themselves

all the latitude that is possible to present whatever they want to in

court, it will be interesting at some point to smoke them out and see

how much they are going to reserve—not Indian water—but on re

served water for other Federal agencies, and for what purposes, and

how much they are going to put in that the Federal reserved right is

prior to everything else and, therefore, more superior in right to water

that has been used beneficially for decades.

Nevertheless, on the evidence on hydrological information, I was

interested in your comment. I would feel that if the Justice Depart

ment intends to present the court some very preliminary data that is

incomplete, that is termed as hydrologic data, that the court will take

note of that and either not recognize it or not give it much count.

I did note that Mr. Sagalkin, in describing to us on July 30, his

viewpoint on that, did use the term, “scientific data,” so I don’t know

how scientific he wants to get, or how scientific they will get, but there

really isn’t very much information. I agree with you. I would be sur

prised if there is very much hydrologic data that could be presented

in court at this time, available in Montana, from any source. I just

don’t think it is here.

Mr. LOBLE. I just am concerned, Senator, that—it’s a oll, of

course—if there is no evidence presented on the one hand, the ederal

Government loses. If they present all the evidence on the other hand,

then the defendants lose. Where does it fall in between there? Just

because it is called scientific information doesn’t mean that it isn’t

either adequate or neutral from the point of view of the plaintiff

United States. I am confident that there is going to be enough informa

tion placed in the record that the defendants should be prepared to

rebut it. I guess I am just concerned that people will think, “Well, I

guess it is going to be up to the United States to do it; therefore, I

don’t have to worry.” They walk into court, and if there are a series

of witnesses who discuss hydrology, and there is no rebutting evidence

in the record, the court has no choice in that circumstance but to go

with the competent evidence on the record.

Senator MELCHER. I think the term Sagalkin used in his testi

mony on behalf of Justice in being “hydrologically related” strikes

me as being quite a key term. If they don’t present the evidence to

show that Mrs. Grove in Havre’s well has some bearing on somebody

else’s use of water, specifically, in the Milk drainage, I don’t know

why the court doesn’t release Mrs. Grove. That is the first thing, and

et it seems to me to demonstrate that it is hydrologically related and

eeps Mrs. Grove in court just because of her well. But lacking that, I

would hope that Judge Hatfield or Judge Battin or whatever other

Federal judge has these cases if they are pressed, I hope they release

Mrs. Grove for lack of evidence that her well has been demonstrated

by Justice to be hydrologically related to the rest of the drainage.

Mr. LOBLE. I hope so, too.

Senator MELCHER. This is what I find discouraging in the testi

mony of the Justice Department. They are not envisioning any process

for eliminating any defendants, and God knows, they must be about

the sorriest people to get a case going and concluded of any group of
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attorneys that we have here. So I would hope that if our hearing record

can convince the rest of the committee that we need to have some

procedures either for having the suits dismissed or some procedures to

narrow the scope, our hearings will be well worth it.

In a way, it is very encouraging to me that so far they haven’t

named the other 1,200 or 2,000 or 10,000 defendants in this area that

they envision they may name as defendants, but there is a little bit

of a disadvantage, I am finding out, too. We are not getting as broad

a picture of present water uses in this area as I had hoped we would.

I guess because people aren’t named, they are not testifying. We

simply do not know for sure, I uess, how many people might feel that

their water usage is jeopardize . That, maybe, they are getting to the

point to where adjudication is absolutely necessary.

As I stated earlier, we have not found very many examples—they

have been very limited—where people felt that adjudication was

necessary at this time, including—what was that creek you men

tioned?—Birch Creek?

Mr. LOBLE. Birch Creek.

Senator MELCHER. Birch Creek. The testimony we heard, they

were not asking for adjudication other than what had been adjudi

cated previously.

Mr. LOBLE. That was just the Indian water right. That is the only

adjudication that has taken place, on Birch Creek.

Senator MELCHER. We have testimony that there was some other.

Who was it?

Mr. KIMBLE. I can’t remember.

Senator MELCHER. We had testimony that there was other adjudica

tion—-Well, maybe not adjudication. It was just an old, old water

right that had been quantified, but that doesn’t necessarily mean that

it was adjudicated, does it?

Mr. LOBLE. On Birch Creek, the participants have a fairly decent

knowledge of the water rights there. There is some controversy as to

who owns the water right, but the Pondera Canal and Reservoir,

which oes way back, has kept records for a long time. I think that

Birch Creek is probably in a better situation than other creeks in the

State, because there has been water recordkeeping, and there are not

too many water users on that creek.

Senator MELCHER. That water is allocated by lot, is it not?

Mr. LOBLE. What water, sir?

Senator MELCHER. On Birch Creek.

Mr. LOBLE. No; that creek has not been adjudicated except for the

adjudication of the circuit court on the 40 cubic feet per second to the

Blackfeet Indian Tribe; otherwise, the creek has not been adjudicated

under Montana water law procedures.

Senator MELCHER. Not under Montana law?

Mr. LOBLE. No, sir.

Senator MELCHER. I think it was Federal law they were mentioning,

wasn’t it? If we understood the testimony we have, it was allocated

by Federal law.

Mr. LOBLE. Yes; there was one circuit court opinion, but the only

water right it concerned itself with was that of the Blackfeet Indian

Tribe, because I have read that case. It did not go on and rank the

other water users after the Blackfeet Indian Tribe.
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Senator MELCHER. I believe you testified to having so many inches

of water based on creation of the original project?

Mr. LOBLE. They have very definite inches of water, particularly

the Pondera Canal and Reservoir Co. I have to tell you, there is

somebody who represents people who have been fighting the Pondera

Canal and Reservoir Co. for the last 10 or 15 years. There are other

people on the stream who have very different ideas.

Senator MELCHER. It might be just the way they think it is.

Thank you very much, Les.

Mr. LOBLE. Thank you, Senator.

Senator MELCHER. Paul Mertz?

STATEMENT OF PAUL MERTZ, RESERVOIR OWNER

Mr. MERTZ. I am Paul Mertz. I was served over there on the

Blackfeet Reservoir, and I have two reservoirs in Toole County.

REPORTER. I can’t hear you, sir.

Senator MELCHER. Can you pull that microphone closer, Paul?

Mr. MERTZ. I have two reservoirs over in Chouteau County. The

water is used for stock and irrigating gardens.

Senator MELCHER. How much irrigation do you do, Paul?

Mr. MERTZ. Just a garden.

Senator MELCHER. Do you know about how much water you use?

Mr. MERTZ. No; I couldn’t say how much it is.

Senator MELCHER. A rather small amount?

Mr. MERTZ. It would be a small amount.

Senator MELCHER. How long have you used that water?

Mr. MERTZ. I think we bought the place in 1936.

Senator MELCHER. Were the reservoirs there at that time?

lMr. MERTZ. The reservoir has been there longer than that on the

p ace.

Senator MELCHER. They were on the place before you purchased it?

Mr. MERTZ. Oh, yes.

Senator MELCHER. Have you had any water shortages?

Mr. MERTZ. Some years it goes dry, but the last few years, it has

had water in it.

Senator MELCHER. Completely dry?

Mr. MERTZ. Just completely dry, a couple of years.

Senator MELCHER. And it damaged the garden at that time and

other people that used it had damage—a decreased crop production?

Mr. MERTZ. It didn’t have any water to water the gardens.

Senator MELCHER. All right, thank you very much, Paul.

Gail Patton, past-president of the VVestern Montana Stockman’s

Association.

Mr. JAREKI. Senator, Mr. Patton had to leave early. My name is

Chuck Jareki, and he asked me to give his testimony. Is that

permissible?

Senator MELCHER. Certainly.

Mr. JAREKI. Mr. Patton is a water user in the Sanders, or Hot

Springs area, of the Flathead irrigation project. He would be more

qualified to speak on water use in this area than I am.

Senator MELCHER. Mr. Patton’s complete prepared statement

will appear at this point in the record.
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[Mr. Patton’s prepared statement follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GAIL PATTON, PAST PRESIDENT, WESTERN MONTANA

STOCKMAN’S ASSOCIATION

My name is Gail Patton. I am past President of the Western Montana Stock

man’s Association.

Our Association membership primarily consists of individuals who are engaged

in the production of beef in the counties of Flathead, Lake, Missoula, and Sanders.

Many of our members, both white and tribal members, have land holdings which

use water for irrigation. The continued use of this water is essential for them to

survive as an economic unit. Water shortages are now occurring on many of these

lands during the latter part of the irrigation season. With this in mind, we feel

that the Western Montana Stockman’s Association is a concerned party in any

water right legislation that will affect any of its members.

The Western Montana Stockman’s Association takes the position that the

grant of title to a parcel of land carries with it a right to a reasonable amount of

available water. Since the U.S. Government, in effect, granted title of all lands for

private ownership, then the Government should stand behind the rights and priv

ilges of all land owners, not a select few. The severe economic burden of litigation,

as well as the general harrassment of litigation, should not be placed upon a

particular group of people by any Department of the U.S. Government.

The Western Montana Stockman’s Association believes that the Federal Water

Rights Suit should be dropped, and Congress should direct that all water rights

issues in Montana should be settled under Montana Water Rights Law and

Montana judicial procedure.

Montana is now in the process of adjudicating all the water in the State. Any

claims for water should be handled under this process.

The Western Montana Stockman’s Association wishes to be kept informed of

any action your committee may take, and we would like to thank you, Senator

Melcher, for holding these hearings.

STATEMENT ‘OF CHARLES IAREKI, WESTERN MONTANA

STOOKMAN’S ASSOCIATION

Mr. JAREKI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The Western Montana Stockman’s Association consists of approxi

mately 700 members, who are principally in the business of raising

beef cattle. Our members consist of both tribal and nontribal indi

viduals. Many of them use water for irrigation either on the Flathead

irrigation project or under their own private irrigation systems or

water districts. Our members work together for the betterment of the

cattle industry, in this area and in Montana.

Some of our members do experience water shortages. I think this

is something you are after, Senator, is whether we have enough water

or not. In many years, late season irrigation water is short where you

have the cheaper delivery systems—where the delive is simply a

diversion in the stream and the gravity flow to the lan that is to be

watered.

On the Flathead irrigation project, the water quota is set each early

summer, usually, based on the snowpack that is in the mountains and

the amount of water that is in the existing irrigation reservoirs and

around the valley. Also, the assumption is made that you are going to

have average rainfall during the irrigation season, but unfortunately,

there are powers that are greater than we are that seem to change

things around a little bit. Oftentimes the quota will be set quite low to

reflect the changes in the seasonal rainfall pattern. .

For instance, some years they keep revising the quota down as the

summer progresses without any rainfall, such as we had this year.
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There are years in which the farmers or the ranchers simply must

decide which land they are going to irrigate during the season and

have a supply of water to raise the crops, and which land simply has

to go without water. So, consequently, you pick your better land and

rovide the water to that. But in the case of a cattle rancher that has

irrigated land and he is faced with not having enough water to ade

quately irrigate all of it, then there is hardship. Cattle have to be sold.

It is a forced sale, to bring the livestock numbers into balance with

production, or the rancher is going to have to go out and buy feed.

So there are definitely economics involved on these periodic water

shortages that occur.

There is a potential in this area for much more irrigated land,

but on that potentially irrigable land, the delivery costs will be higher,

so it is a question of economics.

For an example, there is quite an area west of Polson. It is probably

100-200 feet above the level of the lake, that could be irrigated,

but you would have to lift the water to it. With farm prices the way

they are, I don’t think that anybody wants to burden themselves

with those types of initial setup costs.

The Western Montana Stockman’s Association feels that we,

through our membership, are concerned parties in any legislation

that ma be introduced in Congress, and we would like to be kept

informe on any recommendations and legislation that you may

consider.

We also take the position that the grant of title to a parcel of land

carries with it a right to a reasonable amount of available water.

Since the U.S. Government, in effect, granted title of all lands for

private ownership, then the Government should stand behind the

rights and privileges of all landowners—not a select few. The severe

economic burden of litigation, as well as the general harassment of

litigation, should not be placed upon a particular group of people

by any department of the U.S. Government.

It is not only the money that is involved in defending yourself in

litigation, but there is also the time involved. You have to spend time

with your attorney, you have to appear in court, and all these other

things. When you are doing that, you are not getting the work done

at a .

I believe that we are going to have to work this out. Our association

doesn’t feel that we should be burdened by this litigation, and we

would like to be kept informed, Senator, and we thank you for the

itime that you have taken to hold these hearings trying to get the

acts.

Senator MELCHER. Is most of the membership of the Western

Montana Stockman’s Association in the Flathead drainage area?

Mr. JAREKI. Yes, sir, they are. Some of our membership is in

Missoula County and part of that county is within the drainage,

but we also have members in Flathead Lake and Sanders Counties.

Senator MELCHER. Flathead Lake, Sanders, and Missoula?

Mr. JAREKI. Yes, sir.

Senator MELCHER. Most of your membership, then, is in the

Flathead drainage?

Mr. JAREKI. Probably 95 percent is in the drainage.
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Senator MELCHER. In effect, all these water users in this drainage

area—that 95 percent——it is for agricultural purposes, whether they

irrigate or not? '

Mr. JAREKI. Yes. We have a few members that have retired from

the business and they continue their membership just to stay in

touch with their former friends and neighbors.

Senator MELCHER. If I understand your testimony correctly,

there are times, then, when the water supply is short?

Mr. JAREKI. Yes; it is short for full season irrigation.

Senator MELCHER. For full season irrigation.

Mr. JAREKI. All of the land that has water delivery capability.

Senator MELCHER. Give me some for instances. When you say full

season irrigation capability: How many cuttings of alfalfa would you

anticipate, for instance, in this area?

Mr. JAREKI. I would suspect that the average on irrigated land

here is two cuttings. Some operators do get three cuttings if the sea

son is long enough, but when there is a shortage of water for later

irrigation, there may not be enough water to irrigate up a second

cutting.

Senatgr MELCHER. That is surface water that you are speaking of,

is it not.

Mr. JAREKI. Most of the water is surface water from the mountains.

Senator MELCHER. Those people who are pumping and using

sprinklers would have it for a longer period of time, would they not?

Mr. JAREKI. Yes.

Senator MELCHER. Even in a dry year?

Mr. JAREKI. Yes.

Senator MELCHER. What does a normal irrigation season mean in

general, in this area—irrigating in August into September?

Mr. JAREKI. I believe the water is shut off the first part of Sep

tember. That is on the irrigation project. If you have a pump in a

creek, you can pump until it freezes, if you want. There is a lot of

land that is sprinkler-irrigated that isn’t necessarily getting water

from wells.

Senator MELCHER. That are getting it out of the streams? Out of

an irrigation canal? Sure; that is true.

That is all of the questions I have, Chuck. Thank you very much

for presenting this testimony.

Mr. JAREKI. Thank you.

Senator MELCHER. Lloyd Ingraham?

Mr. INGRAHAM. Thank you, Senator, for this 0 portunity to appear

before the Senate Select Committee on Indian airs.

STATEMENT OF LLOYD INGRAHAM, ATTORNEY

Mr. INGRAHAM. This makes my second appearance, having ap

peared before Senator Abourezk, from South Dakota, about a year

ago in Washington.

I would like to add my own comments after I first identify myself.

I am Lloyd Ingraham and I represent as counsel some 30 to 40 of the

present defendants who do live within the reservation boundaries

in this particular litigation.
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I have attended many national Indian water symposiums, including,

I mi ht add, one hearing in April in which your very capable assist

ant, T\/Ir. Kimble, was present. I attended several of the hearings with

respect to the administration’s national watir policy, one in Denver

and one in Seattle, on behalf of local groups.

It has been said that there has been a lot of suspicion resent in the

reservation area. Certainly, there has been. Certainly, believe that

these suspicions are justified. I suppose my first suspicion as an at

torney was aroused back in about 1973; when we first intercepted

proposed drafts of water regulations for Indian reservations. These

were drafted by the Bureau of Indian Affairs attorney-solicitor, Reid

Chambers, involving the very issues that we are involved in right

here now. This was back in 1973, on the Colville Reservation, where

Reid Chambers, being the head attorney of the Bureau of Indian

Affairs, proposed that—and this letter was addressed to the tribal

attorneys and the tribal chairman——they have published in the Federal

Register these particular regulations, so that upon becoming pub

lished, and not too much protest then, of course, they would have the

force and effect of law, and were very needed, according to Mr.

Chambers. I might read the clause in there with respect to Mr.

Chambers’ reason that they have them. I will read the last paragraph,

and I am going to introduce this, because Mr. Chambers’ signature

is on this letter.

[Material submitted by Mr. Ingraham follows :]
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U. 8. Department of the'Interior

Office of the Solicitor

Washington, D. C . 202140

March 28, 197%

MEKmA@NH¥..l-U

,. \
TO: _ ' . 3w 4.. 7‘

All Federally recognize ,In *1 bee

Attorneys for the rec incl, I ;Tribee

All Area Directors ' "v‘gg,;g

All Regular Solicitor. P g, S .& *

All Field So1icitore":U 1;. ' '

3,.

!

-i" ,

 

FROM: H 7;.Associate Solicitor,j diah A£Q:Ij .

SUBJECT: >

Review and comment on 5 net of'p;epoeed draft .

regulations for the Bureau 0!-Indian Affairs involving

the_administration and control of the use of water on

Indian reservationl. ‘ r .*

Attached are regp1eti0ne‘pr0l0led by my office and by

the Commissioner of ndien Affeiti for administering the use

of reserved waters on ell Pederelalndien reservations in

cooperation with the varied! Indien tribes. This approach

is intended to effectuate eo1{~dIteriination for the Tribes

to the maximum extent poeeibllt

The purpose of the reguldhione is the recognition of'

Jurisdiction and authority crash. Tribe: over their water

resources and assist them in , efting and in inforcing

Tribal water codee.whieh could be applicable to all persons

who use the reserved wates.witnin the reservation and

persons within the reeerv\tdoh’bounderies who use water

in conflict with the reeerwel water rights. The regula

tions propose three (3 option! for promulgating a Tribal

Water Code. The Tribe authority will be coordinated with

the authority.of the Department of the Interior according

to the method in which the Tribes eelect. -

A model Indian water code for Indian reservations is

being prepared by the Tribal attorneys for some of the

North West Tribes.. The firm of Ziontz, Pirtle, Morissett

and Ernstoff of Seattle, Ueehington is taking the lead.

The code has not yet been_f1nilhed but will we understand

be made available to all when it‘has been completed.

.1

.$
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I emphasize that the regulations are proposed and

have not been finally approved by the Department. ‘These

regulations however are immediately necessary in connection

with two cases in Federal District Court in the State of

Washington that will come to trial soon. Accordingly, it

is urgent that we comence the pulic notice process in

the Federal Register. Pleaee review the proposed regulations

and submit your comment. thereon by April 15, 1979.

' Sincerely yours,

Reid Peyton Chambers
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REGULATIONS FOR TN! USE OF WATER ON INDIAN RESERVATIONS

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

BUREAU OF INDIAN AIIAIIS

The following regulations are enacted pursuant to 25

u.s.c. s 381 and 25 u.s.c. ss 1;, 2, and 9.

lil_:_Zsteeaea

The purposes of these regulations are:

a. To fulfill the federal trust responsibility to

provide a method to preserve and protect in perpeteity

the water resources reserved for the use and benefit of

the Indians; - ~

b. To recognize, provide for, and assist in the

exercise of the sovereign authority of Indian tribes

within their reservations to govern the use of all

_wetera therein by Indians end non-Indiana; and

c. To provide for the present and future develop

ment of Indian_reservations including Indian Pueblos

through the use of their reserved water resources.

1.2

In order more effectively to establish the means for

deternining the measure and extent of reserved water

rights and to encourage the active participation of the

various Indian tribes in the nechanica of establishing

end protecting the measure and extent of reserved water

rights, the following principles are recognized:

a. Indian tribes having a governing body which

has been recognized_by the Depertnent of the Interior

possess the authority to adopt, with the approva1.ef

the Secretary of the Interior, and enforce water codes

which will control and regulate the use of reserved

water; including use by non-Indian persons and entities;

b. The trust responsibility of the United States

requires the Secretary to take such administrative and
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legal steps as are necessary to protect Indian water

resources, and;

c. The United States holds legal title to the

water resources reserved for the Indiana solely as a

fiduciary for the exclusive use and benefit of the

Indian owners of the equitable interest.

2,1 — Definitions

a. "Secretary" means the_Secretary of the Interior

or his delegated representativev ._ -A

' V I "m!Q‘& fiv W g-1\'_ln((u',“. f£R1Vd ~'\~4.

b. "Reserved waters meandxall ground and surface i7~v\4

waters naturally or artifically created excluding sea ~¢>kL~

water, arising on, flowing through, underlying, or V '”“L1

bordering Indian reservations and any water rights T ‘“*L¢J4

reserved off the reservation, including but not limited

to surface waters, springs, wells, lakes, reservoirs, or

ponds. >

c.~ "Beneficial use" means any use of water, con

vsumptive or otherwise, whether for agriculture, domestic,

municipal, commercial, industrial, aesthetic, religious,

or recreational purposes, for the maintenance of adequate

stream flows for fishery, environmental, or other

beneficial purposes on an Indian reservation, including

any lease thereof for use elsewhere for such periods of

time as may now or hereafter be permitted by law.

d. “Just and equitable distribution of reserved

waters” means a method of allocating the available

reserved waters among those entitled thereto in such a

manner that all those similarly situated will be given an

equal opportunity to make beneficial use of the water,

the allocation being in such a manner as to alleviate

hardship where possible.

e. A "water code? shall mean ordinances, rules,

and regulations adopted by the governing body of a

tribe which provide for regulation and control of the use

of reserved waters among those entitled to the beneficial

use thereof in accordance with its constitution, bylaws,

or other applicable laws.

53-296 0 - so - 35
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I. A "use-by-use basis" shall nean that a separate

permit shall be issued for each separate use of water

which shall contain all pertinent inforletion with

respect to that use. However projects each as irrigation

projects may file a single consolidated application

describing the exact land to be served and/or each use

planned and the amount, period, and netete thereof.

3.1 - Methods bv which a tribal water $11: 551 be

established -

There are provided herein three alternative procedures by

which tribal water codes may be enacted, provided‘

however, any tribe may at any time revoke its selection

as to the type of code it desires to adopt and enact one

of the other types, subject to outstanding permits. The

three types of codes which the Secretary may approve are

as follows: ' .

a. Any tribe with a governing body which has been

duly recognized by the Secretary nay enact a water code,

subject to the approval of the Secretary, and may, put‘

'auant to such code, issue and enforce water use permits

without further approval by the Secretary. Guidelines

for exercise of this option are nore particularly

described in Part 3.2, infra.

b. Any tribe having a governing body which has been

duly recognized by the Secretary may enact a water code

subject to the approval of the Secretary, and may issue

permits for the use of water which shall be submitted for

approval to the agency superintendent of the reservation

involved. If the applicant for a water permit has been

accorded procedural due process and if a reasonable basis

exists in fact and law for the issuance of the permit,

the superintendent of each reservation or agency shall

adopt and certify the permit. Said permit, as as adopted

and certified, shall have full force and effeet as it

issued by the Secretary. Guidelines for exercise of

this option are more particularly described in Parts

3.3 and 3.4, infra.

c. In those situation where there is no governing

body of the tribe, band, or Indian group recognized by

‘the Secretary or where the said governing body does not
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enact a water code which will preserve and protect the

reserved waters of the tribe, band, or collunity, the

Secretary may promulgate a water code for that reserva

tion, by regulation, in cooperation Iith the tribe or,

if there is no recognized tribal governing body, in

cooperation with a majority of its neabara. Adoption

and enforcement of such a water cede lllll be in

compliance with existing federaL.r.IIllC10l. under 25

CFR Parts 1 and 2 and the Administrative Procedure Act,

5 U.S.C. S 501, gt 353. Provided, hefflier, that any

tribe with a governing body duly reee il;ed by the

Secretary may subsequently aaend or__:‘d!y auch code,

or substitute its own approved code, for that of the

Secretary subject to outstanding peratte. Guidelines

for exercise of this option are lore particularly

described in Part 3.5, infra. ‘

d. The tribal governing body say at its discretion

call upon the field offices eatabliahal in Part 111.13.

38 of the Department of the Interior Departaental Manual

for an Indian affairs administrative law judge to assist

the tribe in the conduct of any adniniatrative bearing

-with respect to applications for watIr'pern1ta under its

water code. The request shall be addressed to the Chief

Administrative Law Judge, Office oi Hearings and Appeals,

0. S. Department of the Interior, 6015 Uilaon Boulevard,

Arlington, Virginia 22203. Upon receipt of the request,

an Indian affairs administrative_law judge capable of

conducting administrative water Bearings shall be

assigned to hold hearings and issue findings of fact and

conclusions of law to assist the tribe in particular

hearings at the time and place selected by the tribe.

Such hearings shall be conducted pursuant to Part 111 DH

13.1 55 seg., and Part 211 DH 13.7. '

3.2 - Tribal Pronulvation and Adginiatration of a water

code ~

The governing body of an Indian tribe may adopt a water

code providing for the beneficial use of the reserved

waters of its reservation. Such water codes shall be

eubnitted to the Secretary for approval and after _

approved shall be published in the Federal Register.

Such codes may cover some or all of the following

general areas: \ '
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a. A method for establishing the amount, nature,

period, and place of use of reserved waters on a use

by-use basis. That method shall be based upon the

principle of a just and equitable distribution of

reserved waters among those entitled to the use thereof

and may include the order of tribal priorities on the

use of water within the reservation.

b. Such method shall include a uniform procedure

for the issuance of permits to regulate the use of the

reserved waters, including a procedure whereby permits

can be applied for and received for existing end

potential beneficial uses including storage and tribes

and others who propose to make beneficial use of

reserved waters may apply for and receive permits on a

use-by-use basis. The code shall contain procedures for

handling the drainage and salvage of waters to provide

for the economic use thereof. It shall also provide for

enforcement of permits to the use of reserved waters

including a procedure for the cancellation of permits in

the event of substantial violation of the conditions.

c. A permit may state the amount and period of -

use in terms of diversion and/or consumptive use, specify

by description the tract where the use is to occur, and

the nature of the use.

d. Permits mil be issued for glisting and

potential uses including storage. A time period shall

be set for exercise of each potential use upon which a

permit is issued. A permit may be issued for each

potential use established by reservation land and water

use inventories. Extensions of time for exercise of the

right acquired in such permit shall be given upon good

cause shown. .

e. All permits shall be subject to such reasonable

conditions as the tribal governing body or its_desigtated

agency shall determine.to be necessary to carry out the

purposes of the water code.

f. The diversion and use of water pursuant to the

issued permits will be supervised by an official appointed

by the tribal governing body and he shall be subject to

the supervision of the tribal council or the tribal

tgency which issues the permifi.
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g. Temporary use permits nay be granted for limited

periods pending action upon application for a regular

water permit. a

h. Provisions for determining water uses and

methods for measuring where practicable

i. Changes in time, place, and nature of use may

be permitted by approval of'the tribal governing body

or its designated agency. However, such changes shall

not be authorized where they will adversely affect the

rights of other permit holders or other water users

unless such rights are acquired or condensed by tribal

or other legal authority or consent obtained from the

effected party.

1. Notice of hearings on all applications for a

permit shall be given in a manner consistent with due

process of law. The states within which any place of

use of reserved waters under a permit may be located

shall be sent copies of each approved permit for their

records.

h. All procedures shall permit any person who

claims a right to use reserved watera'to present his

claim with any pertinent evidence in support thereof.

All issues will be heard by an administrative body duly

constituted by the tribe, which will render a decision

thereon within a reasonable time.

1. The tribal code may, with the approval of the

Secretary, be amended from time-to—time as the tribe

deems necessary subject to rights under existing permits.

It shall be subject to pertinent acts of Congress and

tribal ordinances and to binding judicial interpretations

of the Indians' reserved water right.

n. A complete record of all applications, actions

taken thereon, and permits issued shall be maintained

and shall be open for public inspection at the

reservation or at the agency responsible for that

reservation.

The tribe may seek the assistance of the United States

in the enforcement of its water code or permits. If

the tribe seeks such assistance, the Secretary or his
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designated representative ehall revise the actions of

the tribe to determine whether due process requirements

have been satisfied and that such determinations have a

reasonable basis in law and that, if the tribal

determinations meet these standards, the Secretary

shall take all appropriate measures to secure their

enforcement, including requesting-the Department of

Justice to initiate appropriate legal action.

li3 - Approval of water permit:

At the discretion of the governing body of a tribe that

has an approved water code under Part 3.1.e, any permit

issued may be submitted to the reservation superintendent

together with such other documents or material as are

pertinent to the permit or that the superintendent may

request to enable him properly to review the permit. The

superintendent, after review thereof, shall, within 30

' daye, approve the permit if the tribal procedures comport

with due process and the tribal determination has a

reasonable basis in law and fact. Otherwise, the

superintendent may approve the permit on condition that

'lodifications be made thereto, or disapprove it. If the

permit is_approved with modifications or disapproved, the

superintendent shall return the permit to the governing

body of the tribe or its -delegated agent together with a

statement of the modifications needed for approval or the

reasons for disapproval. when approved by the superin

tendent, the permit granted by the governing body of the

tribe or its delegated agency shall be a federal permit

and be enforced as if it had been issued by the Secretary.

Failure to act on the permit within 30 days of receip

shall constitute approval. ~

3L‘ — Joint Tribal and Interior Department Administration

of Tribal Water Codes

e. If the tribe adopts the option set forth in

Part 3.1.b, the superintendent of the affected agency or

reservation is designated as the Secretarial representa

tive to cooperate in the administration and enforcement

of the ordinance. In those cases, provision shall be

made in the code for submission of each of the permits

issued by the tribal administrative board in accordance

with Part 3.3 hereof; Thereupon the permit when approved

shall be a federal permit and shall constitute the

decision of the Secretary of the Interior.
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b. Guidelines for the approval and Publication in

the Federal Revister of the tribal water code are set

forth in Part 3.2 above.

3.5 - Secretarial water codes

a. If a tribe fails to enact an approved water

code for its reservation and the Secretary deems such a

code is necessary for the health and welfare of the

reservation, the Secretary shall notify the tribe in

writing of such need and offer assistance in the

preparation of an acceptable weter code. If~such tribe

notifies the Secretary that it elects not to enact a

water code or if the tribe does not reepond within 60 days

from the date of the request, and the Secretary determines

that failure to enact a water code would jeopardize the

reserved waters of the reservation, the Secretary may

prepare and publish a water code for such reservation.

The water code so prepared shall cover the areas set7

forth in Section 3.2 above. In such ends the Secretary

shall act on behalf of the tribe in the issuance of

permits and the regulation of the reserved waters of the

'reoervation, except as otherwino provided in the code so

prepared. The regulation of geserved waters shall be

based upon the-principle of juot_end'equ!tsble distri

bution of the water among those entitled to the use

thereof. .

b. When said water code has been completed, it shall

be submitted to the governing body of the tribe of the

reservation for its review and comment thereon and to

make suggested revisions, following which the water

code shall be promulgated by publication in the Federal

lggister and shall be enforced by the Secretary as to

the reservation cove"ed by lush code. The code may be

amended from time-to-time subject to rights under

existing permits. However, amendments shall be,made only

with approval of the governing body of the tribe.

6,1 — Appeals

"here a tribe has utilised the provisions of Parts 3.3,

3.4, and 3.5 as set forth in the preceding section, the \

code shall provide that appeals from the tribal adminis-'

tretive board's decision and the Iuperintendent's >

approval of the permit shall be handled as provided in

Part 2 of Title 25 of the Code of Federal Regulations,
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, __On;;0d$tni*groundsyibatfifhdgsfa

'fG§&6Jt6‘issne water use permit "

' ensaenqationg »United at
V . ' t

\

)

.|

a ‘ I

.
‘ , . _ 0! f z, ‘ .

' .'I. V ' .
5 . ,“ .4‘. .

.

 

(3; l, I

f£;f‘§§§city to obtain the legal pllnissioniof the Confederateqfy,}fQ!f§3?}

.’§§Tribes before the water canibe used€f"e suggest-yogé‘ v. x_ J?‘
r-.“-§:~tO the Tribes a proposal“ Qqflikth’ use of a t . L

4 ,3-ZR! water over a definite period of time. Beiore aniAF pernieeion can be obtaineaTTI¥';TTT'ET§b ha a§gesBa:y_:uH t .’;}3

°n ! ice i '

:__"‘.

J,."Ulé3_§§g_g1£1 and the Tribes'to ree u 0 able r ,..'

Hg;-~} to conpensate~thé_TFT5es for the use of their water. '_‘

 

- 'h-_I_I-Is-I-------------I"—'-I-M~

We are available to discuss this matter with you

at any time. ;

. e

0"

'ik;§§ {_ - . , Yours.tru1y, ls:

7? '_ .' A . ' I __ '. '1 INSON, CRAGUN & BARKER ,J

'. '_ '_. ' ' - ' _ . _ __ _',., 1 - "9 ' W

. By. .

e 0 I_ e

\. - ,
-

,.
'

-

Richard A, Baenen\

-. ” Enclosure ~ '}?tdw.- .1 ~

2-"3‘ cc: Iontana Dept. if flE¢‘ial_ -~

I'= K . Resources and Cons fvetigs

- ' " '§.*='"S .’.‘_':.

.,.

.'.|

s .

0 ‘ - I I,

s ' ._' _ - ' v - . -

. . .. m - , .4. I . 1 ' .

'v |- . _- _. 4'.

munau atonu ‘ "-3: -\ s‘
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na .l‘a'.~.’al—:“ .-M >4-"t_o. --» '_c_-"~ . 0 ...-t -a' .. 0 e ', ' ' Ya \

 
Nero-6W L\»'t‘4-I J' C>e-nwyu

I W Noneeeo V-to Cu-n-no

F J HM J’ . Set'e'.eIv

am» Cm-eieonsv "eaeuev

Mv Cou~ he Seqern 0‘ A!!!

.:‘_ _. Robert HcVey A
, Rural Route H '

1" ' St. _

. Dear Mr. '.cV_ey,' -- The Tribe: _b I

1 used by you. Pt’!

‘. ' and Its dl_versIId,n,.,;_¢

-_-- j ditch you \|'se‘.,‘“‘;~1l,;.‘ -

‘ _-._ .. 5 sine. y¢,'.|??"';§,' ' ' ' requlreyou to "“_ ' ’, crosses your _ ' '

. e f’. ' __. . ' ll tch, __,the ' i I

._:,"-"?-'~5...- - Tribes two'dfl1a.

' ' ' please contest , 2; V
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bnol head on ;-rqudice,

"No, it h hsed on hard

bin".

‘Rte three day lndlan

IA! Conference, which be

gen March 25, also featured

a panel discussion on tnbel

lurhdletlon on reaerntlonr.

Arlonl the pneliets was

Flatha'R1‘aT'C35lTl:llnnn

Bill Morfieau of Polson. 0

thar sub)eQa IIQ taxation

of lndlan trlbee by state‘.

with Fhtbead Ttlbal Secre

tary bed lloule. and I db

cuselo flndlan preference
hirlrlg.Mk

IXON

HOUSING

HUNGRY nonse .*—,i“-l-2%?

‘ W

hdp tie llllen put the

-Uh] touches to thelr

Mr

  

Arlee They say you should a

never look a glft horse ln

the mouth. but Cllfl‘ hlilk-r

of Arlee la wonderlng if a

llttle acrutiny ant months

go -‘ht have prevented

a will kick in his hip pock

It.

You It. last October

Miler received a Housing

lrnpovernent Program (Ml?)

loan from the BIA to move

a pvcnnent home (_aorn_

lhrngry "meal The Hun";

 

lhrnbm-I on Iree,thQ

IlllloenwaamnelytdIvetbehouaeendltlt Duoo:1'l\hlatolIorellt>

up en,Il|lI'a ledU (1 ml cltlaam in the hthhd

hie. 1‘hat'a whet BIA Sub-Agency, Diana. arm

tel lhn at II‘. that an applloatlon to rob!»

'::Imt I-a:t: illtateifoldhomettbe

hone: ml . mbqancy.heabeenflad

Illa Ioulld that the IlI~ u ,, an seal M 6| my be ma the Department or

~ oeuhot, the plumblng . . - 3 5“MM ||| nu Houdng and Urban Develop

OC1 ‘or! and "MR '°"' . ' mu. vm moal.lHUDl

~I'll] ulnar to m- '11 mt; ‘re Aa envlronueleal anaem

PIIIIIM-laawllaiila h "-'.'*"h.'lletl-heaeool lmlllenqvivdmdvfllba

{ IDMWBMC “aw 1-»'pot-nmmlyellan rm vllthtbrlornnlapplt

WWM ~ “Ibenuae thath catlon. lpal dtlaanaare la

vlted to inspect the appllca

tlon and to offer recommen

dationr on any aspect of the

proposed project. Two pub~

‘ha ta. lltllar w-rho

nanem for III aaooo ‘Ml

'2 lrmmvcrnent loan. mi‘ .' .

ION M“,

 

, ~ID IOIvILlon water...Aee ll re: 8 no la .. _ g_ _

am I: me me‘: from h:'::''''''-" ' . Q!I“are backed by lit meetings will be held. The

we not enough, the MI- 8‘: b I _-'_' llvn and ur- first on April ll.and the

.. len have now lo‘ that ebld- pl” ':!~' ._ “Mb-not to In Hate‘; mnd on Apnl 16 ll 5:00
 

P.M..al the Tribal Council
. lele Cm! IIII‘ ‘W l" Chambers. Flathead illbv

pheed lb ll Miller (M
In rm lumen April 4 _ '-nah |gl~nr_\

lq the completion el the ' _ _ ' 1

hour. I

Ianalllon. D c ,yreed
M an‘ to M ‘DW T.»-‘-“ * Vecder and pointed

in ‘ ihn '-m ‘am To msulmiQ h dUllldin water nan

-In a ado and healthy home ~wmDuM -. I M 0! ‘may do

envimnmel-ll". A ale and we Q31 flab l~ '1 M

health)‘ home it what W"! on ow hm-. We II ‘at uM .l i i

and his farnlly lhoulhl ""7 with a hallW umatlernptl to ad- "

nare lattlng lad October n‘ I i

and ho !‘l3_ N‘Ibeothe/yagreedtotake M-.u_u M‘. '

the government auplua

Hungry Hone home. but an

“I water rights on In -

flehntand that reveal ll

firm have already /1
 

llalltheyhavehoabu, -‘£12 lellanaloltlr. - /hi -

“‘“"“';;1“"""“ M-~ ‘l.'.',’......,...""""‘Z £23. ‘ BUFFALO
N°" ' '-°M -ted it-mt

I hm-hold of out only .. pp-_uh '-,.",',;";:' PA§.§A&ll\F E

I

 

uO‘, ‘'75 FULL WON OF COUIITSMP Ml

 



 

Enough Reser§afion the Globe, almost

(0"'\'-‘ "Om Pl’ H ' : h.MIbo notod that “road: and alttml pnctices

Roltk mt only reduce the potential for reproduction h lb 1.Mmy the |r-tut potenthl for dune to edhetic

the forest. Dr. Rm said, but they aim have "1 NMM ‘“ ~Mbe most mrofully webbed u to thetr conv

influence on the estiretir ulues"of the format. He -H; “h ,9 ' _ , um.”
V l " . uM,|nmMWhwmUofI,

', ~'~"‘ -~lotoaiyd.iIuptt-‘lihlicuitunhylxpodnl

0."

the overview, the greeted influenca to esthetic value i th

 

§.~ '

long inharmonlous straight tanget placed across theNslope." e ‘f,‘,*~‘ I “"“-:7‘. . mmmm»; mmmm

The number of roads on the rvarntion In liloM ‘ ‘ ‘ told the Ooundl: “Rood bulflh‘, Ihr

for I declining [Arne population by Ralph Wm, I U0‘ ,_ int-silt! hlghwuy or I stmpb lofllnl

M Forestry School faculty member who ll!) dudiod the

forestry impnct on pme, firth and gruing. WuncW ‘\

thlt there u ldoqulte food on the naervatiou (oruhh ' ‘

ten times 58 my N;-pine animal: u that on now. "1 ,,

ma the prinury mu for the depletion of car at 1‘ M

3 p-utton of pnhtstorlc lid hlioric

" themmof the road run, which

I pounds. or My mend indrrwtu

wulhon hill tops, Sooond, than“:

oothcton who would destroy mch its

 

 

-u lock of protective ooven m exphlncd that bi; * A 1 . if‘ '3 do tor-theirM collections)‘

noed proportional; nmountz of food and war to fly. _ ' ' ' ' if the Qrmmlm team who did not

"in I IUNO DODuIItion. But. Werner noted the -' " M:In economist Maxine Johnnom Sh:

rolds l-dingtoncly evcy shelterlrrthahtd ‘ ,1 ugcuyqgfqgggypmgunrqood 1°;

thelnkmlloftholcededprotectlon. .w~"'»,¢ \- R-Wltionlndllmmdgoodtolthorcv

W-If pointed out that there In other on ’ \ - ty.

in MM tho mu-nt'ron‘t big prne..‘..l|r:h u _‘I fancy mm brings the tribe about

huntlq pro-un....hut inmted that lncrudai tip I 113 Ml time lndim woods

onvrtulhnodlmportant rruruguunnthctor. _ "I1 M0 IyU...nd 7| (moat:-y wtlkcn

Wm -1-o-idmudrh-venrnaett¢aoar—v%'t, I)‘. -1 '

fbufbthltfliphfllldthltfltlhtyllrllm‘ U ,,.., -l”°°"¢hd."-l\l‘ Rm¢|l"’ell*"Ul'Y

hWMMMmipW 1' ,,
~4 - ldlmpduwlthfmmnwurm.

“ I ' ’ "‘ l ‘ Oflhmrnndodlorudhnduumhnulrns

Bfltmdotlhmuorluewyd-imimkii~f 7 . -. _ '--‘~\ ~-_hq mu-"mu dmh_
uhnconntltutc nln)nrth‘dmgalnthlIulrntbl“\" jw‘ pita Jrbolly.-n"u.';-NM or mqyib‘-m

D.-hnil-0Io,l.,unpertontk0lndha.d " 5*‘

 

 

-tdthmnlutdhdtdongloflqrmda I ' ,g~ ‘_ “ an

1 : Qhvblcklolroudlz

phnfnlufimolltolaflrcethefkclufi ‘ ‘ ' A *‘''';q Y

I! lnnflodt-Iduninnlhotnnrv“ HM

lb-fl\henoctpIIdn|6h'UIw°N'I\°-u" , ‘.1-\-‘ma-tytrm-t-mum“.

btnwnlsdieriod withroochnrecut

|iteIhi¢mnhuleafybuah0lontnn..b ‘

tmrwvlfimiondldhbzubdhyomgnd ‘

lk-ldternrn\br.othurh-etprobb-5,

spruuhudIot‘Ilkh MMWISI

IIII'VItXQII'~.Y§-Mt-hG\II'I0‘Ml_fi~

lpp-odmtbruwntbn-druthhhillb

ttnfhehttsfly,thn1t-ocklath,thh Vf‘__

utourcuo-o¢un.rb-ram-renauolqrta-v '

map-tad.‘-‘mttn¢>w'¢n\oan ' '

WUWMMVI

‘ - bnéuad

J,‘ ~ - pt-uruunlaaonud

‘ ¢nur§:u°r--ym1mumtmhnp-d

‘ “W

~ olthoreportpointwut, hovwmtlnt

- ~ dlrqonhowyun

thllulovfldfcdfhmdcundby

renrnttonmilnnditanndlvttytocodon. , '.'~_'

't'mU.5_ Forest Suvitentboxput ooh!MW

aitlultlctorinnolicodonrurond >§ ‘ 'n in Water /
_-~i!n . .

’ ~_ from Mlsslons
a-mee the pntanthl tor nrodon!‘ ,r._ :‘Yq|

Another dnwbocl of uoudn lodm ~40 ~"1;5t‘~

planned by Dr. Godot: Bowdl, I80 7 Q

of far pnctlouon the pb 0! lilWe
.BIoId:;'rry-adologist. -Id I-&?roob..fomu of development on the In-uMM..,..tIQd _,

way poopblhl. Ho-id um wwmmmfl

with the mobility anntld by root.

fitbllnoourcn you brain the n-ntion |

Iflfl|lk,nndyoulhouidthrttnlk1n‘phm

.IA1"R (cont. on -__ 011

mm P!‘
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Mr. Nine Plpe'a niece. Fhnoes Vanderbun MIN to

members that he used to retur to the Bitterroot valley as

nil!-n a.~ possible. He would, nui, return with mill

other BIl.lL‘l’rIl(|l Sahsh tu work the farms and orchards tht

replm on the berry fields and game trmls when the vaflay was

settled....nol for the money. but for the opportunity to

visit their native homes.

There are many yarns ubuut Mr. Nine Pipe’: My Io. In

the early 19th century, the lndlan Bureau ‘began to“

young Indians off to boarding schools. Mr. Nine Pipe, ahq

with Leo Barnaby and Sam Vincent. were sent away to

Chernawa, Oregon. The three became homesick andW

to run away so they began a 600 mile treck throufl D

talns. They ate berries and fish most of the time but

they would pass near a town, they would and onebwslo

musta some more food. The story goes that tinyW

ended up with a large package of chewing tobacco -I _

iood '

later on, during the early 30;, Mr. Nine Pipe by

a Mhoula radio nation to play Tonto in a local lane

and Tlonto series. He didn't like playing aaoondMb

llr. Nine Pipe was preceded in death

ulna Uttle Deer Rad (}ow.. and thm brothers:

“Happy", Andrew and Joseph. ,

He was buried May 1 in the Jocko Oamehry at Ma. Isl

lgious services and a wake were held the evening blocs C »

the St. Ignatius Community Center.

ontlnued lrom Page 3)

I). Konlsesli was the only team member to

a radial departure from the tlrnberoriented fondly

on reuvation lands. He noted that timber -lea yield q i

maximum of around £5 million a year, water could I“I

much as "8 million annually.

Dr. Konl2eski said that the power value of water I“!

from the rsurvation amounts to about il l Jill" I

year. He said that this does not include the water

being uId to power Kerr Dam at the foot of Flatt-d

He added that the water is worth an additional 81.4")“ '

in Irrigation value based on a going rate of "50 pin.

loot. He pointed out that this total in water value II as

cesdl the foreseeable revenue from timber.

"lhe energy crunch is here to stay," he predicted “and

those who have the resources will not have any tmo‘b

selling their product."

1he U of M hydrologist noted that his Mm on the value

of the rsaervation waters was based on available rainfall data.

Rainfall on the reservation varies from it inches on the:-1

Lrerne west boundary to more than” inches in Blfloe

\ DA B0 OP

ee estimates ---- Complete paint jobs on

lar passenger can $125.00.

Danny Tenas - SKYLINE DRIVE - Polsoa,Mont.

5560Oil!

 

NEWMNQW

lone Ranger and didn‘t like the regular trips to llhalaph -‘

quit _t

by biall'mwIe.mb

Ah“

 

Mr nan.um

lb Old he sualbh lalmnmtlon B not

to alnanapmentphnendniggcated thatths tribe

‘bnaasntrate on an lndepth truly 0! your water resource."

Ii. Kmlmkl sugge$ed the tribe hire a forestry hydrolo

“ nd Qndder the nomibllltv ol oontractlnl iorodry Ph.D

“is to collect data on the various aqaocts oi the reaerva~

in win ltuation. He said the data oolletfied by students

W“b the forest hydrolo‘! to dovln a management

# Ihlch would include power development and irigation

* flrlbution as well as a logging prog'rera. He said that

amm on water would not preclude a continuation

funbut pointed out that loggtru mu oonlorm

1' flu eoasa-mien.

Students Learn Gov

  

‘W00

hous

i.AiIESNED].1)tom-ll-DY,d:eoiunMd

taavnrtobeby(hunr-_rdlhalurz-an fiyouom

Onna|d:PstJurrum,1&9&llcvue,Maao|h,Mn.

Harm-M9-(M3

a

Ma! INDIAN YOUTH

*1-oing about how own government functions a >

U“. butane lndlan Youth Practicum is all about.
' ' Ilflbal Member madam from around the natu

“ 'h Billinp last week to participate in the ixday

at Ioeky lbuntaln Oollege. The students formed

W‘filial Council and an inter-'hlbal Ibllcy Board

“head how these governmental boards relate to the

has cl lndlan atom ‘

.‘ llberi Plants Learns Trade

M

l;

Plant. tor-Zarly oi the Flathead Ii-sasrntion was

.I-og Iaduatn in United Thbes Em yrnent ‘helm

Q(bu at Jams Damn. "0

_ in Plant obtained hhcertlflute in Welding. His wife, aim

DW, received he owtiflcate in Buainrmtlerlml.

'llnu|a:uatlon cctlflcatea were presented at ccemonios

bid at bd Tribes Employment lhinlng Come’, the only

1 “an wntrolled vomtlonal training center in the U.S. ho

I-Iedaaignsd to providelndian people in ND. and

. Wout the U.S. with job rlrlila and sdumtional training.

Grrwtly there are approximately 160 trainee: representing

14 dllerent states enrolled at the Center.

lob Opening 'l*‘or Polson Counselor

lb’ lcbool Counselor ~ Polson llih School:

MMperaonaerrreouestodto wrlaaldte oiap~

Meto Darryl Dupula. Polson High S¢ool, Polson,

Ioata-JUN. bdore M.ay1i,l!'H. Qualiflcatlonrior

th police are as lollowr:

I. ll hve auccednl expclence working with elementary

Unooedary age chlhion as a ch-oom teacher.

8. Qould qualify for a guidance oartlfiata in the &ate oi

‘ulna.

I. Mould be from the 8alhh-Kootenai tribal area.

‘
,

. Is 1 with current juvenile codeaand procedures.

L ‘ll hve

aa aduatlonai team.

Q. II be willing and able to work with all ethnic group

heludlng both white and lndlana.

1.'l‘ohaHredontheesi¢lng-laryacheduleplusrnlllap

()nr-Koosta Page I 1

luccedulexperlenoc in working-a mernbead
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‘ems.’1it

FULL moon oroounsmr April 15.1974

0 ”§"" 1- u---aafia

liomm (lmun-tilman J06

.\'lcl.)m1alti Resigns

Rumn. l"ir\l tt-rm ‘lrilml t'4tum:|lmIn Joe Mt'DonIH,

th nan. has ntmtit-(t tlw mhul administration thlt M I

IH‘4|\ to rmit-n nu t'Hll!lt'l! rat. '.

'|I|t- t’l your old Rumm High School Yrmupl ex

plauwtl III a letter to i‘r‘lr.tl Cnuncil (‘hmrman W

.\IIhlwll. Jr., that ht ‘t-l! ' wnuld hr in the best W

at. of UN‘ (1-t.-n~ l, thv v‘lu)0l and hts funtly. if Bup his Chum-|| pI|\lUut.4 \l( Donald explained thll h

Would liketo sepnd mm-~ tune with his admhm

dutwa Wllll the high >~t'htIU| and return to school Iii

summer to work on a rim tmate in education.

.\lcl)onald was the nnl\ m-w t-ouncilman elect“ U

the DH‘. 15. N73, “ihal txruncll H(‘('ll()fIS. lleM

mrumhem Jim Ely 254 mu- to I23.

.\lcDunald will vnvi-t Wllh the YIN‘ of the 0000‘ h

tn d|\cus\ the effecttw date of hit revgnatton.

‘lite 'fiihIl (‘num-it fun the rnustituttunll “W D

4{)[)0ll\l I suceesnur to a var-ated Counml rot. M,

m I972, the Council d('t‘ldt‘d tu hold I spechl Oh!“

to fill the Ark-e (4PUI1t'li val left \‘IClfll by "R (filth 0'

Hugh "Jumbo" Grmuw. '-,

Inquest to Start

,

.

Into Pete Pierre Q-ii

llut §'Pfll\‘SI ‘the ant-t~\-ugatum tutu the death of W

\lr~mlu-r l‘t'h' l"n'rl't-. Jr.. Wt" nmtmm- next week ‘MR

‘ ed

- I "

I

.l"

J .~'amter~ t‘ounty (‘mum-r‘-. Jury lwgivs A formal

The in-rly of the t7 _war old Hot Springs man '3

tnuml \'ul’t'|l I? in a mmn at the Cil\' .\partmeats Ill

Hut .\prmg~ ;\'llht)Ylllt'\ 'I‘|it‘\(" Pu-rn~ hm hevn deed

nu» flaw ht-fun‘ he \sa\ rllwutt-red. -2.

.\u--trdtug ln ‘hihal l’uliw (Jim-f lJo_sd Jack.~oh, Pier:-<

“"‘\ uppan-ntl\ hvatt-it In tlmth. .\ufft_-ring WV!" “Q

In the h\‘fld .lIt-lwm mid that Fnhnl l4\t' and Urdu

l’--Elna along With .\"mtlvr§ t‘nt:ut\' !~'l\M|ll'\ tlflicers Ind

llnl Sprints Pt-lu-c an - .v\~titg;|'u||;. Jflt'k\U|l uirl there

.|rt' twn §tl\[\t-1 I\ an tltr .t|tp:trt"rvt \lI\im_

Results of April 6' ~

School Board Vote

FJt‘t'l|Ull.\ for st-lmnl buard~ in re:-ration-ere.
~-rltuul (lnlrirts Wtft‘ lwid April 6. ;\|"0 at issue in m I‘

.1‘ rv»el’\‘Jl|m| t~unmun|t|e> were 0006 and mill levy gno

;M~4l.~ .-\ tli.~tru-t-ht-tlntrivt rundmun on the election re

v:t-- '~|l~w~- _

~‘t lgnauus lake thiunty lhstnrt 2| wters ele

Pdde 2 Char-K0050

r

‘ h“M Iehool Ind $41,751 for the high Ih00l

_ we: I reserve levy for the elementary

’ flhhtnnounttng to $3.140 Ind $5.400 for the high

‘*6

-*-Er

~M "'

MVoters Ilso Ipprt .-~H a 20 null elen-.e|.t4-J

R5001 levy 0! 823,96 but lurtwd down I hi-=;l~ Phi,‘ '

I\_-.v

'

bryoftt mills tor $61.04‘ 5

Brno Dtstnct 22 riveted Dmma WIllu~ to r =

M yen term.

“ton ChIrl'.\tte Ptidtly was -k't:tr.'(l to a Mr:-e

‘d-ownu

Fin for Sanders County dvtrm number 3

‘ M Distriu J0 vott-r> elet-ted Qrue llmwm

look to st-hum hoard seats. 'lhey aim I0

- 0'' We to uw-8104.621‘ in federal m-»me~

mm school and $44,968 for the high eh-ml

My Vb‘ RI} Rick '83 alerted to it three

WIN U’! board of trustees and at $2,600 lerey

_WI 0' the §cl‘m)l W15 approved.

Dore School \|'OU.'r.\‘ in District 33. com
‘ Y 1‘ W, Proctor Ind Rollins, elected Ona it

to the bond of trustees. /\l~o decided in

was I “.000 gemral fund expendi

MI Ipieep of the uhool.

lb Arlee voters elected Gordon Doney to the

fled)“. Voters oluyed $61,350 for operation of

I lint Spring Voters returned I-id HcMaten to a

“O” term for the elementny school bond. Donald

ms elected to I one year term. For outlying

band members, the Hot Springs voter: ole

' S“M 00: to I three you term and Arthur Argo

* I one year term

J

. r

Inter-Tribal Policy

Board on Water Rights

._~¢ -.1100 Conferlvralrd Thhen. along with St\ other tribes In

I

Q I

m-tt ‘tltt-Mel I-“win-r to I three )t'If term on the M d ’ '

Ionhna. hI§1~ nntifn-d thl- State and other \hl't’l' users that

thy intend to take .~tr-mu Jt'Utrl- lu pr-Awt their reservation

“ll! rfihts.

' to I memorandum lmm the Inter-Tribal Polu-y Board. the

MM placed “rmn-tr|h.' l t-ntni--~“ on notu-e that “Interests

invoked in plan» pr-nu-t~ ur'tl|\-a~ion.~ of ~tI|tl water. do so

It their own rt>k.“

~ I\0l"d Um

  

 

~""‘ tour“ haw miisisteiitly ht-lrl that these and other lhd

iilwtsapph not ml|_\ In prvvnt but al.~o tn t||'.urt~ mhal

m an~-I

1 Mt It would file suit agamst tl't-gal use of

“Mad went further bv awn: “the government

flhoxpeeted to enjoin any efforts to divert In)’ aid wa
il t relate gvngrapht--Ill_\' to lndun rHer\'al.|0r\\. The

Wt or the tribes naught well seek munet damIgvs for

nohtinns of Its nghts in the connection."

$3.‘,

1



 

NEW NOON OP

ll.>'\'llil.r\l.l t -\l\l‘. TRIM. !iH;lNS

iriiin p.i_\-e urn-i

nei. 4l~u -.uri he would not nb]P(t if attorneys for theW

laiiie-rs. a group oi lake land owners. entered briefs into the

case as long as tiie_\' ~iiit-k with the i.~.~.ue.~i.

B80-'l¢Il. am: at'..iriieys'fur Namen. the Lakers and the Q1

of Ptilsuil. all agreed to file additional arguementa on May 18.

Another hearing will he held in Missoula following rerhw of

UN‘ hrit-fs.

'l he central issue in the Namen caw. and the nmn it has

attracted so mm-h aiteniiiin. is the question of who owns the

bed of Flathead Lake. .\'un-vnember property owners on tin

lake fear that they will either be forced to lease docks and

fills that extend out llilu the bed or they will have to IIIIOII

them

The Tribc-.on the nltwr hand. Willis to establish owner

ship of the bed as ii means to t'Olll.fUlllfll1 development on M

lake. The southern half of the lake Was reserved for theM

Kootenai and Pend ‘d tlrielle 'l'Yibcs in the Hellgate fiat’.

The waters of the lake are traditional fishing grounds for NI

tribes and it is felt that some degree of control overM ' i

development is necevary to preserve the fi.~.heries errrirors- _v

ment in the lake

r.~n.'.t

Tribal ownership of the bed and the waters of the OOH‘-I

half of the lake have already been established in QVIIIdecisions. In I942. the U.S. Supreme Court found that the‘

United States held in "Us! for the Tribes the “bed of theW '

therly half of tht‘ lake". The U.S. Federal District QMNH

last year that the Tribe and the Federal Government Ml‘ .

control fishing in the lake. - i_ -

RESERVATION VIOLENT l)l;'ATlIS

(cont. from page one)

Flathead Reservation. The total number of Indian dflths

on the reservation during that period was 53 ...which rriesr-:5

that one quarter of all deaths during I972 were due to vio- ‘

lent causes. He noted that alcohol hiln been pin-pointed as X‘

a predominant cause or these deaths and added that Put» I

lit‘ Health estimates that some 68 percent of all health gt

money on the reservation is spent on problems connected

With alcohol.

For this reason. the alcohol program rccieved top prlor~

ity for the Flathead Rear-rvation. Lefthand said that alco

hol programs on the rea-rvation....such as the De-Tea

Center. the llalfway House. Fit-ld Counselors and the In

formation Center... will be funded this year with “OI”

out of a special 8600.000 Bilhngs Area appropriatbn. He

and that the program will ave a new focus on prev

of alcohol related health problems.
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urI;4i1‘Ai1ns At

:1. Water Rights

TWO "lhbal Councilman attending an Indian water

bmmg in South Dakota in February have returned

* a uric: of proposals to give the tribes more .~.ay in the

at Minn waters.

,\ Mm KW. Morigeau, Poison. and Bob McCrea.

-Immt February 27-28 and March I ata tndian water

Bhdlng in Mabndge. S.D. In all. some 15 tribes

I “ts were represented at the meeting to hear Bur

-‘Man Affairs water experts and tribal attorneys dis

Gillian water rights.

~&I\eao and Means reported in the Tribal Council

"WMontana tribes are in somewhat better shape

i watt! rights by viflue of the state‘s enabling act

(“Wu jurisdiction over reservations), little or

hm been done to implement these rights They

‘B that till iibe has both a legal and moral basis for

is claim to reservation waters. and noted that the

PIHML is now prepared to help tribes draw up

- ., .. M their water..- . ' Urileu statement. the Councilmen point“ on the

abuses of tribal water rights.

W value of tiieirri ‘S11 Jd\r§::)Uft‘l“:_)1_

. ibe's timber resources

‘ ment or WI

. Also. a commercial I:

. Pbthaad irrigation Propct has been recieving renum

Chlbl hough conveyance of hlbal water for me it

OddM The irrigation Project is supplying water to non

- WI am, irrigating approxirnatelv 185.000 acres of land.

' ‘Dre ‘hikes receive no payment for the taking of this vats

by the pohct. We recommend that the Tribal Council take

imnedhtaW to gain control of all reservation waters.

& t to control. the Council should arrive at a fair

value per acre) for the use of this water and col

bct Id! charges for water. retroactive to its first usage by

the hohet. as well as future ua."

Wu and Mcfiea also‘recommended that the Council:

look into Montana Power's claimed rights to the

".00 aibic feet of water flowing out of Flathead lake.

‘flu utllty holds the license for Kerr dam and claims power

value for the water.

—-“It all laws and court decisions involving tribal water

rights be reviewed by the tribal attorneys and engineers

and I fim water policy be established.

---Tht fderal “stance be sought in realizing claims to

Susan Lofthand Is Tourney Queen

fiaan Lefthand. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Basil

_ mum of Arlee. was elected Queen of the All Indian

_ Totuaament held at Lyola High School March

(lltlacoesful contestants from the Flathead were

StIIIi‘U'flII. Mary. who won second prize in the girls

dance contest, and Kenny Mcbure. who won second prize

in the Us War Dance Contest. The Arlee drum group

‘OOH ’ prize for their performance. 

Z

l
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State High

' 'iiut'l. T0

ll ‘ill’ Pll‘l'l'

rir lvma (Cit 1' l<uo'il-t' '

, '° - ‘u ‘.ttt.i-'3 - l.

'l- - ‘i iii -' . In it." ' ,.

ti 1- l‘.,'.a‘|O I).',;|.t ‘- _i)'

- r.'.- Ozm di-"t'.irir-. .~,.--us;

!iiii.'=‘ I'e.n lwr lsaai. ‘iii'li.irrl

“'i.-tic Mi D-‘C 'l.

l)-stiifl Com! Jurlq=.- i has

rlcnet Brownlee louml la-i

.lune that the stale diil lit-w ll‘-i

.i:.ll‘ltn>-ty tu "'UCQ'$'s - i other

- iintplicateil icpossewiiv. t..~.i

.i;.iiiist ‘ieiret Jutlqt: Bro-up

l-:'-‘s ‘M itteii tleiision was

l\')i0‘(l rm what tiih.il 5|Tlllll‘.l!Yfl

l~el were numerous errou -

me assessmmit nl llll‘ use

mcltirling disregairiiiiq rm U 5

.'-itreme Fourth '\l()\_"nl|"|l ii:

ree case ol Kaniieilv vs. ii»

Ni‘r.tli District Court til l.‘lc'it>

001

ill the l(ei~ni.~rlv slaw‘, ‘H-:

' "lnfl'$ highest -IOU" lul- l

-'l.it zlatacourts did W)’ :' .-.'i

the authority to prowss -.i.i'

debt matters. Kenneflv, i-'i av.

rase was very similar to Pmm ',

was being sued by a grncw \

-‘on: chain lot not pavihii J

Mod lab.

The Pierre case involves the

uosssaamn ol a I965 Ford pick

H0 truck by the Security State

Bank in lieu of a $250 lurm

turt loan.

Flsevvhere in the Cmlllftlfim‘

The U.S. Supreme Coon will

hqm hearing tfltnnony on the

"To-nasltet" iintaxed cigarette

case and state tar case between

Mcl.ai\ahan and the State ol

Aiirona. The decision iii both

rates will have a bsaunq on

Tribal Members.

552.4 Million

Job Corps

(Tontract

bubn lChar-Koostsl: The

tnhe will he in the VO\,"lOfl8l

tia.ning htJ$lhL‘$$ for anothei

two years.

 

tial Tribal ‘Councilwill he called sometlrm in

to disciiss the preliminary

result.» in a mur-yearmy v. ith the tribe's Waahinfla _

all

‘ thrm the Flathead

iminary ie

1-Mmthis will include

'd Orielles Tribes

alttirrieys .1

/iltowey Richard Us“

.t.;i ii-i.~,--hi the detailed

uly by the en' '

1 s 
‘@401

O ‘s

eae’e

7“

Dixon lOiar-Keestal: Ab-' ‘,"

s

l

s

‘OP

 _

O I

#05’ ‘

Reiifwster Survey

Crldde and Woodard.

. W. bspn in l968, was

Med earlier this lall but

. .'~bIu|l\dar review by the

U -iv reponsdv cov

fillnq from and 
 

._ .

_"'-4" £5" 2 '

  
'1

U
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Bad

Biss¢.l!;-

Stlgnatius l0nr~_Koe~: '

The lndwn MtM

Ssiviu: would like toM

the water supplies 0" , , p .

housing projects the _'

VuYlOI‘t serving 8

mm-:Pl—lSssystlourl,h' l--~ ‘ '

which is believed b

'sI't'"i,aiiiJ0ii@,

.' _Educatien Proposal

'. M

‘Q Q“

0
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the Flathead Res

M the worst

at United Stats: tor

M. But a lot of

”MllM vvhethar

Mto hourids than
V 4 “I cavities".

fitrbvtsy over the

Whas raged in

l-Id I Page 0

 

quslin and groundwater as

well as standing and flowing

surface water.

The special nieetiriq might

be encoded another -la» w

permit Baenan to piesei - J

YQDOH OH CUHIHI ' Gtfll Lit“)

involving iurisdirtion and

other legal mamrs
 

 

sda'tiiiimisnot~l0ae.i,ia72i PRICE I0:

Problem

‘Tribe To

Lobby For

Dentists

Earlier this month Tribal

(‘niincil Chairman Harold Mn

' Jr signed the $2.4 mil

.coritraCl lot a two yeai

'i'lN?VJal ol tht Regional Rt.-si~

tlential Manpower T i unmq Cen

lt:0t\t. On M 2)

Thsmseaure to wmmc H09

Oison (Char-K008"): TheW M'0! the current BIA

tunes volcanic UWM"I

tribal contracting at he IIA

oll-izes oi Educatizmtat

and Employment

()lhcer- --complete M‘!W

hodgets -has finally Mn lei.

During the Novsmbsr l1

meeting, the Tribal Counsil

decided by a live to two mar

gin to resumeWMwith

the Bureau ol a CMM Q

take over the two otflsn

The controvsttlel “WM

oller was dropped theprsvimls

meeting lNov.3l by a vessel

low to three.

MNOVQMLXW II with -

MM Vic Stinosn Pablo,

WWI) break oil the

talks tit fisviom meatinql -

Yom ‘ head" Swaney (who

a ’ during the Novem

I mql "Tam Pablo,

Ibt John alatare.

M... (JOUnCll Diairman

WMlJr. (all voting

to the negotiations at

Oil 3 meeting). Op

"G to the measure to submit

a eased otter were Council

”Ely, Ronan and PW‘

'. lsont. on W 2)

Dixon (Char-Koostal: The in

be will take the bit into its own

teeth to get more money lor

Pulilic Haaith Service dentistry

,p'ogriafl'lS on the Reservation.

Dr Meilyn Johnson, Area

Dental Chiel tor PHS, and Res

ervation Dentistry Olhcar Di,

Hobart Bartlett told the Coun

cil \lovi-mher l7 the resanra

tion no-eds more dental P0lfl0ii

nel

Dr. Johnson explained the

edmmistrat-on had not inciea

sad the lerleral ludget lor IHS

lm the mmmq year and said only

'only about I4 new dental nos

iiions wt-ic available.

Dr. Bartlett said reservation

PHSdQHtuI lacilitles which

will include a new tour chair

clinic in St. Ignatius and a two

chair lacihty in Polson will need

need at least one additional

dental ollicei and three dental

sssnlams.

The Council moved to ask

Senators Lee Metcall and ‘i/lilrc

Mansfield and Congressman

Richard Shoup to assist iii

gttmg the necessary anprop

nations and approved the an

l€0nt. on paw 2)
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Seven Vie

For Seat

On Council

.--wen Arlee District tribal

wrnuers will he vying for the

\H|l'lCI| sat left vacant by the

wuth d Hugh "Jumbo" Grenier

if an upcomlng special

'lt-ction

Fllll‘ with Tribal Secretary

f-‘red Route, for the June 24 race

were: Evelyn Grcnier, the

widow of the deceased Coun

cilman; Joe Wheeler, a former

gamewarden who is currently

hghlmg the state for the right to

sell untaxed cigarettes on the

reservation; Antoine Charlo. a

gramkon of Chief Charlo and

regarded as the traditional Chief

of the Salim tribe; John E.

Maltare, an Arlee busmessman

and a former member of the

committee for Options] With

drawal; Edward A. Fyant. a

former Comcilman from Arlee;

l/it-tor Matt and Isaac Richard

Pierre

Former Oomcilman E. T.

"Budd“ Morn had also filed for

the spot but was fomd melipble

by the ‘council Elections

Committee this week the to s

ruldency recpircnent.

The canddates are residents

of the Arlee district, which was

represented by Grenier.

However, all tribal members are

ehgible to vote for a ncoqsw.

fthutlnued To Pl‘! 3)

Pnbllahed By The Confederate‘ loll IIM Trlbea. Diana, Ia-tans nan

CHAR-l(00S'I'A

Moonot'!'haCa-ae—l1 Velnelltumbers
gator: lk

Smokeshops Before High Court

County Appeals Smokes to

Montana Supreme Court

Missoula-Joe Wheeler's

Evero Hill smokeshop is still la

the unlaxed cigarette huh

bul all hrs troubles withM

County and the State are far

from over.

The county filed a wrlt d

Supervisory Contrd with to

State Supreme Court this wed

seeking to overturn the Ill-ads

County Justice Court dodsllld

early last month. County

Arrorney Robert Duchamp

told Char-Koosta the "hflfly

unusual" plaintiffs appal VI

filed because of what he CI

sidered errors in the ad

ministration of tin ease by

Justice of the Phce J. G.

Lamoreaua.

Deschamps sald that the

natwe of this case, M the

defendant had more or l~

admitted thathehadctln-itted

an infraction of Iontana Sate

Tribe Sets Budget

At $2.4 Million

Dixon: The Tribal Operating

Budget for the upcommg year

will be $3.“0.§32.00

The figwe, approved by the

Tribal Council last Friday.

representaa small increase over

last‘ years budget. The increase,

according to Tribal Tneamrer,

Mrs Ruby Christopher. is due

mostly to increase in the cut of

living expense.

The largest cut of the pie will

go mto Capital Programs. which

mvlude percapita dividends as

W('ll as lrllld aquisitions, the

rewlung credit ‘program, a

-.-,ner survey and mdustnal

do/clopmenl studies. The

tiaprtal Programs will cost

$2.7us,us.oo.

Resources Management.

which includes the trlbe‘s tare

of the Bweau of hill: Affahe

reservation, Forestry Deput

ment, realty and general

maintenancehasbe-allaatd

8l2l.83.N. There la IMI

prite tg on Oonunusly Sec

vices which providn ft! on

moditlee, sanltation, law ad

order, edmatlon and bnlth.

lsw unbr the push that he

was immune from state

hrledlctlen, gave the State

Our! the authority to

dadde the glllt or Innocence of

Wheeler on the merrlta of the

ones. pa said that if

Wheeler looses before the

Sqzrerne Court. the next legal

s\qaf¢~trlbewouldbetheU.

S. Susanne Gan

M'sebb-, lire. Dorothy

M, ls operating the

Pflo bench d the enterprise,

but net without frlnlon with the

Lie My Attorney's office.

(W ‘lb Page I)

Pierre

Downed In

District Court

Missoela—The Missoula Dlstrict

Court has upheld a repossaeion

order in the controversial case

between the Ronan State Bank

and tribal member Rlchard

Issac Pierre The Tribe intent

to appeal the decision.

Judge E. Gardner Brownlee

handed down the decision last

Wednesday In the Zl page

document, Judge Brownlee

threw out Pierre's argument

that the case couldnot be tried in

a state court and fotmd in favor

of the bank on the basis that

lnduns, as either: 11 the state,

are subject to state laws.

(Continued To Page I)

Tribe Stakes Claim To

Reservation

Dlsea-The trlbel council,

wtallng to head off any

pulhlty of uutslde claim to

mafia waters, pa-ed a

resdution May I firmly staking

claim to all tribal waters.

The rsotiaion cites a number,

of laws and acts which sub

ltalltiate their csllm, among

then: are:

-17: Heliate treaty.

-11! Wlntcs vs. United States

(1'), which set aside waters

I'll‘ from or flowing throqh

tb r‘Ivatlon for eaclmive

Tribal me.

—'l‘he Act of April ll, ll)!

Waters

(allotment > is the only fe0ral

authoriratlon for apprwriatlng

tribal waters.

reggplilttdn c-lalms

WMHM to all ..veten“1I

awrbpriatedby the nu act and

establishes ownership (I water

currently be-nu mod for sale,

rent, distrlbtl.lon. recnesttn.

and fish and wildlife wrpua.

The resolution added that

waters appropriated by the

Federal guvernment by the act

of tits have not been inchfld ln

a pdgeroent agreement and tin

hibehasyettobecunpl-ted

for them.

Arlee Pow-Wow, Rodeo

Slated For July Fourth
Tribal 0peratlon_-1Uch @

compaases the Trlbel M

the raw onm and natal-|m._

was set at QIIILI. The

bslancewillt:takennpin(XhI'

Programs, which furnlabes

money for major repairs and

forestry development.

Arlee-—1he annual Arlee Pow

Wow has been slated for the

Iurfid July weckend and this

y-r. for the first time. an all

hill rodeo has been added to

the state.

The festivities. which start

June 1) and will continue until

July 6. feature the Indian Dance

(Colfllnued To Page 2)
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Ju 1,

, , t, " V ',“i‘l‘h $3»
.' mm tethe ' tsssiotsttisa tn

- ‘II. assdhave lndlatsd thstta ranking four bli

nonths of the contract year lepl fees will continue

substantial and have recommended that the ‘filbea

the annual limitation from $76,000 to $110,000

the uarent contract year only , and

, dwing the present contract year ' nin July 1,

attorneys, through January 81 10 0, It tted

-mass to the 'hibes for ex naea totalling ss.i seer,

and have indicated to the ‘hi that such expenses might

elceed the annual limitation this year, and have recommended

tht the tribes inaease that limitation from 010,000 to

21T for the current contract year only; now thcefou,

A W, that the Attorney's Contract h hereby '

so tbt for the contract vear beginning Jdy 1,

1 4,inndimlune 30 1975, the annual limitation

ea has be and from s1s,ooo to sno,ooo and

the anntll limitation on expenses shall be inaeased

QIQOOO to 012,000; and that neither the fees nor

shall exceed those aurna unless an additional

h authorized by the 'hibes and aproved by the

F!of the Interior, and

Ruched, that the Chairman of the Confed

B authorised and directed to execute, on be

Ild Oonfedersted Tribes of the FlatheadM

, the attached Agreement modifying the

~s Ontrnct, which Agreement is made part of

ution

y Icdea to approve Resolution 4771, seconded

u,.rrled,( fa - 1 opposed, Swsney opposed)

etlon 4718 ' ‘equating an Environmental impact

M U. of Chemicals»

. tbWOoundl has We concerned about

of X lene as hetbiclde in the canals of

o‘ t and the suspected use of

“nus c ernlals by third parties within

toss the HA_ lhll Witty for the adrsunutrahon

Flathead Irrigation Project; and -

_ Nltional Environmental Policy Act required

the mwhlbb federal agency to wepare an environmental

statement before taking any major action substantl

W the quality of the environment, and the use

of ytene other chemicals is such fed¢al action and

is
r her than in state court, now, therefore,

53-296 0

‘OR APRIL 15 MEETING

"PM April I5, I975

\fl|\lII\P 75 Nlllfllu-r Ill

Council Chambers

Duos. Montana

\'1t'lf\bt'Ih Presmt Chairman, Hamid W. Mitchell, Jrp,

Vice Chairman, ii.“ Mongcau. Robert Mc(‘.rea, John

P Mnlnlnre T'huntas E PaiI|u.Th\H'l‘lI8 fB¢ll’h.ldl

Svuuv-y, Victor Stinger, Patrick la-fthand and Sergeant

at Arms. Homer Courvillc,

Members Absent: Joseph McDonald and Fred Whitworth.

athend Reservation Water lnventory- The 'l\'ibaI Coudcil

I March 14, took action to have the BIA conduct thei

four phase water study under the following conditions:

1. The Tribes would have a voice in selection of who would

prepare the study. This voice would extend to the Tribes

selecting the individual or firm, or to the Area Office making

the selection, subject to veto by the Ttibes.

'2. The Thibes would work out with Buaeau officiah the

specifications for conducting the inventory. The Conadtanta

hired by the Bureau to do the rennrt mmht ha er\ol-irssloflw

directed to their task. in order to produce a document

useful to the 'I\'ibes, '

3. The Ttibes would have complete accen to those conduct

ing the study at all reasonable times, and would be per

mitted to comment critically on the report at all stag~.

4. The study would not contain recommendations as to

what course of action might be followed, nor would it -he

any lzgal assumptions or state any legal conclusions

woul

eau.

Motion-by McCrea to accept the above conditions which are

in agreement with the BIA, in conducting the Water inven

tory, seconded by hlorigeau, csmed, unanimous.

§u;\»lution 4770- Authorizing a Suit to Adiudicate Watc

ig ts

hereas, the ownership of water rights on the Flathead

tion are confused by the status of the legislative,

icial and administrative decisions, and '

eas, it is in the best interest of the Tubes to have any

'udiatlon of their water rights done in Federal cont,

it Rnolved, by the Confedersted Tribes that the United

tea ‘I authorised to file a lawsuit on behalf of the Con

ederated 1tibee in United States Federal Court to adjudi

cate rights of the Thlbes to all the waters on the flathdl

Reservation.

Motion- by McGee to ap ove Resolution 4770, seconded

Malatare, car , unan tnous.

Mrs. Grace Beilenburg and Mr. Orrin Fare met with Council

nd discu-ed.the Section 8 of the MU act of 1974.11“

ion was developed to provide .~:ubsidie.- to person of low

I ome housing developments to pick up the re ntal

that the person cannot meet Further mforrnation w

given to the Council at A later datt-_ HUD I< just now getting

mforination on the Section .

Phillip (‘lairmont vs Lfonfedersteil 1‘. mm - Mr. Clsirlnont is

suing the '!Yibe for tin mages on his land near Turtle Lake

homesites water facilities Tony Rn era‘ Ttibal Attorney,

usked the Council if they wished to ve the BIA intervene

on the suit.

Motion-by Stin r to authorize the BIA to intervene on

the suit of Mr. .lairmont, seconded by Malatsre, mrrkd,

unanimous.

R solution 4771 - Modification of Attorney's Contract -

“‘erea.t, the General Services Attorneys‘ Contract between

the (lonfederated 'l\ib6 of the Flathead Reset vation, Mon

t.m.i_ and the law firm of \Mlkinson_ C-ragun and Barker,

No 1420 02503110, which modified and restated we

vmua contracts between the parties and which was arproved

on August 28 i974, provides that the attorneys aha i not

be reimbursed for fees earned in any one contract year in

excess of 875,000 without approval of the “ibq; and

Whereas, the contract also provides that the attorneys shall

not be reimbursed for ordinary and necessary ex penses

mcurred in performing leol services in any one vear in

excess of 810.000 without approval of the Tribes, and

80 36

gzsents

, the Council needs such a statement well rior

to the he X lens and other cheI\tcals' mifltt be ma

a in the thead tlon Project, now, tneretore

itW, that the bal Council t-in upon the tits

U cons and waaent to the Tribal Council an environ

-ntal ssrnct statement on the use of Xylene b the BIA

and of other chemicals by third parties with the hthead

lr-rhatloe fioleet well in advance of any neh me during

the197b wllgation season.

lotion-by Owaney to appove Resolution 477 2, seconded

by “thud, qmed, unanimous.

roiutlon 4773 - l-lousihg Application for Low Rent

sing

Iheea the 'hibal Council in Resolution 4548, on De

cember 1973, recognised the need for loweent housing

on the Flathead lndian Reservation and approved the

application of the Salish and Kootenai Housing Authority

to the Government for a pt‘l'|l1'!'\lIli|t’y loan in amount not

to exeed 020.000, and

Whereas, of the 100 units of housing applied for by the

Loni Authority in l97.'l_ a ogram reservation for 36

malts was ap uved by the (sovernment in June 1974,

wit a planning loan in the amount of $14,400,and

, it is understood thata program reservation for

relllni 04 units of the 100 is now in prospect, and*erea furntxier planning studies will be required in order

to in nt the housing program, now, thereforc,

Be It lved, the application of the Local Authority to

the Oownnent for a preliminary loan in amount not to

eased $20,000 for surveys and planning in connection

with Public Housing Projects of not to exceed approxi

Ilteiy 64 dwelling units is hereb ap roved.

Why Leftband to approve eso ution 4778, seconded

by Ifiea, urried, unammous.

Meeting Adjourned 6215 RM.

by I5, I07! FULL MOON OF THE BITTERROOT (Page 9)
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n.r:.m~ns or mrrrrac or ‘I'll! '1'R1BAIi'Cou'Nr:IL ut‘ TUB

m:.i-';:r>.\-;»,~.‘i'r:u r.Iu.1su mm x'oon:uu 'l'RI.'!1‘,5 (2 mar: rm-rm-um m~s.'-znvmwou

Q . Q I I I

llolrl Fr~bumr:y 12, 1975. Council Char~b<~rs, Dixon, !~:onK:na.

Voluznc 75. Number 4. Approved M.~.v:ch 14, 1975.

: Cl1n5r~nun, !'.:ro1d W. Mitchell, Jz.; Vice-Clnirrun, E. W. tforiqaml; R\:b:r:t:

‘ . . .._1a'dl'C; '1"‘uw:s (Bcarhead) Svaney; Victor Slzingcr; FYCw’1lHIiC\v'OI'Th; 'l'h'nn-as 8.

Mo; PM v:.h~l/. Lc£L‘m.:1d and S(:rq'.‘;\nt at Arms, Hone! Courville.

 

Joscph Ii-:Dona1.d ,

 

‘y_in 02:: - Land Sale - Fr. Orr has 40 acres thlt II would like Lo sell to the Tribes. He

_s' a"::'lu' ng $_C>?)F.0_O_}_;:_;:_ acre. '

ltgtion by Fred i"-'hitworth to have the Economic Development Committee noel; witch 1-‘.x:. Or:

and look the property over, seconded by Thomas B Pablo, carried, una.ni:ous. (8 present.)

Richard Bacnen, Tribal Attorney - not with Council to discuss nuttors concerning:

1. Colstrip Transmission Lines ‘

2. Kerr Dam

3. Buffalo Rapids

4. Water Code ‘ ‘

5. Litigation '

, a. Personal Prworty Tax

b. Cigarettes

c. Rngsdale Allobont

d. Stasso Buntirq an

6. Mission lands

7. Liquor or-di.na.nco

8. Tax on Non-4‘n1st Property

9. Gud Fathe_r's Palace

Kerr Dam - Montana Power - Motion by Thorns (Bearhesd) Swaney to instruct; the Tribal

Attorney to draft a Resolution to secure the Kerr Project for Tribal 0: US Gov't.(n_l_n trust fo

take over, seconded by John E. Malataxe, carried, unanimous. (9 prcsont.) the Trm  

§_1at'h_ead Irrigation Project - r-Zotion. by John 3. Molatare to draft a letter to the FL1'-hca

Igfgation Project and inform them t'ha.t the irrigation season is coming up and that the

Tribes are going to lease the watershed to the Irrigation Project, seconded by Robert

I-kCrea, Carried, unanimous. (9 presont.)
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_J_ L‘-v“:~m'1 " --lliufj Iiirznlcs

,||..'I.y 17., .1.'."i5

.2 '|'-#1)

..--Ii ‘/‘"3 — CnnL'd. -

,.

 

'n'!

.'-z-: ;;'!u'|,.

-.w\ ‘D, by 711-: '1‘ri!u1 Cmmcil of the Oonicderatml SaJ.5.sh and Koutvnai.

I; 1.7 -- 1;"-;w,-11 Your 1975 Tribal Budget is hereby r-ndiiicd to provide

0 C _-‘H-11 ]’m.::st|n-_-nt int» the ‘tribal. Credit Entu1yrtsc to ‘X: used in

H. - Sh--I:L '1' U1 L-an 1"rua_;v.'a|n

 

L-' "i_(.'£2 by \'j_rtov: SLi.nger to approve the Rnsolution 4725, ;;r\condcd by Juhn E.

I-h1ai:y:n, v..m|I;j.< d, un uu'm:us. (‘)prcsent.)

.

AE,l'i;1{_\\1:A“| '

to rlii;-:‘\;t_tl.

 

 
has of Northwefl: Indians Request n by Thomas (Bcarhcad) Sx-mmy

If::;i.be:; delegates to time Hontuu Inter-firibial Policy Board to have the

) Policy Board support the Affiliated Tribes of the H Indians, concerning a request from

the con\J1:c-ssional <1eh:gatcs to support Tribal Hat‘: Codes which Tribes seek to administer

their otm water, seconded by Patrick Iefthmd, carried, u.naninoua- (9 present.)

Z\_r1_c_c___1>_ga-(113,: - Cnorq_c_ §~I_d_:i:;1gton's Bitthdax — Hot by Fred K-lhitworth to grant permission

to hold a pow wow from H-bruary 15 to 17 at the A: on grounds, and that they comply to

the Tribes pow wow regulations and clean up the ground afterwards, seconded by John 3.

Malatare, carried, unanhnous. (9 prascut.L , ,_' ‘
1 , ..

Meeting adjourned.

Conlederated Salish G Kootenai Tribes

of the Flathead Reservation

 

3'9!-\
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Tribal Council Meeting Minutes

August 2b, i973

°r' GE Tl-I0

'-')~'-' '-'\.’i' so Assistance Grants - Cont'd: -

- -r ~--- pi-;-vase 0- program purposes.

I "_ ' .> Thomas (Bea.~h-sad) Swaney to use the funds for program purposes and direct

= letter t: :i.-: Ared Employment Assistance Officer and request that the Bureau of Indian

Affairs sne‘- --_.:-dz :9 be orovided in fiscal year i975, for the Home Purchase Assistance

grants, sec‘:-11:,-\1 by Robe‘: McCrea_. carried, unanimous. (9 present.)

The Council has the optic:-. of using the znuney

:5)-/“Proposed 0l'(ji-"iu"‘CC '1': Water Us — Hbtlon by E. ll. iiorigeau to request the Attorneys to

1')

draft an 0I'I‘E"lai'\Ce :_4:»/erning the use 0 all water on the Flathead Reservation, seconded

by Robert HcCrea, r.ar'ieG, ur-anirnous. (9 Present.)

Joe-‘s Smoke Shuas _- Marvin Ping, Attorney, and Dorothy iheeier Ciinkenbeard and Shirley

Hheeler met with Courcil to discuss the problem of the Smoke Shops,-now that Joseph

Wheeler was killed 7n a mine accident in California.

Motion by Robe.-r. Mciirea to transfer the leases on the land where the smoke shops

are located to Dorotny Hheeier cllnkenbeard and issue her a permit to continue operations

seconded by Fred Vhirn-orth, carried, unanilaouh (9 present.)

H0tion by Robert nccrea to authorize payment of $362.00 for her

fees, seconded by James Ely, carried, unanimous. B present)

Television Translator - Big firm - The alacktali TV Tax District requests to use Lot 2

Block 3 Big Ann Villa Site as a TV Translator loeation to serve the Elmo Area, Elmo Bay

and up to Dayton and part of Rollins.

Motion by Patrick Lefthand to issue the Bieckflll TV Tax District a lease for Lot

2 Block 3, Big Arm Villa Site for $25.00 for a ton year permit, seconded by E, H. Horigea

carried, unanimous. (9 Present.)

yin Ping's attorney

'

\

RESOLUTION 14502 - Reguestlng United States to Join Lmsult in Protecting Tribal Assets -_

VHEREAS, the Confederated Salish an Kootena Tribes of the Flathead Reservation

Montana, own the south half of Flathead Lake pursuant to aboriginal ownership, as

confirmed by the Treaty of Hall Gate, July l6, i855, which Treaty guaranteed to

them, their ownership in perpetuity, which ovmerahip has been recognized by the

Circuit tom: of Appeals of the Ninth Circuit in the case of Montana Power

Company v. Rochester| 127 F. 2d 189: and

\

WHEREAS, one James N. Namen. doing business as Jim's Marina, is in trespass upon

the lands underlying Flathead Lake and owned by the Confederated Tribes; and

WHEREAS, said Narnen has refused to rcnove his encroachments and continues in his

trespass; and

Mm»-av.-I~

HHEREAS, the Confederated Tribes, to protect their property rights, have filed a

lawsuit in the United States District Court for the District of Montana, Hissoula

Division, Civil No. 23'-03, seeking renoval of the encroachments and obstructions

placed upon Tribal lands by said linen;

NOV, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes

request the United States, throujn the Mrmnt of Justice, to exercise its

trustee functions, in respect to the Confederated Tribes and join in the lawsuit

as a party plaintiff, seeking reefflrllencelof Yribal ownership as enunciated In the

case of Montana Power Cm 1. “Mm. V

Motion by E. H. Horigeeu to approve BQMIQ 5502, seconded by Thomas E. Pablo,

carried, unanimous, (9 present.)
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mum-zs or Rt'utn'Q ‘Hi tum. couucu, or ms

1J0!-FEuERATl.D SALISH AND WI Ttllli 0! THE mmm PE‘.l’llVAT!.ON

\

Q Q -I l

held October 19, 1973.

Volune 73. Mini’ 11,

Council Chembe rs .

Approved

Dixon . lionune

 

:‘-;:';.\1_11_|-;_|t_s___Pg;__:1_i\._; chairman, Herold U. Q: '

Pablo; Ihomn ".tl.:rln-ed) Suaney; L H.

and Sergeant at Anna, lienk liurlend. ' ' '

I

Motion by Jana E’ I

Robert Hcllrea, ’.‘3l'I'l€U, unln1I0\l- (8

.0

Tribal C3u!lCi1'N¢t_l_il’l§ Minute:Motion by Ilmmes E Peblo to

aezonded by John E Malutere. cerllofif

‘ eere reed to Council for epprovel.

nutu of October 10, with correction,

I preeent.) ' y -
t

 

  
 

-'e

? with Council coeberning the $tudy_ead

-' et the Tribee ere plennin; en fer ee the

Jet for llovelber 2,,vith the Study To. bad

' _'l'he Stete Teen eeiled out e queetiooneire

' point, thie in very ieportmt end they

to the-.

c Develop-ent Comittee contact the

rights with the Tribee, eeconded by

. 4.1.

Stete Hagar 5'.\J_Q1 - Nancy heiferthe progress thus far They MM ' ‘

Reeervetion ueters ere concerned, ‘_

a tour will be taken throughout ‘

concerning the State} veter torequeet thet ell ebuuld be fill“ -

Motion by Patrick Lelthend \§', " .7

Tribel Attorney to set up e pros” ‘

Robert llecree, carried, mmilo'.;*_§§'Q Y

' I I - '

behel of the Poleon Athletic Booetete

High Athletic Progrun. I ‘ “

hotly; by Jeecs Ely to greot""“0O

Booster: Club for the Junior um: he;

(8 present.) " "

H ‘the Bducetion lunde to the Pohon Athletic

by 8- V. Horigeeu, carried, lIlII\1I?\II

S0 UTXON 4519 - h 7 0 Docket 5023

Cogrg g-{ Clgiee - f ' ~ H; _

wams, Public Lev 92-253 (86 SteI.- “) Qduoriun the dihpoeitlon of judgeeentu

e'\;ered in favor of‘ the Confebritel leliell end lootenei Tribes in Peregreph 7 end

l0, Docket 5023] of the U‘ S. Genrt qfucleioe. end

\-'l1ERE.iS, _said Public Lev requhie til! l~IOh,}1epoeitlon ehell be es euthorieed by f'

the Tribal Governing Body flerqptofld by Gil Secretary of Interior, and _

'
;

HHERUS, by previoue reeolutio~'fl1 ol the bade have been progreuned by the Trihel

Council and epproved by the Sectetery of Interior except SAO,h22 28 plul eccrued

inteteet, end ‘ .

V 3*

WHEREAS, e need exit“ true which Q lfie ‘(Ill to Tribel Henben end groups for

educuianel purpoaee, now, tbetljoi\,_!‘,’M~'.
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Mr. INGRAHAM. This was under date of March 28, 1974. Those pro

posed regulations, of course, acknowledged the U.S. Federal recogni

tion of complete and entire ownership of all the waters flowing through,

arising on, or existing under the respective Indian reservations.

This, of course, concerned us greatly, because it provided for a

permit system whereby the nonmember could get an annual or a 5-year

permit if they paid the tribe for it. The permit would never attach to

the nonmember’s land.

I will present these to you as we go along. I would also like to

introduce to you a resolution, No. 47-70, by the tribal council of the

Confederated Salish and Kooteani Tribe under date of April 15, 1975,

with a vote of 8 to 4. The resolution requests and authorizes the United

States to initiate a lawsuit for the adjudication of the water rights

in all of the waters on, under, and flowing through the Flathead

Reservation.

Subsequent to that—and I have these documents that I will present

to you—we have letters from various departments of the tribe demand

ing that fees for the use of water be given to the tribe. This includes a

motion by the tribal council to notify the irrigation district that they

would be expected to lease these waters.

Now, in 1974, and I recognize that I am late, but I think that this

is important to you, to have this information to understand some of

the feeling that is running here within the reservation boundaries

with respect to the 83 percent nonmember population.

In 1974, the city council of the city of Ronan, of which I am the

city attorney, received an application from the tribal housing au

thority for water and sewer hookups under a subsidized program,

that we call a cooperation agreement.

At that point in time, it was necessary to enter into this cooperation

agreement, which the city council did, recognizing that these low

income people need to be subsidized. After granting the use of water

to the 10-unit housing project, it was determined that the water

pressure in our local water system was extremely low—low to a point

that it endangered our rate structure with the insurance underwriters.

The State as a whole is underwritten, and the rates are established

with respect to the type of fire protection and the hazards that the

insurance companies Wlll have. One of the factors in this is the water

pressure.

The water pressure in our municipal water system, frankly, was

then and is now extremely low.

Upon determining this, we took our revenue-sharing money—95

percent of it—and authorized the drilling of a well on city-owned fee

patent land. Under appropriate and proper State law——what we

thought to be proper State law——we made application to the Board of

Natural Resources, State of Montana, for a ermit to appropriate

water sufficient to service this well in order tfiat we could pump it

into our municipal system. This was necessary in order to alleviate

the pressure loss that was going to be encountered as a result of the

tribal housing authority hooking into the city water system.

We no more than made this application than we received letters

from the tribal lawyers demanding that under no circumstances were

we to drill that well, that if we were to drill it that we had to make

arrangements with the tribal government to go into a contract with,
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an% pay lease money to, the tribe for the water that was owned by the

tri e.

€ertainly, this raises suspicions with respect to the motives of the

tri e.

At approximately the same time—and I am going to give you

written evidence of all this that I have in my files, as a part of my visit

with you—at about this same time, we received newspaper articles in

the tribal newspaper, relating to a survey that was made by Dr.

Konizeski at the university, wherein he told the tribe that the tribal

resources and their annual income could be implemented and increased

up to $13.5 million per year if they would only go out and charge for

the water use that they were entitled to under the Winters doctrine.

We have many other resolutions, we have many other items in the

tribal newspa er relating to these exclusive claims of exclusive owner

ship of water y the tribal members under the Winter doctrine.

Now, these have raised our suspicions, Senator.

We, of course, by this time are quite well organized in opposition

to these claims. I think you are quite familiar with the objections and

the protests that have come out of this area and other areas within

the State relative to the proposed regulations that were published in

the Federal Register of March 17, 1977. 1

I think you are also familiar, Senator, with the proposed legislation

that was introduced by Congressman Meeds back in 1977, relative to

an attempt to settle these very problems that we are talking about

now. Congressman Meeds’ bill, as you recall, provided for a 5-year

period within which the tribes could prove up and lay the claims to

these implied water rights, and at that time, State law would then

take over. .

We, here on this reservation, Senator are awfully sensitive to the

State ownership. The latest expression of law, frankly, says that State

appro riations of water within the Flathead Indian Reservation are

invali and of no force and effect. This was not held once, but it was

held twice, im the case of Alexander v. United States in 1943 and in the

case of United States v. McIntyre, which was settled just some 3 or 4

months before that. That was the Ninth Circuit Court of Ap eals in

San Francisco. I don’t have the citation, but it is a very amiliar

citation on this reservation.

Getting to this particular problem, this pits the reservation water

user aga1nst——and I’m talk1n of the non-Indian—against those

claiming interests upstream o the reservation, who certainly are

subject to, or at least are entitled to, make a State appropriation of

water. Those appropriations have been held valid upstream, but not

within the reservation area.

Certainly, the only claim that we can make if the Ninth Circuit

Court is correct, is that we accede to those reserved rights of the

Indians that were approved and acquired in the 1855 treaty, unless

wel_(<1:an someway have our State appropriations of water declared

va 1 .

I submit to you further, that the present discussion today has

gone to areas, “well, is it right for the Winters doctrine to be employed

in this particular instance?”

I don’t think that the case oes to that. I think the case goes to

this: The litigation has been fiIed in Federal court ; however, if it is
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to be decided under State court, these Winters right doctrine claims

are going to have to be decided in Federal court anyhow before the

State court can adjudicate the water interests of the people in this

Flathead basin, or any other basin. The point being, that the tribes

themselves, frankly, are not in favor, as I can see it, of these suits,

because that necessitates the quantifying of their water rights, which

they are not prepared to do.

Their claim—according to all the Indian authorities—is that they

have a water right, not only to the present water uses, but to all

future water uses. So if someone decided to come in and put in an

atomic energy generating plant within this reservation area, and it

took every damned drop of water that we’ve got on this reservation in

order for the tribe to sell this water to that atomic energy plant, then

all the rest of us would go without water.

As a consequence, we would need quantification. We don’t object

to the quantification suit, at least, as I see it. Our problem is the dupli

cation of adjudication. If we adjudicate it in the Federal court, we

are going to be left at the wayside over in the State court. The State

court saying that we must make the filing of our claims by January 1,

1982. We aren’t even going to get through the first level of the Federal

courts in order to know whether we have a claim to file with the

State courts by January 1, 1982.

These are some of the problems. I thank you for your attention. I

realize the hour is getting late. I would like to answer any questions,

and I think I can answer a lot of the questions that are proposed by

ou.y Senator MELCHER. You mentioned that when the city of Ronan

drilled a well, they were challenged by the tribe?

Mr. INGRAHAM. By the tribal attorneys who wrote it, and the

council on behalf of the State tribes; yes.

Senator MELCHER. It is general procedure that attorneys repre

sent clients. Was there some reason you say it was challenged by the

attorneys or challenged by the tribe?

Mr. INGRAHAM. The documentation that I have is a letter from the

tribal attorneys who say that they represent the tribe, who make the

demand upon the city. '

Senator MELCHER. Is there any reason to think they weren’t

representing the tribe?

Mr. INGRAHAM. If they weren’t, then they subsequently have.

Senator MELCHER. What happened here?

Mr. INGRAHAM. The city of Ronan was building a well and

Senator MELCHER. Is this the well that was described by Mr. Eve

this morning?

Mr. INGRAHAM. Unfortunately, the well we drilled was a silter. We

drilled 400 and some odd feet and spent some $45,000—$50,000 of our

very dear revenue-sharing money to drill it. The darned thing won’t

clear up. It has silt and sand in it.

Senator MELCHER. This is another well from what Mr. Eve de

scribed this morning?

Mr. INGRAHAM. Yes, sir.

Senator MELCHER. What year are you talking about?

Mr. INGRAHAM. We commenced drilling that well in 1974, and we

have been “dinging” with it ever since. We did subsequently decide, as
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I said, after much searching to proceed under State law, hoping that

we could get assistance from the State in the appropriation. We

finally got an appropriation from the State under the State laws

stating that we did have this right subject, however, to all existing

reserved rights of the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribe.

Senator MELCHER. Was the well completed? The well was com

pletely drilled?

Mr. INGRAHAM. Yes.

Senator MELCHER. But the water was no good?

Mr. INGRAHAM. That is correct. We couldn’t feed it into our

system, Senator.

Senator MELCHER. So it is not being used?

Mr. INGRAHAM. No; it is not being used at this time.

Senator MELCHER. The challenge that you got from the tribe did

not result in a lawsuit or any further proceedings other than the chal

lenge of the letter that you got from the tribal attorneys?

Mr. INGRAHAM. No; we have not had any suit filed at all.

Senator MELCHER. Is there any difference between this well that

you are talking about and the well that Councilman Eve testified

about this morning-—that is being used as part of the water supply for

the city of Ronan?

Mr. INGRAHAM. None; except the procedure that we followed in

securing our State appropriation. '

Senator MELCHER. The well that he testified to: Would it be used

as part of the water supply of the city of Ronan, or what standing

does it have in terms of recognition?

Mr. INGRAHAM. The same sort of standing. We don’t know who

owns the water right, whether the cit has the other water right or

Senator MELCHER. Has the city filed with the State of Montana?

Mr. INGRAHAM. Yes.

Senator MELCHER. On that particular well?

Mr. INGRAHAM. Yes, sir; however, we must still go by the mandates

of the Federal courts. The last expression was that appropriations of

this nature are of no force and effect and invalid on the Flathead

Indian Reservation.

Senator MELCHER. The city of Ronan at this time is not named as

a defendant?

Mr. INGRAHAM. No; it is not. As a matter of fact, Senator, I repre

sent somewhere between 30 and 40 of the defendants. I think they

constitute probably 90 percent of those defendants that have been

served that may be within the confines of the reservation area. My

defendants do live, with the exception of two within the reservation

boundaries—two of them do live off the reservation

Senator MELCHER. You have cited some cases, which I believe you

identified as about 1974—75, that you tied to the Winters doctrine,

that you think are comparable to the well that the city of Ronan is

currently using in their water supply. Is that your testimony?

Mr. INGRAHAM. I’m sorry, I don’t quite follow you.

Senator MELCHER. You have cited a couple of cases in Federal court

that seem to indicate to you that the subsurface water, similar to the

subsurface water that the city of Ronan is now using through their

well, would be subject to tribal ownership?
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Mr. INGRAHAM. Yes, sir, the cases I haven’t cited, but the Oappeart

case that you cited earlier, which involved the implied Federal right

of the water reserved in the Salton Sea area, certainly, these can be

applicable to our position on this subsurface water.

Senator MELCHER. Well, we are not so sure of that, and I just want

to tell you that. We are not so sure of that because I think there is a

question of how much water is available. I don’t believe the Winters

doctrine is open ended. Ma be some tribes think it is open ended and

maybe some individual Indians think it is open ended, and maybe you

think it is open ended, but I don’t think it is open ended.

Mr. INGRAHAM. I would agree with you, but

Senator MELCHER. Well, you are indicatin that, and I want to

strai hten that out here in your testimony. ou are indicating that

the ederal courts have found that the Winters doctrine is open ended

as regards subsurface water. I don’t believe that is true.

Mr. INGRAHAM. I would hope you are correct, however, I think

that Judge Smith in the Texas (10. case over on the Blackfeet Reserva

tion with which you are probably familiar with

Senator MELCHER. No, sir; the last thing you are going to get me

to do is talk about cases that I have never heard of. At any rate, this

case, which I believe is much broader than Indian water rights, and

much broader than the Winters doctrine, might get into the ve

point you are talking about. I don’t know, but I don’t believe there is

an reason to say that all subsurface water on an Indian reservation

be ongs to the tribe. I know I have heard it often enough, but I don’t

believe that has been established at all.

Mr. INGRAHAM. Senator, I hope you are right, but what I am doing

is to cite those instances to show you where that claim is specific. I

think what the Winters doctrine said is, there is

Senator MELCHER. I think what the Winters doctrine said is: There

is enough water available to Indian tribes on the reservation for the

purposes for which the reservation was created

Mr. INGRAHAM. The Winters doctrine, without expansion, only

limited that water to the allottees, not to a tribal entity.

Senator MELCHER. I don’t think that is true. I think maybe it was

to the tribal entity first, and there was another act of Congress,

about the same time, that identified the Indian allottees. I think it is

unfair to leave the impression that the Winters doctrine should be

interpreted as guaranteeing all of the water on the reservation to an

Indian tribe. I think that is absolutely unfair, to leave that impression,

and particularly where it involves subsurface water.

Mr. INGRAHAM. Certainly, that was the only impression and the

only interpretation we could get out of the Department of the Inte

rior's proposed regulations, had they become law and had you and the

other congressional delegates in this State and other States not in

terceded in that.

Senator MELCHER. I think it is one thing to be talking about the

tribes in really arid country where water is very limited. Of course,

the intent of Congress was to allow those tribes to have a sufiicient

amount of water. In some instances, that may have been all the

water that was available. But I don’t believe it is fair to leave the

impression that somehow the Winters doctrine just guarantees that
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all water flowing under, or on to , or going through an Indian reserva

tion, it has been decided that t at is Indian water. If that were the

case, it wouldn’t be lodging a case on behalf of the tribe, it would just

cite the previous case that said that, and that would be the end of it.

The water questions are tough enough without complicatin them.

I am not saying that you necessarily do, but as I sat here and istened

to your testimony, it could be interpreted that the decisions of those

cases that you cited would say to the people of Ronan that their well

that supplies part of the water for their city would, if it were litigated,

be declared tribal water. I don’t think that is the case at all, based on

the Winters doctrine and the subsequent cases. I don’ t belie-ve it

would turn out that way, either.

Mr. INGRAHAM. That would be the reason we are in court, how

ever, is for that decision.

Senator MELCHER. I think it is fair to sa that we are in court

because the Justice Department wants adju ication of the water in

these drainages for Indian tribes and for Federal agencies to have a

reservation, and that is a pretty broad reason to be in court.

Mr. INGRAHAM. I feel you are correct.

Senator MELCHER. It is much beyond the Winters doctrine—way

beyond the Winters doctrine.

Mr. INGRAHAM. I think that the conceptual point has been very

relevant in some of the areas.

Senator MELCHER. Were you here this morning?

Mr. INGRAHAM. Yes; I was.

Senator MELCHER. You have given an for instance where you say

the Atomic Energy Commission—you used the term, the Atomic

Energy Commission—I guess we have already abolished that, but

maybe you used some other term—but they want the water and need

the water for certain industrial use?

Mr. INGRAHAM. Yes.

Senator MELCHER. And they et it from the tribes. Well, I think

it is pretty clear that the Justice epartment used this suit as broader

than that. They don’t believe that the Federal agencies necessarily

have to go through any Indian tribe to get water. They think there is

a Federal reservation of water, and they want to adjudicate it out. It

has nothing to do with Indians. It is just Federal.

Mr. INGRAHAM. In the pleadings——if you will look at your pleadings

about paragraph 7 or 8—you will find that they admit that their

claims are inferior to the tribal water claims, that is, the claim on the

irrigation waters

Senator MELCHER. That doesn’t stop the line of thinking that has

been reflected in the Winters doctrine that the tribe will need a reason

able amount of water to satisfy their needs, and where there is a lot

of water, to claim the rest of it for Federal agencies, based on a very

prior right.

Mr. INGRAHAM. I would agree with that.

Senator MELCHER. It is that line of thinking that will be unfolded

and developed in court if that theory of the Justice Department is the

dominant one in developing their case. I am not saying that that will

be their dominant theory, because they have different individuals in

there, all jockeying for the position to establish who calls the shots,
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who quarterbacks these cases, but it is certainly identified in their

testimony as a distinct possibility. As the Interior Department’s attor

neys said, that is just “s eculation.”

Mr. INGRAHAM. My 0 servation of the claims of the Interior De

partment’s attorneys is strictly this—I am talking about the Bureau

of Indian Affairs attorneys—they think that the tribes strictly own

outright, under immemorial rights, all waters flowing through, arising

on, or existing under Indian reservations.

Senator MELCHER. N0; they had better not be thinking that. They

don’t testify that. That is a claim that is made by some individuals,

but it is not the testimony of the solicitors of the Interior Department.

Mr. INGRAHAM. But the solicitors of the Bureau of Indian

Affairs

Mr. KIMBLE. Lloyd, we have gone over this many, many times

before. The Winters doctrine, of course, has been refined to reflect

these general principles that that amount of water which has been

reserved under the Winters doctrine, of course, is reserved for the

tribe, for uses—we won’t get into the uses '

Mr. INGRAHAM. I think it is important to get into the uses, because

it is present or future uses, and then we have problems if you consider

the future uses. I don’t mean to be argumentative, but we have to

define our terms or we can’t even discuss it.

Senator MELCHER. One nice thing about being chairman, you can

have the first word and the last word and in between, if you want. But

the feeling that the committee has, as near as I can determine at this

time—and I do not want to infer that this will be the finding, the last

word of all the committee members—but the feeling that we have so

far developed of the committee that has addressed this question is

that the Winters doctrine—and I will use the term as refined—provides

necessary water for Indian tribes on their reservation, as being the

intent of Congress when the reservations were created.

It is sometimes confusing, because sometimes you are talking about

reservations of land and then about reservations of water. I don’t

think there is much question that the original case that was de

cided here in Montana—the Winters case—dealt entirely with the

necessary water that the tribe would need on its reservation both in

the present and in the future for domestic uses, for agricultural uses,

and what has later sometimes been identified as for purposes of

civilization.

Justice agrees that perhaps that does mean some industrial water.

Some industrial water was always recognized, as has been pointed out

b a witness or two in our hearings earlier—because, after all, isn’t a

b acksmith’s shop some type of industry——and of course, that is

correct.

The point is that quantification of that reservation—and now I am

talking about reservation of water—of water has to be, if we are

following the Winters doctrine, what would be reasonably needed by

an Indian tribe for all of those purposes.

I don’t believe it is fair, in my judgment, at least; that neither Jus

tice nor Interior is claiming that all of the water arising on, flowing

under or flowing through, or adjacent to an Indian reservation is

reserved for Indians. I don’t think they are saying that.
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Mr. INGRAHAM. As I stated earlier, I feel that the quantification is

tremendous. I question the manner in which it was brought out.

Senator MELCHER. I was interested in the point you made that you

felt a case was necessary for quantification.

Mr. INGRAHAM. I might add this, Senator. They don’t trust the

State courts, and certainly, this is a Federal matter, and the final

arbiter is always the Federal U.S. Supreme Court that is entitled to,

and will review any State court decision upon appeal.

Senator MELCHER. Certainly.

Mr. INGRAHAM. And it is going to go up on appeal.

Senator MELCHER. The thing that gets me about adjudication,

whether it is State or Federal, if there isn’t a process for bringing it to

a conclusion, it can go on forever. That does place a cloud on the title,

Iéotcjiust on the water, but the title to the land, and it is an unnecessary

ur en.

Mr. INGRAHAM. In our area, it defers all sorts of development. For

instance, an example right now——I have clients who want to drill wells

and go into irrigation development systems for raising very important

food products, but do you think they are going to invest a dime as long

as this thing is in litigation? It screws the development of things.

Senator MELCHER. But adjudication in either State or Federal

court, unless it is prepared, is a long drawn-out procedure. You seem

to be pretty confident that the procedure has worked out retty well

in State court. I am interested in that, but we haven’t ha adjudica

tion here that has flowed quickly and smoothly through our State

courts et.

Mr. NGRAHAM. This is one of my tremendous problems and I

don’t think I made quite that point. Let’s say that you are successful

in influencing and persuading Justice that they should dismiss this

case and let it go through State court. It has to go through the State

court, because the State law, SB—76 is self-executing. It has to go to

court. Ok, when we get into State court, how do we avoid the further

adjudication that we are talking about now with respect to the

Winters doctrine? It is going to be decided there, it is going to be adju

dicated under that self-executing provision of Senate bill 76. Wouldn’t

you agree with that?

Senator MELCHER. I don’t know. I know I am not going to try to

make that legal judgment at all.

All right, thank you very much, Lloyd.

Mr. INGRAHAM. Thank you forthe opportunity, sir.

Senator MELCHER. This concludes our hearing. We have heard all

the witnesses. The hearing record will remain open for at least 20

days to accept testimony.

The committee is adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 4:20 p.m., the committee adjourned.]

[The following material was submitted for inclusion in the record.]
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August 9, 1979

John Melcher

1016 Federal Bldg

Billings, Mont. 59101

Dear Sir:

We will be unable to attend the water heating in Ronan 31 of August as we

are school bus drivers and school will be in session then.

However, we are interested in protecting our water rights. He own a very

small farm 50 acres and we depend on our well water for irrigating our hay

crop for our sheep.

Ne are not financially able to pay legal fee coats for this lawsuit.

Seems to us we are paying for both sides of this case.

‘ 1

Montana better fight to save our water or the people down south will gdt’

it all. He think Montana should pay for the expense of this lawsuit.

Sincerely,

No n & Florence Borgen

2965 LaSalle Road

Columbia Falls, Mt. 59912
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Kugust 10, 1979

Augusta, Montana 59bl0

John Melcher

U.S. Senate

1016 Federal Bldg.

Billings, Montana‘ 59101

Re: Notice of Public Hesrihgs on Water Suit

' July 27, 1979

Dear Senator Melcher:

Fnclosed please find copies of Notice of Water Rights in

Ponders and Toole Counties owned by Orcutt Ranch Co. and E. H.

Orcutt, Auguste, Montana.

These water rights consist of runn-off water only from

Yeast Powder Flat Coulee(Ponders Co.) and Wilson Coulee(Toole Co.).

The amount of water we retain in our reservoirs is a very

small percentage of the total runs-off which occurs in wet years

only.

Sincerely,

E. H. Orcutt

EHO:no

Encl.: 2
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I PHOPOCOPIFID won ABSTRACT PREPARED won 8. H. Orcutt, ‘Auguste, Montana 59h1o

-]_

Notice of Water R1 ht.

Dated an. 2, 1909.

B. C; Jones,
 

-to- Filed Jan. 5, 1909 at 9:00 A.M.

Recorded in Book "8" of Water

The Public. Rights, Page 149, Chouteau County

Records, transcribed to Book "B"

of Water Rights, Page 448, Hill

County ecords, and transcribed to

Tbole County Records.

That I have appropriated 25 cubic feet per second of time of

the waters of Wilson Coulee and its tributaries in the County of

Chouteau and State of Montana, for useful and beneficial purposes.

' Book 'A' of Water Rights, Page 399,

That the purpose for which the'water is claimed is for irrigat

ion, stock and domestic purposes, and especially for irrigating land

in Section 34, Twp. 29, N. R. 1 3., and Section 2 & 3, T. 28, N. R.

1 E., M. M., which is the place of intended use.

That said waters are diverted from said stream by means of a

Reservoir and ditch tappinp said stream upon its both banks at a

point thereon situate in SE§, Sec. 33, T. 29, N. R. 1 E. M. M., and

running thence in a southerly direction to and upon the above des

cribed land.

That said appropriation is made upon the 2nd., day of Jan. 1909;

E. C. Jones.

Verified, subscribed and sworn to by E. C. Jones, before me

this 4th., day of Jan. 1909.

John N. Shields,

Notary Public in and for Teton

(Seal). County, Montana.

-3.

United States, Patent
 

Docunent Ho. 11°02.

Dated Aug. 25, 1913.

?iled Dec. 1, 1913 at 9:15 A.;.

Recorded in Book ‘3" of Deeds,

Page 292, Sill County Records, and

transcribed to Book "D" of Deeds,

Page 490, Toole County Records.

 

_tO

"illian Iesley filler.

Grants, pursuant to the Act of Congress of May 20, 1862, ‘To

Secure Homesteads to Actual Settlers on the Public Domain", and the

acts supplemental thereto, the S%SE§, Sec. 33, Twp. 29, N., and the

Lots 1~2-3-4-, SéNW§, Sec. 4, Twp. 28, N. Range 1 East, A. M., con

taining 310.07 acres.

Woodrow Wilson, President.

By M. P. LeRoy, Secretary.

L. Q. C. Lamar, Recorder of the

(Seal). General Land Office.

53-296 0 - 80 - 37
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PHUPOCOPIED FROM ABSTRACT PRFPARF-D FOR 13. H. Orcutt, Augusta, Hnntana 591110

000

Beverly R. Fowler NUIICE WATER RIGHT

To Dated Nov. 23, 1899

The Public: Filed Jan. 18, l900 at 2:10 P. LL

Recorded Book 2 W. R. page 571..

Hereby declare and give notice to all persons concerned that I have appropriated

26 cubic feet of waters of Yeast Powder flat coulee in county of Choteau and State

of Montana, for useful and beneficial purposes.

And I do further declare as follows:

First: That I do hereby claim 26 cubic feet of waters of said Yeast Powder flat

coulee according to standard measurement of water prescribed by House Bill N0. 29

Session Laws, Sixth Legislative Assembly, of Montana.

Second: That purpose for which water is claimed is for stock watering purposes

on a place described as follows: sh-i:—*.%, wise}, Sec. 1., Twp. 28 H., Rye. 1 E. P. u. 1.1.

which is place of intended use.

Third: That said waters are diverted from said stream by means of a dam that size

of said dam is ten feet high

Fourth: That said appropriation was nude upon 20 day of November, 189

Fifth: That name of appropriator of said water is Beverly R. Fowler

And I do hereby further claim right to change place of diversion of said water at

any time, and to extend ditches, flumes, piles, aqueducts, by which said diversion is

made from time to time to any place other than wherefirst used, and to use waters for

other useful and beneficial purposes, than that for which it was first appropriated.

And I also claim all rights of way for ditches, flumes, aqueducts and reservoirs,

dilces and canals, over and across lands through which same are constructed, and right

to enlarge and alter same from time to time; and also all rights, easements, privileges

and appurtenances thereunto belonging or granted under and by virtue of all laws, both

State and National.

Together with all and singular, hereditaments and appurtenances thereunto belong

ing or to accrue to the same.

Beverley R. Fowler

Verification by Beverley R. Fowler

Subscribed and sworn to Nov. 23, 1899 before Sterling McDonald, Clerk District

Court in and for Teton County, Mont. (Court Seal).

oOo

j, Bevera_ly R. Fowler, WARRANTY DEED. Doc.l\'o. 1731.

husband of party of Dated March 22, 1913

second part Filed July 26, 1919 at M35 P. 14.

To Recorded Book 1 Deeds, page 22.1

Louise C. Fowler Consideration 81.00

Grant, bargain, sell, convey, warrant and confirm N§SE},, S§_NE§ See. A, Twp. 28

N., R. 1 E. First P. ii. of Lont containing 160 acres, more or less.

Together with all tenements, hereditaments and appurtenances thereto belonging.

Bevera_J1 R. Fowler

Acknowledged [larch 22, 1913 by Bevera_ly R. Fowler, before B. P. lk:Nair, Notary

Public for State of Mont. residing at Great Falls. (Notarial seal affixed). Connie

sion expires July 8, 1911..

I

000
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CASPER PETERS

S SOUTH MAIN

CONRAD MT 59025

52A1(Rl/7m

4-OIZQSSSEST OS/25/79 ICS IPMMTZZ CSP HSHS

HOSZTSIQQS MGM TDMT CONRAD MT 1319 08-25 1109A EST

SENATOR JOHN HELCHER

US SENATE

HASHINGTON DC 20510

DEAR SIR!

IN REGARDS TO THE HATER RIGHTS OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE VERSUS THE

AMERICAN INDIANS AND THE INDIANS CLAIMING ALL THE HATER RIGHTS ON

THIS CONTINENT BECAUSE THEY HERE SUPPOSEDLY THE FIRST PEOPLE HERE.

THESE CLAIMS ARE AS FAR FETCHED AS IS THE FACT THAT THERE IS A POT OF

GOLD AT THE END OF EVERY RAINSOH, IT IS A PROVEN FACT THAT THE MAYAS

AND AZTECS OF SOUTH AND CENTRAL AMERICA HERE ON THE NORTH AMERICAN

CONTINENT SINCE CENTURIES BEFORE THE RED MAN AND THAT THE RED MAN IS

OF AN ASIATIC DESCENT ALTHOUGH SOME OF THE FEATURES HAVE CHANGED

THIS IS DUE TO THE DIFFERENT ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS AND INTERMARRIAGES

SETHEEN THE AZTECS OR ASIATIC NATIONAL GROUPS THEMSELVES, THE HAYAS

AND AZTECS CAN BE COMPARED TO THE RDMANS; GREEKS AND EGYPTIANS. THESE

PEOPLE POSSESSED A HIGHLY CIVILIZED CULTURE, MANY OF THE ARTIFACTS OF

THESE PEOPLE HAVE BEEN FOUND ON UPHARD FROM SOUTH AND CENTRAL AMERICA

UP THROUGH NORTH AMERICA. ACCORDING TO THE MAPS THESE PEOPLE WOULD

HAVE COME UP ALONG THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN STRAIT THROUGH MONTANA

PROCEEDING EASTHARD ALONG THE MARIAS RIVER AND ONHARD TO THE ATLANTIC

OCEAN. THE KNOHLEDGE THAT HAS BEEN GAINED FROM THE ARTIFACTS FOUND OF

THE MAYAS AND AZTECS SUGGEST THAT THESE PEOPLE HAD A MORE SUPERIOR

KNOHLEDGE IN MANY HAYS THEN WE HAVE AT THE PRESENT TIME. THE

ARTIFACTS OF THE RED MAN OR AMERICAN INDIAN OF ASIATIC OESCENT HAVE

NO SIMILARITIES HHATSOEVER TO THE ARTIFACTS OF THE MAYAS AND AITECS.

IT IS ALSO A SIGNIFICANT FACT THAT THERE HAS HUMAN LIFE ON THE NORTH

AMERICAN CONTINENT SOME 300000 YEARS AGO JUST AS ME MNOH NON THAT AT

ONE TIME ELEPHANTS AND CAMELS ONCE ROAMED THIS CONTINENT, THE MAYA

AND AZTECS ARTIFACTS ARE PROVEN TO BE MUCH OLDER THAN ANY OTHER

ARTIFACTS OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN OF ASIATIC DESCENT SO IT BECOMES A

PROVEN FACT THAT THE RED MAN HAS NOT HERE FIRST, THIS INDIAN

AGITATION BEGAN IN WASHINGTON. D.C. BY THE DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR

THEN GOING THROUGH THE BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS LEAVING THE INDIANS

TO THE FALSE IMPRESSION THAT THEY HAD A RIGHT TO ALL THE HATER ON

THIS CONTINENT AND THAT THEY COULD GET SOMETHING FOR NOTHING BECAUSE

THEY HERE SUPPOSEOLY THE FIRST PEOPLE HERE. BUT HHEN ALL THIS IS OVER

THE INDIANS AND EVERY AMERICAN HILL REALIZE THAT THEY HAVE SEEN MADE

A SUREAUCRATIC SCAPEGOATI ONCE THE BUREAUCRATICS GET THE RIGHTS TO

THE INDIANS IT HILL THEN BE CONSIDERED GOVERNMENT PROPERTY AND THE

BUREAUCRATS CAN USE IT TO ANY ADVANTAGE THEY MAY CHOOSE AND ALL THE

PEOPLE WHO USE HATER MILL SE TAXED OR HAVE TO PAY A REVENUE. THE

HATER ON ANYONES LAND HILL SE STRICTLY LIMITED AND THE PEOPLE WHO OWN

THE LAND HILL BE PAYING THE SAME AMOUNT OF TAXES IF NOT MORE. THIS

Mailgram‘2
I .

0I)l\A|I§
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RIDICULOUS STATEMENT THAT ALL THE HATER COMES OFF OF RESERVATION LAND

SIMPLY BEARS OUT THE LACK OF INTELLIGENCE OF SOME OF THE APPOINTED

AND ELECTED OFFICIALS OF THIS NATION IN HASHINGTON; D;C- IT IS JUST

ANOTHER HAY OF STEALING MORE OF THE RIGHTS OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE AND

MAKING HASHINGTON; D-C. A BUREAUCRATIC DICTATORSHIP. THE AMERICAN

PEOPLE ARE STILL THE SUPREME SOVEREIGNTY OF THIS NATION, THIS FACT

SEEMS TO BE AS BITTER AS GALL TO THE TASTE OF THE BUREAUCRATS HMO ARE

NOH LUSTING FOR THE POHER TO DICTATE BY DOING THE THINGS DESCRIBED IN

THE FOREGOING PART OF THIS LETTER. THEY CAN NOH GET THE POHER THEY

HANT. THEN SOON THEY HILL NO LONGER HAVE TO CONTEND HITH THE STATIC

THAT NOH COMES FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPLE. HHAT THE BUREAUCRATS HAVE

FORGOTTEN THOUGH IS THE FACT THAT THE AMERICAN PEOPLE HAVE A VERY

UNIOUE HAY OF PULLING TOGETHER HHEN THEY FEEL THEY HAVE BEEN PUSHED

FAR ENOUGH, THE AMERICAN PEOPLE WILL TAKE ON ODDS OF A THOUSANDFOLD

AND HIN. THEY HAVE DONE IT BEFORE AND THEY CAN DO IT AGAIN. MUCH OF

THE LAND EAST OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER HAS GIVEN IN PAYMENT OF

SERVICE TO THE MEN HHO SERVED IN THE AMERICAN REVOLUTIONARY HAR

BECAUSE AT THAT TIME THIS COUNTRY HAS SO FAR IN DEBT THAT THERE HAS

NO OTHER HAY TO PAY THEM BUT TO GIVE THEM LAND. THERE HERE NO

RESERVATIONS IN THOSE AGREEMENTS. ALL MINERAL RIGHTS; HATER; TOPSOIL

AND EVERYTHING ON THAT LAND HENT FOR PAYMENT. THESE SAME LAHS STAND

TODAY UNLESS OTMERHISE STATED. THESE TOO ARE AGREEMENTS THAT HAVE THE

SAME VALIDITY AS A TREATY. SINCE ALL THE RACES OF THIS NATION HAVE

FOUGMT TO KEEP THIS NATION FREE AND THE PEOPLE ARE THE GOVERNMENT AND

THE SUPREME SOVEREIGNTY OF THIS NATION; LET NOT A SINGLE SUPREME

COURT JUDGE DECIDE YOUR FATE OR THE AMERICAN DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE‘

THIS IS NOT AN ISSUE FOR THEM TO ACT UPON. THIS IS THE VERY REASON

THAT HE HAVE ELECTED REPRESENTATIVES IN HASHINGTON; D.C. FOR THE

PEOPLE HHO HAVE LIVED IN THIS NATION FOR ANY NUMBER OF GENERATIONS.

LET US NOT FORGET THE PRICE THAT OUR FOREFATHERS PAID, HOH HARD THEY

HORKED TO KEEP THIS NATION FREE AND MAKE THIS NATION THE GREATEST OF

ALL NATIONSI HER PRICE HAS BEEN HIGH BUT HER FRUITS HAVE BEEN SHEET,

AS FOR THE PROBLEM AS IT NOH STANDS YOUR FATE IS IN THE HANDS OF ONE

MAN. EACH AREA HAS ONE SUPREME COURT JUDGE. THIS IS NOT THE CASE ONLY

IN THE STATE OF MONTANA BUT IN EVERY STATE OF THIS NATION THAT HAS

HATER. IF YOU; THE PEOPLE; DON'T PROTECT YOURSELF NOH YOU HILL HAVE

NO ONE TO BLAME FOR THE LOSS OF YOUR RIGHTS AND LIBERTIES BUT

YOURSELVES. THE GOVERNMENTAL BUREAUCRATS HANT THESE HATER RIGHTS FOR

THE DEVELOPMENT OF FUTURE ENERGY SUCH AS COAL; OIL AND SO FORTH, THE

THING HRONG HITH THIS IS THE FACT THAT THEY HANT TO STEAL THEM AND

YOUR TAX DOLLARS ARE GOING TO PAY FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THESE

INDUSTRIES. THEN THEY HILL SELL THEM TO SOME COOPERATIVE OR BIG

INDUSTRY AND THEY IN TURN HILL TURN AROUND TO RAISE MONEY TO KEEP

GOING; THEY HILL SELL STOCKS; BONDS AND SHARES. IF YOU CAN AFFORD

THESE STOCKS; BONDS AND SHARES; THEN YOU HAVE A CHANCE OF MAKING

MONEY BUT THE ODDS ARE AGAINST YOU BECAUSE BEFORE YOU HEAR OF THEM

SOME HEALTHY FOREIGN NATION SUCH AS ARABIA OR JAPAN HILL ALREADY HAVE

PURCHASED THEM AND YOU THE LANDOHNER IS STILL GOING TO PAY THE SAME

TAXES AS YOU DID BEFORE. IF YOU FEEL THAT THIS HRITER IS PROJECTING A

PICTURE OF GLOOM; HAIT A LITTLE LONGER AND DO NOTHING AND SEE HHAT

THE FUTURE HAS IN STORE FOR YOU. NOH GENTLEMEN; HHAT KIND OF

REPRESENTATION DO HE AMERICAN PEOPLE HAVE IN HASMINGTON; D.C. THIS IS

SURELY THE EASIEST HAY TO LOOSE A CAMPAIGN AND ELECTION AND THE ODDS

ARE AGAINST YOU; MR SENATOR AND CONGRESSHAN; BECAUSE IT HAS SELDOM

BEEN THAT ANYONE COULD STAY IN HASHINGTON; D.C. THAT LONG AND LIVE

OUT THEIR LIFE AS A REPRESENTATIVE. DON'T FORGET YOU ARE MAKING THE

LAHS SO MAYBE FOR THE TIME BEING YOU ARE NOT OBLIGED TO OBEY THEM FOR

IT SEEMS YOU ARE JUST MAKING THEM FOR THE PEOPLE TO OBEY. BUT ALL

THOSE YOU LOVE DON'T LIVE THERE AND NEVER HILL AND THE ODDS THAT YOU

HILL BE THERE FOREVER ARE AGAINST YOU ALSO SO HMAT ARE YOU GOING TO

DO ABOUT THIS PROBLEM? JOHN HOPKINS UNIVERSITY HAS ONE OF THE MOST

OUTSTANDING ANCIENT HISTORY DEPARTMENTS IN THE HORLD AND IT IS JUST A

FEH MILES FROM HASHINGTON; D.C. THERE IS ALSO A DR BUSCH AT THE

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOULA IN MONTANA HMO HAS EXCELLENT KNOHLEDGE ON THIS

TYPE OF HISTORY. MOST OF THIS INFORMATION CAN BE OBTAINED IN THE

AVERAGE AMERICAN LIBRARY.

REPLY REQUESTED,

RESPECTFULLY YOURS;

GENEVIEVE E PETERS

S SOUTH MAIN

CONRAD MT 59025‘

lilii EST

MGMCOMP MGM.
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August 30, 1979

The Honorable John Melcher,

United States Senate and Chainnan

Senate Sel ect Committee on Indian Affairs

We strongly objected to the American Indian Policy Review Comission Report

and the Department of Interior proposed departmental regulations restricting

water usage from steams originating on Indian Reservations. ANOW come the

water suits filed by the Departments of Justice and Interior to concern us, N

Is there no end to this federal harassment of citizens of the United States? \T

It appears by such continued harassment that the Departments of Interior and

Justice strongly support Indian sovereignty over'any non~tribdl‘member or

property! It seems that the non~Indian taqpayer must pay the bills‘for the

water law suits against them;'and then dig up the‘money to get legal

representation and court costs to defend themselves against a seeming endless

problem and frankly speaking a stacked deck. We believe it is time to strongly

rebel against such discrimination, The following are important and seemingly

fair considerations:

1. The water rights and water policies should be set by the individual States

and the States must continue to control water rights on private land,

Indian Reservations and other Federalflland.

Ls‘ -1’ 4.

2. Flathead Lake and river are navigable bodies of water and have handled

interstate commerce. The Indians should own no more, no less than

any other citizen of the United States. The Federal Government opened

up the fonmer Flathead Reservation to homesteading and the non-Indian

population is much greater than the Indian population, whereas the latter

have tribal membership which includes a great number of so-called Indians

with less than 50% Indian blood. The law suits and harassment about shore

line ownership, docksI etc., is a ridiculous condition, as well as the

Federal Court decisions upholding the right of the Flathead Tribal Government

to charge a fee for non-Indians fishing on Flathead lake.

3. Subsurface water of a landowner, or springs or other water thereon have

long been considered to be of first priority to the landowner or person

first having need for such water for domestic use or irrigation. Beneficial

uses have long been a consistent guide to water rights and this should

apply to all U. 5. Citizens, Indians and non-Indians alike.

1''’,

The Interior and Justice Departments should drop their water suits and Flathead

lake shore suits against Montana Citizens, or pay the bill of all concerned

instead of just a selected race or few citizens. If this harassment continues,

no doubt it will increase in scope and into other areas, We beg the Congress

to then initiate and pass legislation to correct these matters along the above

lines and in addition make Indians and members of Indian Tribes full citizens

of the United States equal to other citizens with equal responsibilities as well

as benefits. As things now stand the Indians are in a position to lay claim to

the entire United States and the Departments of Intfirior and Justice will continue

to aid them, 
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WE. IESLEI, Commissioner JOHN IUSTEI, Commissioner . GEORGE I. WELLS. Commissioner

DIX! HUGO" IIHFRED I. "I DEINOFF

Clerk 8 Recorder Clerk District Court

JUNE I. DIME! IOIEIT L. FLETCMEI

Treasurer ~ Attorney

AIE:A|. IIAUEI AN S HARVEY E. SNULTZ

uessor 1 Y Sheri"

TIOTIIY 6. Ic60VEIll ‘I k w C. E. IOSDAIIL

Supt. of Schools Coroner

Thompson Falls, Montana 59873

August 31, 1979

rm 2:; 7 ;;srs

The Honorable John Melcher

United States Senate

Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Melcher:

I was sorry to have missed the water rights hearing in Ronan on

August 31, 1979. However, I would like to express my views on

the subject of that meeting.

I think as in the past we should do away with the reservations,

as we have been taking care of the RED Man long enough, and have

done him a great injustice by giving them everything and not lettin

him make his own way. And as far as a nation within a nation, how

can that be?

If it was not for the dumb white man paying taxes to take care of

them what would they do? I don't think anyone is entitled to their

rights and my right, as they are no super citizens as far as I'm

concerned. But if so why not pay the white man off and give the

reservations back to the Indian and let him make his own way and

give him nothing.

Sincerely,

GEORGE . WELLS

Sanders County Commissioner

NER:pd
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...__ -' wncm rumcn co. - " MSEPZBER

' . ;_ Joplin, Montana -

Sen. John Helcher e 3 i-~

Senate Indian Affairs ' ,.,'.

Senate Office Bldg. '

Washington, D.C.

Testimony for the Hearing on Indian Water *‘

Rights

My male is John Duncan, Joplin, Montana. I am a farmer and

rancher in north-central Montana. I wish to state my complaint

against the policy of the Dept. of Interior concerning the Indian

0 '~ ‘

Hater Right suit. " ' "
\"

ludicrous.

‘I hold in my possessidn seceral patents for desert entries

that were proved up with ditches made by the homesteaders and

water given to them by the U.S. Government for the express purpose

of irrigating their land. These lands could not be proved up

without water and the government stated clearly in the patent

that sufficient waterhwas available for each parcel of land.

How can the government now claim the water doesn't go with the

land?

It is grossly unjust for the Dept. of Justice representative

to state that reserved Federal or Indian water rights are not

lost by non-use, but then states that white people's rights are

lost by non-use. Where is the equality before the law in such a

policy?

The inequity.of the policy that the defendants be required

to pay their lawyers for their own defense as well as being taxed

to bring the suit against themselves is so flagrant it borders on

My feeling is that, for these reasons, as well as others

given in other testimony, this case should be dismissed.

WM

flm
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Thomas Lee, HOTIOI 07 APPHOPRIATIOI OF

Appropriator, IATER RIGHT.

. ,_/- Filed April 3nd 1902,

--ro-- " Recorded Book vi Page 10.

The Public.

—o-o-o-o

That the undersigned did on the 2nd day of April, 1902, appropr

iate and claim, and does by these presents appropriate, locate and

claim Five (5) cubic feet per second of time legal measurement, of

the waters of Spring Creek in the County of Flathead, State of Montana

and did, on the above named date, mark at the point of intended diversion

by posting thereat a copy of this notice in a conspicious place.

That said water is claimed ior milling, electric power and irrigat

ion purposes, and other useful and beneficial purposes and the place of

intended use is in 80c. 34 Twp.30 Range 20.

Said water is to be diverted and conveyed to said place by means

of a dam, flume and ditch said ditch to be 2 feet wide on bottom,

feet wide on top and 1 foot deep.

That the stream from uhich said diversion is to be made is more

particularly described as follows:

A mountain stream which sinks in Sec. 34 T. 30 R. 20 and measured from

said point of diversion as an initial point, the following well know

natural objects and pernament monuments are distant as follows;

A rocky ravine is distant about 150 yards in a easterly direction.

And the undersigned hereby claims a right of way over all unapprop

riated lands of the united States through which said ditch and flume

shall pass.

Signed: Thomas Lee.

Appropriator and

Claimant.

State of Montana

County of Flathead

Thomas Lee, being first duly sworn, says: that he is the approp

riator and claimant named in the foregoing notice of Appropriation, and

knots the contents thereof, and that all the matters and statements

contained therein are true

Thomas Lee

Bubscribed and sworn to before me this 2 day of April, 1902.

Michel Therriault,

Notary Public in and for

Flathead County, State of

(EAL). Montana.

- .7M...2'c£.".""4‘.’<m...m..,...,.
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ITAII OI MONTANA I

:

County oi Flathead )

WHIAIAS, on the 2nd day oi April, i902, Thonee Lee, the predeoeeeor in

intereet of the undereigned Appropnatora and Clainante , did appropriate and claim

iive (5) cubic feet per eeoond oi legal meaeurenent ot the watere oi Spring Creek in

the County oi Flathead, State oi Montana, and the notice tor eeid appropriation haa

been duly tiled and recorded with the Clerk and Recorder 0! eeid County in loolt 11

at page 108

NOW, THEREFORE, DIOW ALI. MEN BY THESE PRBENTS:

ran the undereignad Approprietore and Clainante did on the KL day oi

lune, i963, appropriate and claim, and do by there preeente appropriate, locate and

claim an additional live (5) cubic feet per eecond oi time 0! legal neaeurenent oi the

watare of Spring Creek in theCounty of Flathead. State of Montana, eubjeot to thoee

righta reeerved to the Grantore in that certain Warranty Deed between Norman M.

Stringiollow and Alvina Stringiellow. hie wiie, Greater: , and Everett Gene Oren

and Anne Charlene Ore-, hie wile, Grenteee. dated 21 April, i962, end recorded

in theoiiice Qthe Flathead County Clerk end Recorder in Book 448 at page 74, and

did, on the _ day ct June. 1963, mark the point of intended divereion by poeting

thereet a copy oi thie notice in a oonepicuoue place.

The eeid water is cleaned lot electric power, domeetic uee, irrigation and other

ueetul and beneticiel purpoeee, and the place of intended uee ie in Section: 34 and 35,

Townahip 30 North, Iange 20 Weet, AA.P.lA. . Flathead County, Montana.

,'- Said water ie to be divebd and conveyed to eeid piece by naane ot a concrete

tede eerthiili den twelve (it) feet high, thirty-two (32) feet wide and twelve (it)

inohae thick. a twelve (l2) inch eteel pipe and a ditch emeninetely two (1) teat wide

and one (1) toot deep.

Thettheetreaeironwhicheaiddivereioaietobenedeienorepertioularly

described ea ioilowe. to-wit: A loeetain etrean having ite begining on Columbia

Mountain, and entering the louthweet Quarter oi the Southweet Quarter or Section 35,

Townehip 30 Iorth. Ienge 20 Went, AAJJA. . Ilatheed County. Montana, at a point

320 feet Went of the Iortheeet corner of the Southweet Quarter ot the Southwest-.

Quarter Section 35, Townehip 30 North, Range 20 Weet. Al.P.M., Flathead County,

Montana.

leeeured iron the point oi diverelon ae an initial etarting point, the tollowieg

well known natural obieote and pereanent nenuraente are diatant ae toliowe, to-wit:

the adore-antinned danie locatedatthadivareioepointi thelortheeetoornerotthe

Southweet Quarter of the Southweet Quarter oi Section 35. ‘lownehip 30 North. Range

:0 Weet, AA.P.M. , Flathead County, Montana, ie dietant about 320 ieet in an eaeterly

irection.

And the undereignad hereby claim eeid pipe and ditch and the right-oi-way

theretor. and tor eeid water by it conveyed. or to be conveyed iron: eeid point of

, approphtion to eeid land, or point of iinal diecharge, and aleo the right of location

upon any lande of any dame, tluraee, reearvoire, conetructed. or to be conetructad,

by then in epprowiating, and in ueing eeid water; together with the right to repair

and enlarge eeid den. ditch and pipe whenever and wherever the eame may be necea

eary to convey the water hereby appropriated.

wmmse our hande at Ieliepell, Montana, mu /il day oi Tune, 1963.

/71'.’ L(.j%/.‘Lg,’r;il1¢ '/rldt/r(L

/Q‘;mL /ex. %'/ /{"/1' i_//,
ippropriatore and éfii-eete
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sun or uournu)

I ll.

Oaunty of Ylathead )

mmGENE OREM and ANNA CHARLBNB ORBM, having first been duly

ewotn. depoee and eay that they are of lawful age and are the appropriatore and

oleimante of the order and water right mentioned in the foregoing notice oi appro

priation and claim and the persons whose namee are subscribed thereto. as the

approprieton and claimants , that they know the content! of aid foregoing notice

and that the mattere and thinge therein etated are true.

M (Q-,,1'U

/

/

Subeoribedandeworntobeloremethie

 

_2/€eYolI7(/1963. _

‘ M I . /

Olotarial fleel)
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Dupuyer, Montana 59h32

September 27,1979

Chairman, John Melcher '.

Select Committee on Indian Affairs _ E

Washington,D.C. 20510

Dear Senator gelcher, ‘iL

We are writing in regard to the Department of Justice law suit, in behalf

of the Indians versus the water users off the Reservations. We are involved in

the Marias River suit.

It is a known fact that ranchers must have hay to keep their cattle alive

during the winter in this country.Without irrigating water it is very hard to

raise an ample hay crop year after year. For an example: the winter of 1976-77

was a mild open winter here. When spring arrived there was very little snow pack

in the mountains therefore very little irrigation water, Due to very little water

we put up 2100 bales where we put up more then ten thousand bales on normal years.

It appears that Mother Nature, does or does not provide the bgiggest share of

our irrigating water. The Federal Government and Indians didn't have a thing to do

with the lack of snow fall that year. Are we going to be sued at some later date

over the rain and snow that falls on our lands?

Is the Federal Government going to deny those of us who are industrious,water

to provide a livelihoodizhich the wealth of our state and nation is based?

It is only fair to remember that those who use water off the reservations

are producers and taxpayers. While those living on the reservations live off the

taxpayers of the United States and very few have the inclination or ambition to

use the water rights that they now have.

We urge your committee to get this expensivehnd discriminatory law suit dis

missed.Should it go on, it will cause hard feelings and further divide our nation.H

Divided a Nation can not stand! '

It would seem more appropriate for the Justic Diartment to spend it's time

getting after the criminals that run wild in our nation.

We thank you for letting us express our opinions on this matter.

Sincerely yours,

,%JQAA 8 '77§adafQtuL
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